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Preface

Thisisthefirstcomprehensivevolumecontainingdocumentation onmodellingofproduction, water relations and theeconomics ofintensively cultivated
short rotation energy forests. It contains thirteen separate chapters and an
appendix, some of which also include listings of the computer programs.The
purpose ofthisvolumeisto present comprehensivetheoretical models,aswell
as to create a tool for the readers to apply their knowledge on short rotation
energy forestry. The contributors of each chapter are individually identified,
although the modelling approach as a whole is the result of a continuous
exchange of information and opinions between the authors, editors and
referees, who are responsible for the peer review of all the contributions to
this book.
The separate chapters are sorted into four parts, to enable the reader to
obtain a better overview of the content of the whole volume. The first part,
Introduction,givesthebackground toenergyforestry ingeneral,and adiscussion on the simulation models in particular. The second and third parts start
with syntheses concerning modelling of growth and water relations, respectively. The second part, Growthprocesses in willowstands, continues with
chapters on biomass growth processes,assimilate allocation and nitrogen turnover. The model presented in this part is a description of willow growth
simulationwithannualresultsfrom athreeyearcuttingcycle.Inthethird part,
Waterrelationsinwillowstands,threedifferent modelsarepresented onwater
relationsinwillow,whichisoneofthemainspeciesforSwedishenergyforestry.
The fourth part, Energyforestry: its economicsandprospects, comprises an
economiccalculationfor energyforestry onagriculturallandinSwedenaswell
astheprospectsforwoodbiomassasaregenerable,alternativeenergyresource.
Theappendix contains adescription ofthesimulation packages,and asample
modelfor demonstration isgiventofacilitate theunderstanding ofthemodelling efforts.
The models presented in the different chapters contain the source codes,
written insuch awaythat readers with knowledge of programming caneasily
use them in their Owncomputers. The reason for this is the belief that these
models can be applied to other species and environments after the necessary
modification ofcertain variables and parameters.
Kurth L. Perttu
Piotr J. Kowalik
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INTRODUCTION

1 Climatic,edaphic andmanagement requirementsforenergy
forestry
Stig Ledin and Kurth L. Perttu
1.1 Background
Research onenergyforestry started inSwedeninthemid-1970s,after thefirst
'oilcrisis'(Sirenetal., 1984),whentheneedtodecreasethecountry's dependece
on imported fossil fuel, became apparent. Soon after, serious discussions also
started aboutclosingdownSwedishnuclearpowerplants.Thesecond'oilcrisis'
in 1979strengthened the conviction that oil consumption should be cut, especially for heating. Later, another factor entered the discussion, namely the
possibility ofusingenergyforest asanalternative landusetoreducethe surplus
of agricultural crops.There are similar possibilities in most western European
countries and in North America. According to Gilliusson (1985), the biomass
part of total energy consumption is 1%in developed countries, 39%in developing countries and 12%for the whole world. Hall & De Groot (1987) give
corresponding figures of 1%, 43%, and 14%, respectively. These figures can
easilybeincreased inmanycountriesbyimprovingthebiomassproduction; for
example, by using nitrogen-fixing species.
At least 400 000hectares of agricultural land are available for fast-growing,
broadleafforests inSweden.Inaddition,abandoned agriculturalland, amounting to some 100000 hectares, and suitable peatland, amounting to 700 000
hectares,canbeconsidered.Theexploitation ofpeatland willbecome economicallyattractivewhencultivation methods and plant materialhavebeen further
improved.
To boost production, which is the ultimate goal of energy forestry, basic
research is being done in the fields of biogeophysics, ecology, genetics, soil
science,and management measures.Aseriesofdifferent climatic,hydrological,
ecological,andedaphicfactors and processesinfluences plantgrowth and stand
production (Figure 1).
The Cultivation of an energy forest starts with the selection of site and plant
material, followed by establishment, step by step (Table 1).The measures can
differ with the purpose, the species, and the country concerned, but the examplesgiveninthetablestressthemostimportant generalfactors.The established
cropgoesintotheproduction phasewithintensivemanagement, which initially
comprises careful weed control followed byfertilization programmes. Ifnecessary, irrigation is applied when conditions allow.
The fast-growing short-rotation species can be coppiced at intervals of 3-5
years (excluding the period of establishment). Harvests can be repeated until
the stumps have lost their vitality, probably after 20-40 years, depending on
species. Between coppicing, the most important management factor is applica-
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Figure 1. Ecological variables, factors and processes affecting plant growth. (After
Siren,1983)..
tionoffertilizers (andwater).Thenaturalabilityofsoilstosupplythecropwith
nutrients and watervariesconsiderably. In Sweden, thehumid climate renders
irrigation unnecessary in many places, but there are no soils on which fertilization could be completely excluded if the aim is a high yield of biomass.
Whenever possible, energy forests should be planted on soils with good water
supply. Otherwise, the influence of water shortage can lower production considerably (by 50%or more).
The production ofenergy forests strongly depends on theclimate ofthe area
concerned. At higher latitudes, the air temperature is generally the main limitingfactor. In other parts oftheworld, precipitation isthe keyclimatic factor.
When constructing growth models such facts must be borne in mind. Similar
considerations apply to the edaphic factors. In the following pages, the main
climatic,edaphic and management requirements for energyforestry in Sweden
are discussed in greater detail.
1.2 Climatic premises for energy forestry in Sweden
Sweden islocated inthe northern taiga area between latitudes 55°30'N and
69° N. The air temperature, consistent with a climate that is partly semimaritime and partly semi-continental (Angstrom, 1974), is the most limiting
climatic factor for forest production (Perttu, 1980). The temperature sum,

defined asthe sum of degrees exceeding acertain threshold value (in this case,
the daily mean temperature of +5 °C) and which also limits the start and end
of the growing season, lies between 1100 and 1700 day-degrees (Odin et al.,
1983).The threshold value of+5 °C has been empirically found to bevalid in
Scandinavia. In other parts of the world where air temperature is a strongly
limitingfactor,thethresholdvaluemaybedifferent: thecorrectfiguremustthen
be found out from production experiments. In Sweden, the temperature sum
can
(^SUM)
be represented by the following equation (Perttu, 1983):
^sum= 4835 - 57.6 L - 0.9 H

Equation 1

where Listhelatitude(degrees)and Histheelevation(metres) abovesea-level.
It is important to point out that this expression is valid only under average
conditions and not at individual sites, where the microclimate isgreatly influenced by local topography, nearby forests, etc. (cf. Geiger, 1971).
The most important climatic elements for energy forest production are the
photosynthetically active part of solar radiation (light), air temperature and
humidity, wind speed, and precipitation. The latter factor has an indirect
influence (viatheamount ofplant-available waterinsoil)and adirect influence
on the leaf temperature, when intercepted water evaporates. The relations
between these elements and growth and water, respectively, are discussed in
subsequent chapters.
The climate is favourable for intensive energy forestry in most of southern
Swedenand alongthecoast ofGulf ofBothnia,wherethelengthofthegrowing
season varies between 160 and 230 days (Perttu, 1980). In northern Sweden,
intensiveenergyforestry islimited mainly bythelowtemperatures and thus by
therelativelyshortgrowingperiod.Springandautumnfrosts alsooccuronsites
whereenergyforestry ispossible(Christersson etal., 1984).Theseproblemscan
mostly be overcome byselecting hardy species,by active management, and by
locating plantations away from particularly frost-exposed localities (Perttu,
1981; Siren et al., 1987).
Precipitation is generally sufficient for plant husbandry in most parts of
Sweden,except thesoutheastern coastal area,wheredrought frequently occurs
in early summer. In such areas, irrigation (preferably combined with fertilization) is often the only solution, since such measures boost energy forest production to levelswhereitcan compete ineconomicterms both with traditional
agriculture and with other energy sources.
1.3 Edaphic conditions required for energy forestry in Sweden
The basic edaphic properties of importance for the species used in energy
forestry arethe same asfor other cultivated crops.The soilshould bewell able
to supply the plants with water and nutrients while simultaneously allowing
diffusion of oxygen into and carbon dioxide out of the rhizosphere to enable
root respiration. Manyenergyforestry species,however,aremorecapable than
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Figure2. Thegroundwaterlevelrequiredtogiveasupplyofatleast200mmretained
waterandcapillary-risewaterinsoil.(AfterOlsson& Samils,1984).
conventional agricultural crops of taking advantage of an intermittently or
constantlyhighgroundwaterlevel.Olsson&Samils(1984)havepresenteddata
on the highest groundwater level required to give asupply of atleast 200mm
retained water and capillary risewaterindifferent soils (Figure2).
Energyforestry issuitableforagriculturalland,whereitgiveslargeyieldson
fertile soils. But other criteria must also be taken into account; for instance,
properties involving management techniques as well as plant material. Since
short-rotation, fast-growing species should be harvested during winter, it is
possible to use wetter soils that areflooded during spring and autumn. When
frozen, these soils, can withstand heavy loads from tractors and harvesting
machines.Suchsoilsarenot,however,suitableforagriculturalcropsthatneed
tobesowneveryspringandharvested everyautumn. Inallcases,management
must be adapted tothe specific conditions revealed bysoil survey. At thevery
least, soil type, thickness of soil horizons, nutrient status, and plant-available
water must beknown.

1.4 Selection of plant material
The plant material for energy forestry has to be carefully selected. This can
bedoneinseveralways,for instance,inSwedenselectioncampaignshavebeen
conducted through aweeklyagricultural magazine(Land).Readerswereasked
to send in the tallest shoots they could find of various Salix clones. Another
source of plant material has been the selections made abroad. The third way,
and the mostimportant inthefuture, isviathebreedingprogrammes currently
in progress in many countries.
AccordingtoSirenetal.(1987),theattributes ofimportanceforselectionare:
- dry matter production per units of time and area
- resistance to pest and pathogens
- frost hardiness
- adaptation and tolerance to different environmental conditions
- morphological characteristics
- wood quality in a wide sense.
Naturally, plant material with the overall top properties is selected for
cultivation in a certain area. With time, research work will lead to new and
better plants. However, already established cultivations will always contain
material from earlierstagesduringthewholerotation period.Thisimplies that
plant material willgradually improve during the coming decade.
1.5 Management of established stands
As already pointed out, fertilization is a factor of great importance in management. Itwasalsostressed that weedsmust beeradicated before fertilization
starts (Table 1). In the first year after establishment, before the canopy has
closed, mechanical weed control with a row rotavator or, on stony soils,
equipment similar to that used in sugar beet crops, could be used.
When choosing the fertilization routine one should consider the specific soil
being used. If it has the property of awell-structured clay with good and deep
root penetration, a wide variety of pore sizes and good nutrient adsorption
properties, it is possible to achieve a high biomass yield if most nutrients are
added at the beginning of the growing season. If, on the other hand, the soil
has most pores ofequal sizewith poor root penetration and poor ability of the
soil material to adsorb nutrients, it is impossible to obtain good crop growth
if the fertilizers are added in one application early in the spring. Instead,
attempts should be made to adjust fertilization to the current uptake.and
growth potential of the plants. Naturally, this also holds for soils of the type
just mentioned, with awidevariety of pore sizes,etc. However, in practice the
fertilization regime is also governed by technical considerations. The requirement for several additions of fertilizers during the growing season forces the
farmer toinvestinanewmanagement system,e.g.sprinkler ortrickle irrigation
combined with fertilization.

Table 1. The most important measures needed for establishing energy forests in
Sweden. (After Sirenet al., 1987).
Measuresto betaken

Timeof theyear

Soil characterization
Soil improvement including
clearing and drainage

The summerbefore planting

Eradication of perennial and
annual weeds with glyphosate,
4-6 1 ha"1. Ploughing not earlier
than 3weeks after spraying

August-September theyear
before planting

Furthersoil improvement by
liming(if pH < 5)and
fertilization with macro-and
micronutrients based on soil analyses.
Deep rotavation or ploughing

September-October theyear
before planting

Plant-bed preparation, i.e.
harrowing or rotavation

Whenthesoil is sufficiently
dryinthespring

Planting

Immediately after plant bed preparation

Weed control withsoil herbicides
to prevent herbsdeveloping from seeds

Immediately after planting

Fertilization with nitrogen,
60kg ha -1

InJuly, when the weeds are definitely
out-competed bytheyoungtrees

Irrigation to supply thecropwith
20-30 mmwaterperweek (including
precipitation) during the main part of
thegrowing season

Ifnecessary and possible

In the first production year in practical energy forestry in Sweden, the
amount of added nitrogen (N) is in the range of 90-120 kg ha - 1 . In the second
production year and in subsequent years during the build-up phase, the addition of N is in the range of 120-150 kg ha - 1 . Later, the amounts of N can be
lowered to 60-80 kg ha - 1 yr _1 . The additions of phosphorus (P) and potassium
(K) are dependent on the soil status (as is the case for N on organic soils). The
8

amounts areusuallyintherangeof20-50kgha !yr !for Pand 80-100kgha
yv~l for K.

l

1.6 Damage inenergy forest plantations
Willowenergyforests aredamaged bybrowsing animals(moose,deer, hare,
rabbit, vole), snow and wind breaks, drought, summer frosts, insects, fungi,
bacteria, viruses, etc. Each of these threats could be reduced by management
measures and the selection of plant material. The fight against such threats is
continuous and will go on as long asthe cultivation proceeds. The plantation
manager must be constantly alert when it comes to taking precautions and
measures during the growing season. The condition of plantations will vary
from practically free of damage to severely hit by several of the factors listed
above.
1.7 Harvesting andutilization of energy wood
Energyforests can beharvested manually or byspecialmachines. Promising
prototypes of harvesting machines have been developed in Northern Ireland,
the United States and Sweden.
The Swedish machine developed for harvesting willow, can be attached to
a standard farm tractor. Two circular saws cut the willow stems about 10cm
above the soil surface, one row at a time.,The stems are automatically transported backwards on to a platform where they are gathered into a vertical
bundle weighing as much as 2.5 t. The platform can be tilted and the bundle
tipped off at, for instance, the end of the field close to a tractor road. The
machine is adapted for harvesting material with stems ranging from 3to 6m
in height and from 1 to 6cm in diameter. Its capacity is currently 0.8-1 ha in
eighthours,but thisisexpected toincreaseto about 1.5hawhenthe equipment
has been improved inthe light ofwinter harvest experiences.The length of the
harvesting season istypically about 100days, and the machine can be run on
a two shift basis.
The biomass is intended to be used for different purposes, such as fuel for
heatingandrawmaterialfortheforest andchemicalindustries.Willowbiomass
has been used in many different ways: the whole shoots are used to make
structures to prevent erosion, in the furniture industry, as a raw material for
packing-boxes (mainly for butter and cheese), for wooden shoes (clogs),
baskets,toys,etc.Theleaveshavebeenharvested greenfor livestockfodder and
the bark isstill used in tannery processes (Siren et al., 1987).
The heating value of Salix wood with bark is 19-20 MJ kg"1 (Flower Ellis
& Sennerby-Forsse, 1984), which is somewhat lower than that of traditional
fuelwood. The use of willow as fuelwood is, however, very interesting thanks
to its rapid growth, which is 12-15 t ha - 1 yr _1 of dry matter stemwood,
corresponding to 5-6t of oilequivalents. The water content ofwillowwood at

harvest is usually 45-55%, avalue which in many cases is somewhat too high
for immediate combustion. However, acouple of weeks of storage even during
winter, will lower this value to a more acceptable level. If stored in bundles
duringthesummerperiod,thewatercontentwilldroptoabout20%(Stridsberg
&Thornqvist, 1984).Theashcontent ofwillow wood isaround 1.7%. The final
product will enter the market mainly as fuelchips used in the district heating
plantsthatareverycommon inSweden.Itwill,therefore,compete qualitatively
and economically with residues from traditional forestry.
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2 Approachesto modelling growthandwaterfor forestry
Kurth L. Perttu and Piotr J. Kowalik

2.1 Introduction
Mathematical modelling has become alogical complement to more conventional research activities, and the usefulness of such an approach in forest
research has been clearly demonstrated in Sweden (e.g. Agren & Axelsson,
1980; Ingestad et al., 1981;Under, 1981;Eckersten et al., 1983) and in other
countries (e.g. Hari et al., 1981; Sievanen, 1983; Kimmis & Scoullar, 1984;
Mohren et al., 1984; Landsberg, 1986; Mohren, 1987). There are various
reasons for modelling. Every modeller has a specific reason for developing a
model, and many idiosyncratic models have subsequently never been used by
other researchers. The development of models has become a goal in itself
(Passioura, 1973) and the aim to develop usable models, for example, as
predictivetools,issometimeslostsight of. Inmanycases,modelscanbeofhelp
in organizing thoughts and exchange of information, act as a way of guiding
research,e.g.to pinpoint areaswhereresearch ismost needed,set priorities for
future research, and be a new tool for describing a system. Other possible
applications are to identify gaps in knowledge and data, in reviewing and
synthesizing knowledge ofafield,for comparing opinions and hypotheses, and
to investigate possible future development. Simulation is also used in education,toteach and providedetailed understanding ofthesystemconcerned, and
to create new knowledge for developing theories and generating hypotheses to
facilitate the experimental testing of results. The growing use of simulation
models has strengthened the possibilities of predicting future conditions of a
system and of utilizing research results to solve management problems.
2.2 Simulation models and energy forestry
As indicated in the previous section, simulation models are important tools
inmany types of research,especially inthefieldofbiogeophysics.The purpose
of this book isto present the models recently developed and currently used in
the rapidly expanding, research on and practice of short-rotation energy forestry(at present only Salix) in Sweden.The book is,divided into four parts and
comprises thirteen chapters and an appendix, Most of the models presented
deal with growth processes and water relations in Salix stands. A model for
calculatingtheeconomicsofenergyforestry isalsopresented.Asabackground,
the requirements for growing energy forests are underlined, and the merits of
thistypeofshort-rotation forestry asanalternativeenergysourcearediscussed.
Five of the chapters contain the source code in FORTRAN of the simulation
13

models presented (Table 2).Each model can beadapted to various computers,
depending on which simulation packages are available for the computer concerned. Examples of utilization of the computer facilities within the Swedish
energy forestry research programme are demonstrated in the appendix.
In Sweden, various mathematical simulation models have been used to
determine the growth pattern and production of short-rotation energy forests
and the water conditions in the soil-plant-atmosphere system. The growth
model currently in use (see Chapter 5) relates forest production to weather,
because the potential growth depends on the physiological characteristics (e.g.
foliar nitrogen content) of the plant species, in combination with weather
conditions (mainly temperature and solar radiation). For a given site, growth
may be lower because of incomplete canopy closure, shortage of water and
nutrients (to a large degree determined by the site), and the occurence of
growth-disturbing factors such as pests, diseases, competition from other species (weeds) and large-scale damage to the plants, e.g. by wind, frost or air
pollution. Such disturbances, which reduce the production considerably but
appear irregularly, are not incorporated in the present version of the growth
model. The models simulating the water conditions in the energy forest ecosystems contain a series of output variables that directly affect the growth
relations (cf. Chapter 8). These models are complementary in that they have

Table2. Listofchapterswithindications(*)whethersourcecodesareincludedornot.
Author(s)
Ledin&Perttu
Perttu&Kowalik
Agren, Kowalik &Perttu
McDonald
Eckersten, Lindroth &Nilsson
Eckersten &Ericsson
Agren
Kowalik &Perttu
Kowalik &Eckersten
Halldin
Persson &Jansson
Ldnner&Parikka
Perttu
Halldin
1

Chapter
No.
1
2
3
4
5*
6
V
8
9*
10*
ll2.
12*
13
14*

Keywords
Requirements
Modelling approach
Introduction, growth
Photosynthesis
Willow growth model
Biomass allocation
Nitrogen turnover
Introduction, water
Transpiration
Evaporation
Waterbalance
Economy
Alternative resource
Computeruse

From theequations presented,asimulation modelcaneasilybeimplemented.
2
ThismodelisnowavailableonIBMcompatible PCs(for further information,contacttheauthors,seeaddressin Preface).
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different time resolutions and emphasize various compartments of the soilplant-atmosphere system.
The first simulations of energy forest growth used relatively simple models,
which incorporated only the basic growth processes, such as carbon dioxide
assimilation and respiration, and the relation between such processes and
different environmental conditions. Subsequently, more detailed information
was introduced in the calculations by incorporating aspects such as the influence of nitrogen and water. The simple models were necessary for analysis of
growthandyieldinabroadsenseandforcontributingtoabetter understanding
ofprimary production inthistype offorest. However, many processes arevery
complex, and the models often also have become complex. Overall model
behaviour should be tested against field data. Byintegrating the main aspects
of forest growth, the models also allow the main factors that determine total
stand growth to be ascertained. They, therefore, indicate ways of improving
yield, of predicting the consequences of, for example, future weather changes,
of calculating of economic yield, and of identifying research priorities (cf. e.g.
Mohren, 1987).
Values used to determine the physiological parameters in the models are
either based on literature data, on physiological processes, onlaboratory measurement of characteristic physiological aspects, or estimated on the basis of
generalknowledgeoftheprocessesconcerned.Parametersthatcharacterizesite
conditions have been sampled in many different field experiments. These data
havethen beenused toevaluate individual models,e.g.concerning the productivity and hydrology of the stand.
The major topic of this book issimulation, i.e.the design, construction and
application of mathematical models of a dynamic character, and the study of
their behaviour. Conscientious attempts have been made to gather experimentaldata togivethemodelscorrect parameters and toverify theresults.Alldata
required torunamodelarespecified, includingtheinitialvaluesneededto start
the calculations. The programs are written and explained in such a way that
the user can continue to build on them and apply them to similar problems.
The simulation models in this volume are in many aspects corroborated by
measured dataobtained fromfieldexperiments.Theyareexplanatory innature
and intended to be used for evaluating energy forestry research and practices
invariousenvironmental conditions.Theintention and belief isthat the results
of these modelling efforts will be used in other countries where corresponding
work isplanned or in progress.
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GROWTH PROCESSES IN WILLOW STANDS

3 Introduction to modelling of plant growth
Goran I. Agren, Piotr J. Kowalik & Kurth L. Perttu

3.1 Background
The usefulness of a modelling approach in forest research has been demonstrated by many authors (see Chapter 2). The ideal simulation model used to
study forest growth should be derived from knowledge of the underlying
physiological,physicalandchemicalprocesses,and howtheactualweather and
management measures influence them. In a recent evaluation, Mohren suggested that the ecophysiological aspects of primary production in plant canopies are related to the processes of:
absorption of photosynthetically active radiation by the foliage; uptake
of carbon dioxide by assimilation through the stomata; loss of water
vapour totheatmosphere through theopenstomata,compensated for by
root uptake of soil moisture, and subsequent transport to the foliage;
maintenance ofthe livingbiological structure,thereby consuming assimilation products;distribution ofthe assimilates available for growth over
the plant organs,and conversion of assimilation products into structural
dry matter, together with incorporation of nutrients in the organic matter, and nutrient uptake by roots (Mohren, 1987,p. 11).
Mohren's (1987) enumeration of processes indicates at least three basic
aspects on which one can focus when modelling plant growth. The oldest, and
most commonly used way of formulating a plant growth model is to use
photosynthetic rate as a base. The influence of other factors is then either
ignored (e.g. assuming optimal nutrition) or introduced asmodifying the photosyntheticrate.Toalargeextenttheseformulations emanatefrom the pioneering work of de Wit (1965) and could be named the 'Wageningen school'. The
recognition that most natural ecosystems are nutrient-limited, particularly as
regards nitrogen, has inspired others to focus on nitrogen. In this case, photosynthesis is not represented explicitly, but the accumulation of carbon (dry
matter) is subordinate to the uptake of nutrients. The insistence on plant
nutrition as a driving force in plant models has been particularly strongly
emphasized by a group of scientists in Uppsala and may warrant the name
'Uppsala school', although other models, for example, FORCYTE (Kimmins,
1986), also rely heavily on nutrients. Chapters 4, 5and 6present examples of
theWageningen school,whereasthe Uppsala approach isexemplified in Chapter 7.
The third aspect basic to modelling plant growth is water as a growth
regulator. Although the modelling of water and plant relations is common,
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theemphasistendstobeontheeffect ofplantsonthewatercirculationthrough
theecosystem.
3.2 Discussion
Theexistence of different schools of modelling plantgrowth should notbe
understood asaconflict between different approaches but ascomplementary
ways of looking at the world. It is normally impossible to see all sides of a
complicated object simultaneously. However, even if the object is sufficiently
transparent to,inprinciple, permit afull view ofit,theresultingimageisstill
soconfusingthatitisimpossibletointerpretit.Then,acommonwaytoproceed
isto look at one side, and only when this side makes sense to turn theobject
to display another side. In this piecemeal manner a picture of the object is
created. However, sooner orlater itwill benecessary to look attwo ormore
sidessimultaneouslyandseehowtheyconnect,otherwiseonewillprobablyend
upwith aset of disjunct sides. Understanding how the sides connect is nota
question of computational power (e.g. acomputer able to handle evermore,
equations) but one of intelligent analysis of theprimefeatures ofeachsideto
seehowtheyjoinup.OnesuchanalysisoftherelationbetweentheWageningen
andthe Uppsalaschools isprovided byEckersten(1985b).
Anotherfundamentaldistinctioninplantgrowthmodellingisbetweenlevels
oforganization. Giventheclearemphasisonthestandasthebasicunitinthis
volume, this question only occasionally arises here. Passing from leaf photosynthesis (Chapter4)to stand level (Chapters 5and6)isthe most prominent
example.Associated withlevelsoforganizationaretimescales(Allen& Starr,
1982).Theuniformity inthelevel of organization isalso reflected inthetime
scales used here. In Chapter4, McDonald, working at the highest resolution
(the leaf andthesmall plant),iscompelled to usetheshort timescale(hour).
Withalowerlevelofresolution(thestand),thetimescaleischangedtotheday,
butbecauseoftheimportanceofthewithin-yeardynamicsindeciduousstands,
it is not possible to extend it up to the year, as can be done with coniferous
forests(e.g.Ingestadetal., 1981).Forexample,weatherischaracterizedusing
meteorological datafrom local weatherstations intheform of totals ofdaily
global radiation, daily minimum and maximum temperatures, etc. Also, the
structural aspects of forest stands aredealt with only asfarasisnecessary to
quantify the relation between environmental factors and stand growth, e.g.
canopystructure andlightinterception.
Furthermore, there is feedback between the rates and the state variables,
defined by de Wit (1982) asself-regulation, because plants control their own
function andinteract throughthephysical environment. Whencarryingmore
leaves,plantsinterceptmoreradiationandtheshadingeffect isthenafeedback
factorthatchangesthestructure ofthestand andthestandfunctions (Hariet
al., 1981).Therootsystemoccupiesmoreandmoreofthesoilvolumeandthe
plantsbegintocompetewitheachother,resultingintheabovementioned self20

regulation. For better understanding of growth models, two basic relations
shouldbeintroduced.Thefirstoneisacause-effect equationrelatingsimultaneously operating factors to rates of plant growth in field conditions (Visser &
Kowalik, 1974;Kowalik, 1984).Anexampleofthisrelationistheso-called light
response curve, giving the rate of assimilation of a leaf as a function of light
intensity. The second basic relation is an equation for the accumulation of
biomass of different parts ofthe plant aswell asof the total plant body during
thegrowingseason.The growth can beapproximated bysumming the ratesof
growth,but theallocation ofassimilatesshould beconsidered together withthe
feedback response. A particular carbon allocation pattern for awillow has to
becalibrated, employing a particular descriptive distribution key.
Atthemostdetailed level,photosyntheticratesattheleaflevelofwillowhave
been studied (McDonald, 1980; McDonald et al., 1981; Chapter 4 in this
volume). The photosynthetic response to light is characterized by the leafs
maximum assimilation rate at light saturation, itsslopeat lowlight intensities,
and alsobythemaintenance respiration ofthetissue.In Chapter 4, McDonald
estimates parameters of the response curve from data pertaining to leaves
collected from thefieldaswell,towhole-shoots ofsmallplantsgrowninclimate
chambers to show some of the variables that may affect the shape of the
photosynthetic light response curve. For example, small willow,shoots with
good nutrient status mayhavehigher light-saturated valuesfor photosynthetic
rate than shoots belonging to plants with a poor nutrient supply.
In Chapter 5 Eckersten et al. address the optimal production situation for
the whole stand, using the light response curve of a small plant and assuming
that water and nutrients areamplysupplied and therearenopestsanddiseases.
Primary production is then determined only by the amount of photosynthetically active radiation absorbed by the foliage moderated by the air temperature, but with a loss caused by respiration of 20% of gross assimilation. The
allocation ofbiomassproductiontorootsisaconstant, 15%ofthedailygrowth,
whereasallocationtoleavesisafunction ofthetimeduringthegrowing period.
Theoverallbehaviour ofthemodelseemstofollowfieldmeasurements reasonably, both in the field plots used for calibration and in the independent plots
(Eckersten, 1985a;Nilsson, 1985).
Thesimulation model described in Chapter 5isapplicable evenin situations
whereempiricaldata onstand growth andyield arescarce.Itcanbeused where
thegrowing conditions areevolving rapidly, such asinshort-rotation forestry,
i.e.young stands on recently afforested sites.To obtain an idea ofthe possible
variations in production, a 15-year period (1964-1978) at 13 different locations
wasexamined. The mean annual stem production for 1-year-oldshoots ranged
between 6.5 and 9.8 tdry matter ha - 1 , depending on site.Two-and three-yearold shoots reached levelsof9.0-13.1and 10.2-14.61,respectively.The betweenyearvariationswerewithin±25%for siteslocated intheinland areasand ±15%
in the coastal regions. The simulations indicate what levels the farmers can
expect in annual production because of variations in climate, even with all
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other growth-limiting factors under control.
In Chapter 5 Eckersten et al. use empirically derived allocation functions,
which require large amounts of data. But in Chapter 6 Eckersten & Ericsson
relate the allocation pattern of dry matter between roots, stems and leaves to
the plant nitrogen status, the size of the above-ground biomass and the time,
respectively.Theyconcludethat nitrogen affects canopyphotosynthesis mainly
through the shoot to root biomass partitioning. The shoot to root ratio decreases from 5.7 at 100%of potential production to about 1.5, when shortage
of water or nutrients results in lower production. Mohren (1987) reported a
decrease of similar magnitude for Douglas fir forest (from 4.0 at the potential
production level to 2.5 when only 50% of potential production was possible
because of lack of water and nutrients).
The abovementioned models deal with plant processes only. In Chapter 7
Agren takes plant nitrogen as the pivotal element, and connects the external
supplyofnitrogentofoliar biomassproduction,accumulation oftotalbiomass,
andturnoverofnitrogenforawillowstand. Hisapproach canbeusedto project
the long-term consequences of fertilization for stand production and for the
balancebetween nitrogen uptake and mineralization inarapidlygrowingstand
of Salix. An annual application of N of about 120 kg ha -1 , corresponding to
the annual harvest of the stem biomass, has to be added as fertilizer. Fertilization must besynchronized with growth in optimally growing Salix stands to
avoid losses of nitrogen. The simulations show that if nitrogen mineralization
is delayed until 15 days after the Salix has begun to take up nitrogen, the
cumulative nitrogen uptake during the growing season can exceed the amount
of nitrogen that has been delivered from mineralization by as much as 270 kg
ha -1 ; this figure is 140kgha - 1 when theuptake of nitrogen and mineralization
start and end simultaneously. More empirical data on the subject of nutrient
cyclinginwillowaregivenbyEricsson(1984)withadditional recommendations
on fertilizing strategy for willow plantations.
3.3 Conclusions
Inthefuture, themodelswillhavetoberefined sotheycanhandletheplant's
carbon allocation patterns more precisely, with respect to nutrient and water
stresses. The incorporation of the soil's capacity of buffering against environmentally-induced fluctuations in water and nutrient supply while at the same
time not allowing losses of these to surrounding ecosystems is another challenge. An approach in which total stand growth is studied from underlying
physiological processes should indicate the possibilities for increasing growth
by proper management measures. These types of models are currently being
developed by a group of biogeophysical researchers in Uppsala (Sweden).
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4 Photosynthetic light response of single leaves and small
plants
A.James S. McDonald
4.1 Introduction
The photosynthetic light response of singleleavesdepends on many internal
and external factors (seereviews by Hesketh et al., 1983;Ludlow, 1983).Here,
the discussion is confined to developmental stage and prevailing photon flux
densities in the canopy. In a willow stand these two variables are unlikely to
be independent. For example, as leaves become older, they may become progressivelyshaded. Alternatively, someleavesmaycompletetheir ontogeny and
eventually die in fully exposed or very shaded environments but, even here,
there will be seasonal variation in prevailing photon flux density.
4.2 Material and methods
In order to determine the extent to which light response in single leaves of
a willow canopy is likely to vary, a limited study, incorporating extremes of
developmental stage and photon flux density, was carried out. Three main
current-year shoots were selected from a 1 year old Salix viminalis stand
growing at Ultuna (latitude 59° 52' N), Sweden. The stand had received drip
irrigation and high levels of fertilizer throughout the growing season. Three
typesofshoot werechosen inthelatter part ofthegrowingseason:thosewhose
leaves had alldeveloped and remained in an exposed light environment; those
whose leaves had alldeveloped in exposed light but had become progressively
shaded;thosewhoseleaveshad alldeveloped and remained inashaded climate.
One shoot was harvested on each of three consecutive days and transferred
toagas-exchangelaboratory.Theshootswerere-cutunderwaterandtheleaves
sprayed at regular intervals with a mist sprinkler. For each shoot, single leaves
were selected at 20,40, 60,80and 100%disance from the shoot tip.The leaves
were harvested consecutively with attached stem sections. Single leaves were
enclosed in a measurement cuvette with the cut end of the stem kept under
water. Net photosynthetis was measured when steady-state values had been
reached at photon flux densities of approximately 0, 100,200 and 1000 /imol
m~2 s -1 . Other conditions in the cuvette were: air temperature = 20 °C and
relative humidity = 75%with continuous mixing of air. It was assumed that
by keeping the attached stem segment in water and by having a low vapour
pressure deficit inthecuvette,leaf water potentials would behigh and approximately equal in all leaves. Carbon dioxide (C0 2 ) exchange was measured by
an open gas analysis system (IRGA type ADC mk III).
Inapreliminary study,net C0 2 exchangewasmeasured onintactfield leaves
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with a C0 2 porometer (IRGA type ADC, LCA 2). The measurements were
madeonsunleavesatsaturatingphotonfluxdensities;airtemperature= 20°C
and relative humidity > 70%. The measurements were made in the early
morningontheassumptionthatleafwaterpotentialswouldbehighinthewellirrigated stand. Shoots were then transferred to the laboratory and C0 2 exchangewasmeasured onthesameleaves,asdescribed above.
4.3 Resultsanddiscussion
In the preliminary study (results not shown here) there was no significant
difference betweenthelight-saturatedvaluesasmeasuredonintactfieldleaves
and cut laboratory leaves. It was therefore concluded that the effect of leaf
cuttingonphotosynthesis wasminimal.
At most relative positions on the shoot, the sun leaves had higher lightsaturated rates,Pmax, thantheprogressively orcompletely shaded leaves(Figure 3a). The light-saturated rates for sun leaves are amongst the highest reportedfortreespecies(Sestaketal., 1971).TheseSalixdataareconsistentwith
the acclimation of sun and shade leaves in ecotypes from exposed habitats
(Bjorkman& Holmgren, 1963;Bjorkmanetal., 1972; Ludlow, 1983).Thesun
leaveswit!)maximumlight-saturated ratestendedtobesomedistancebehind
theshoottip,withthelowestvaluesoccurringinleavesnearthetiporbaseof
the shoot. The reason for this is not clear. It may be attributable to atimedependence in the development of photsynthetic capacity (Leech &Baker,
1983)withasubsequentsenescentphase(Thomas& Stoddart, 1980).Alternatively, itmayreflect aseasonally changinggrowth(light)climate.Toseparate
thesevariables would requireatypeofstudysimilartothatreported byField
& Mooney (1983). Although the progressively shaded leaves had originally
developed inlight-exposed sites,theyshowed decreasing light-saturated rates
with increasing distance from the shoot tip. The lowest of these leaves had
similar light-saturated rates to the consistently low values of the completely
shadedleaves.
Inthetop half oftheshoots,theinitial slope ofthelight response curve,a,
did not vary much between leaves from different shoots (Figure 3b). This is
consistent withtheexpected constancy ininitial slope insunandshadeleaves
(Bjorkman&Holmgren, 1963;Bjorkmanetal., 1972;Ludlow, 1983).
The higher dark respiration rate, RD, found in sun leaves (Figure 3c) is
consistentwithotherdata(Bjorkmanetal.,1972;Ludlow,1983),inwhichlightsaturated anddarkrespirationrateshavebeenpositivelycorrelated.
Theadvantagesanddisadvantages ofdifferent mathematicaldescriptionsof
photosynthetic lightresponsehavebeendiscussed byThornley(1976).Photosynthetic light response curves of single leaves normally have awell defined
'knee'(Figure 4) and can be approximated by a Blackman limiting response
(Blackman, 1905;Thornley, 1976).TheBlackmanlimitingresponsesareshown
forsamplesunandshadeleavesbelongingtotheabovefieldexperiment(Figure
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Figure 3. Thedependenceof(a)light-saturated photosyntheticrate,Pmax(C02,/xmol
m~2s~l), (b) initial slope of thelight response curve P:I(C02, /xmolm -2s-1/quanta,
umol m~2s"1), (c)dark respiration rate, RD (C02, jumolm~2s"1)onleaf position(%
shootlengthbehindgrowingtip).Thesymbolsreferto:(O)sunleaves,(X)progressively
shaded leaves, (•) shade leaves. Measurements were made towards the end of the
growingseasononleavesof Salixviminalis(seetext).
5). Whole-plant (small shoot) responses (cf. Figure 6), on the other hand, tend
to have a less well defined knee (McDonald, 1980). The photosynthetic light
responses of small willow shoots (S. aquatica Smith.), grown at different
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Figure 4. Net photosynthetic rates, P(C0 2 , iimo\ m~2s~')in asingleleaf (A) and in
a whole shoot (•) of Salix aquatica Smith. The single leaf and the whole shoot were
grown in approximately the same environment: photo-period = 18 h, photon flux
density, /, = 200/imol m"2s -1 ,air temperature = 20°Cand relative humidity = 70%.
The plants had sub-optimal nutrition.
photon flux densities and at optimal nutrition, are shown in Figure 6. The
curves wereevaluated at different photon flux densities after parameter estimation in the rectangular hyperbola
P=a./.Pmax/(a./+Pmax)

Equation 2

where P is the photosynthetic rate per leaf area (C0 2 , fimol m 2 s !)>a is the
initial slope of the light response curve (P:/), / is the photon flux density
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Figure 5. Blackmanlimiting responses for thedependence ofphotosynthetic rate,P
(C02,timoX m~2s_1)onphotonflux density,/,(quanta,jumolm -2s-1)-Thecurvesare
drawnfromdatafor(a)asunleafand(b)ashadeleafbothfrom afieldexperimentwith
Salixviminalis (see text). Both leaves were at a distance of 80%length behind the
growingtip.
(quanta, jumolm~2 s -1 ), and P max is the light-saturated rate of photosynthesis
(C0 2 , /xmolm~2 s"1). Parameter values are summarized in Table3.
The data of Figures 5and 6are consistent in showing that:
- the light compensation point ishigher in sun leaves than in shade leaves
- at very low photon flux densities photosynthetic rate is higher in shade
leaves than in sun leaves
- the photon flux density at which saturation first occurs is higher in sun
leaves than in shade leaves.
These types of observation have previously been interpreted in terms of
adjustment to the photosynthetic apparatus such that available light energy is
utilized most efficiently at the prevailing light climate (e.g. Bjorkman &
Holmgren, 1963). The factors involved have been summarized by Boardman
(1977). Although there typically are differences between sun and shade leaves
in both numbers and size of chloroplasts and in chlorophyll content per chloroplast, thedecisivefactor in accounting for higher light-saturated rates insun
leaves has to do with greater leaf thickness and the greater volume of photosynthetic tissue per leaf area (Hesketh et al., 1983).Normally there are greater
amounts of both carboxylating enzyme and chlorophyll per leaf area in sun
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Figure 6. Net photosynthetic rates, P, inwholeshoots of small SalixaquaticaSmith,
plants grown at 310 jumol m"2 s - 1 (A) and at 50 /xmol m~2 s"1 (A). The growth
environment was:photoperiod = 20 h, airtemperature = 20°Cand relative humidity
= 75%.The plants weregrown at optimal nutrition (cf. Waringet al., 1985).

leaves. Onthe otherhand,the proportionately higherinvestment insynthesis
and maintenance of light-harvesting structure, rather than in carboxylating
enzyme and carbon reductive processes, results in reduced respiration lossin
shade leaves. This, in turn, confers the advantages of higher photosynthetic
ratesatlowphotonfluxdensitiesandalowlightcompensation point,appropriatetoshadedenvironments.
Table 3. Parametervalues estimated from data in Figures 6and7.
Growth environment
quanta, /xmol m~2s"1

Parameters
a
C0 2 : quanta

P
*•max
C0 2 jzniol m~2s"1

300(optimal nutrition)
50(optimal nutrition)
300(nutrient stress)

0.044
0.050
0.056

25.6
12.9
17.5
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Figure7. Netphotosyntheticrates,P, inwholeshootsofsmallSalixaquatica Smith,
plantsgrownatoptimalnutrientavailability(A)andsub-optimalnutrientavailability
(A).Thegrowthenvironmentwas:photoperiod= 20h,photonfluxdensity,/,=310
Mmol m~2s_1,airtemperature= 20°Candrelativehumidity= 75%(cf.Waringetal.,
1985).
Other variables mayaffect the shape of the photosynthetic light response
curve. Forexample,smallwillowshootswithbetternutritionmayhavehigher
light-saturated values of photosynthetic rate than shoots belonging to plants
withpoornutrition(Figure7).ThedataofFigure7suggestthattherateofdark
respiration maybeslightly higher, andphotosynthetic rateatlowphoton flux
density maybelower, inleaves belonging toplants with better nutrition.
4.4 Listofsymbols
I
= photon flux density, quanta, (/zmolm~2 s~l)
P
= photosynthetic rateperleaf area, C0 2 , (/umolirf2 s" 1 )
^max = photosynthetic rateatlight saturation, C0 2 , (^mol m~2 s_1)
=
RD
dark respiration rateper leaf area, C0 2 , (/xmolm - 2 s _I )
<*
= initial slope oflight response curve P:I
C0 2 : quanta, (dimensionless)
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5 Simulated growth ofwillow standsrelatedto variationsin
weather andfoliar nitrogen content
Henrik Eckersten, Anders Lindroth and Lars-Owe Nilsson
5.1 Introduction
In the model of willow growth currently used at Uppsala in research on
energy forestry growth is simulated by means of the photosynthetic processes
in the foliage. The relations between light and photosynthesis for the species
concerned were determined in the laboratory according to methods described
in the previous chapter. The stand is treated as horizontally uniform and the
vegetative growth is assumed to be uninfluenced by flowering, frost damage,
insect attacks or other similar disturbances. The main input data to the model
are the incoming solar radiation, the mean daily air temperature above the
stand and the nitrogen content of the foliage. Water and nutrients (except
nitrogen) are assumed not to limit growth.
Themodelwasoriginallypresented byEckerstenetal.in 1983.Overtheyears
there have been successive improvements (see e.g. Eckersten, 1986b) to the
model.Theversionpresented hereisthemost recent and includes,for example,
features for multiple-year simulations.
5.2 The growth model
5.2.1 Initiation of growth
Aschematic picture of the growth model, which has a time step of one day,
isgiven in Figure 8. Growth starts on the day of sprouting in the spring. This
day,t0,isestimated bysummingmeandailyairtemperatures above5°Cduring
thecurrent spring.Neither thethreshold value nor thestarting day(here taken
as 1 March inaccordance withthe observed lack ofcambial activitybefore this
date: Sennerby-Forsse, 1986) of the summation are well defined (Utaaker,
1963).For clone082inthe southern part of Sweden,tQ waschosen to be equal
tothedaywhenthissumexceeded40day-degrees(G.Siren,personal communication, 1986). On day /0, the initial foliage biomass, QiQ, is assumed to
develop during one day from assimilates stored in the plants originating from
thegrowth ofprevious years.This isastrongsimplification ofthe realprocess,
which probably extends over several weeks, depending on the age of the root
system and how often the stand has been cut, etc. (cf. Pontailler et al., 1984).
Here, a pool of assimilates, Ca, available for sprouting is introduced. At time
'o> Ca is made available and 85%of the assimilates in Ca are utilized to form
the initial leaves and 15%to form the inital stem biomass. Ca is then refilled
again at the end of the growing season by assuming that a fraction, 6av, of the
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Figure 8. Theflowofcarboninthewillowgrowthmodel.bay,bhandbxare allometric
coefficients. C,, Q, Csand Crare accumulated biomass duringthegrowing seasonof
leaves,leaflitter,stemsandroots,respectively. Caisapoolofassimilatesforsprouting
inspringand Ct'isdailytotalgrowth. Nx istheamount of nitrogenintheleaves. /a, te
andt0 aretimesforstartoflitterfall,endandstartofthegrowingseason,respectively.
Qisbiomassoriginatingfrompreviousyears.
annual increment of stem and root biomass is delivered to this pool as
Ca = 6av(Cs + Cr)

Equation 3

where Csand Crare the accumulated growth of the current year of stems and
roots, respectively.
Eckersten&Nilsson(1983),whosimulatedgrowthforbothfirst-andsecondyearshoots with satisfactory results, presented estimated values of Cs+ Crfor
thefirst-yeargrowth and Cafor the start of the second-year growth. The value
of 6avisdetermined usingthesedata. Forfirst-yearshoots Caisnot taken from
Equation 3. Instead, it is determined semi-empirically from the measurements
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ofC, early in the spring at Studsvik during 1981. The value of Cawas allowed
tovary until agreement between simulated Cx and thisearly measured valueof
Mwas achieved. This estimate of Cais then also used for first-year shoots at
other locations in southern and central Sweden and during the different years.
5-2.2 Growth

Dailytotalgrowth isobtained from thefollowing equation (cf. deWit, 1965)
d

( Q / d / = />d7Xl - rg)

Equation 4

Where Ct is the total biomass of leaves, stems and roots, t is the day number
(from January), Pd is the daily potential gross photosynthesis, and rg is the
traction ofthedailygrossphotosynthesis that islostbygrowth respiration, and
that is here assumed to be constant (de Wit, 1965; Sievanen, 1983). 7}is a
temperature-dependent growth function that iszero when 7,thedaily mean of
the ambient air temperature, is below T09 increases linearly to 1 as Tincreases
to
Thand then remains constant (cf. de Wit, 1965; Monteith, 1977; Larcher,
1980). For the Swedish climate it is not necessary to consider any decrease in
*}caused byhightemperatures, sincetheyrarely occur(Eckersten etal., 1987).
5*2.3 Canopy photosynthesis
The basic concept of the photosynthesis model was given by de Wit (1965)
who developed it for sugarbeet. The photosynthesis, P, of the foliage is a
function oftheincident light perunit horizontal area, /, (photosynthetic active
radiation, PAR, 400-700 nm) according to the well-known Michaelis-Menten
equation
P=z p

ml1(1+1v)

Equation 5

where Pm is the maximum photosynthetic rate per unit foliage weight and Ip
a parameter, whose value equals the radiation intensity for P = Pm/2.
Accordingtolaboratory measurements byMcDonald etal.(1981),Pmdepends
°n thefoliar nitrogen concentration, nb and from their data, Pm wasestimated
as
ls

^m — cpl + cp2n{

Equation 6

wherecpl and cp2are coefficients. The symbol *c9with different indices denotes
theequation coefficient throughout therest ofthischapter. Thevaluesofthese
coefficients are listed at the end of the chapter.
The light extinction is assumed to follow Beer's law, according to
^ /0exp(—kA{)

Equation 7

where/ 0isPARabovethestand,A{ istheone-sided leafareaindex accumulated
from thecanopytopand k isthelightextinction coefficient (for PAR).Accord- 35

ing to measurements by Eckersten (1984) the light extinction coefficient depends on the leaf area, because
k — ckl —ck2Ai— ck3A?

Equation 8

Toestimatecanopyphotosynthesis,thecanopyisdivided intolayersof unity
leaf area indices from canopy top and downwards where k is assumed to be
constant within each layer, while Z?a (areal leaf weight), Pm and /p are assumed
to be constant over all layers. Thus, integrating Equation 5 over these layers
and summing Pfor the whole canopy, thedaily potential gross photosynthesis
of the canopy for clear sky conditions, Pdc, (when temperature does not limit
growth) isestimated as
24
Ay,

{baPm I 11kj\n((Ij(h) + / p )/(///0exp(-* y ) + /p))) Ah
Equation 9
7=1
i
0
whereI-isPAR at the upper surface of layerj, AVl isthecanopy leaf area index
and histhetime(hour) oftheday. It ispractical heretoconvert Pdcfrom units
of g m~2 to kg ha - 1 .
The potential gross photosynthesis for a completely overcast day, P do , is
calculated similarly to Pdc but using I0in Equation 7equal to 30%of that for
the clear sky conditions (Eckersten, 1986a). The diurnal potential gross photosynthesis, P d , is then estimated as (de Wit, 1965)
^dc

=

^d= ^do+ W d c - ^do)

Equation 10

In the original procedure proposed by de Wit (1965) the scaling factor, M,
wasequal to the relative duration of bright sunshine, D. However, by comparing Pdestimated byusingmeasured values ofI0(Equation 7)with Pdestimated
by using the relative duration of sunshine (Equation 10), Eckersten (1986a)
showed that the scaling factor is not a linear function of Z),but instead:
M = —cM1+ cM2D — cmD2

Equation 11

Thecalculations according to Equation 5areusually performed usingatime
step of 1hour.
5.2.4 Allocation of assimilates
The amount of assimilates allocated to roots istaken asafraction, bn of the
total daily growth
d ( Q / d / = bxd(C t )/d/

Equation 12

The value of bx is given as a function of the nitrogen concentration in the
leaves and has a minimum value, Z?ro,at the optimum folfar nitrogen concen36

tration, nlo (cf. Ingestad & Agren, 1984; Agren, 1985), and increases as nx
decreases (cf. Ericsson 1981a,b; Waring et al., 1985;Eckersten, 1986b) as
bT= 1 + bxo- (1- ((Wl0- nd/nj2)05

Equation 13

The remaining part of the daily total growth is allocated to above-ground
compartments; the leaves and leaf litter are allocated a proportion, which is
obtained by the derivation over time of the equation
(C,+ CH)= bls (C,+ CH+ Cs)

Equation 14

where C,is the accumulated growth of foliage and CHis the accumulated leaf
fall ofthecurrent year.Theaccumulated stem litterisassumed tobenegligible.
The leaf to shoot ratio, blsi isdetermined empirically by
*is= (*iso- 6ise)exp(-cb(r - Q) + *ise

Equation 15

where blso equals Z?lsat time t0. The value of 6lso is below unity implying that
the initiation of foliage biomass at timet0 isalso accompanied byan initiation
of the stem biomass. At the end of the growing season, bh decreases towards
bhe and blsis only assumed to be climate-dependent through /0.
Part of the leaf biomass is allocated to leaf litter according to an empirical
time-dependent equation
CH'= 0
c

n ' = Cxcjr - r j 2

7 < ra
T >ra

Equation 16
Equation 17

where ris a normalized daynumber. ris zero at the beginning and unity at the
end of the average growing season (see below) at the site concerned. Index a
refers to thedaywhen leaf abscission isassumed tostart. Theaveragedates for
start and end ofgrowth at thedifferent sites aretaken from Perttu et al.(1978)
whodefinethegrowingseasonastheperiod ofconsecutivedayswithdailymean
air temperature above +5 °C.
The daily change in Cx isthen the difference between the daily changes in Q
+ CH(Equation 14) and in Cn (Equations 16and 17).The stem growth is the
remaining part of the above-ground growth.
5.2.5 Input data
The PAR for a completely clear sky, /oc, was estimated using a simplified
equation (cf. Kondratjev, 1969)
/oc = cuS sin203)/(sin(p)+cI2)

Equation 18

where S is the 'solar constant', /J the sun's elevation, c n and cI2 empirical
coefficients. The solar constant was estimated using the equation given by
Dogniaux(1977)
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S = csl + cs2cos(cor)+ cs3cos(2cor)— cs4cos(3co/) +
+ cs5sin(co/)+ cs6sin(2co/)+ cs7cos(3co/)

Equation 19

where CO=2TT/366. The sun's elevation, P,isestimated as
P= sin(Y)sin(S)+ cos(Y)cos(5)cos((/i+ 12)(15rc/180))

Equation 20

where Fis the latitude (north) and 8the sun's declination. 8isgiven by
5= cd, — cd2cos(co0— cd3cos(2(or)— cd4cos(3cor) +
+ cd5sin((or)+ cd6sin(2co0+ cd7sin(3co0

Equation 21

To apply the model to different locations in Sweden (see below) the relative
duration of sunshine, D, had to be derived from the fraction of cloudiness
during daytime, <9V.The relation between the relative duration of bright sunshine and fraction ofcloudiness during daytime wasestimated by Eckersten et
al. (1987) as
D= cD{ — cD2Ov\ D< 1.0

Equation 22

Hence,input data tothegrowth model are24hmean airtemperature, mean
daytime fraction of cloudiness (estimated from observations every third hour
at the network stations ofthe Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute), foliar nitrogen concentration (see below), start and end of the average
growing season and latitude.
5.3 Test of the growth model
5.5.7 Verificationof the model
The estimated growth of first year shoots was compared with the actual
growth of an annually harvested stand of clone 082 (S. viminalis) at the
Studsvik experimental site in 1981 on a marine silt soil (cf. Siren, 1983). The
stand wasplanted in 1978at adensity of9plants m~2and wasirrigated weekly
usingasprinklersystem.Itwasnitrogenfertilized withabout 120kgha - 1 year -1
usingliquid fertilizers (Wallco).Growthdataconsist ofvaluesfor Cs,Cb CVland
y4H, measured at 1-2weekintervalsfrom earlyJuneuntilearlyOctober (Nilsson
6 Ericsson, 1986).The samedata werealso used to estimate the coefficients of
the bh function (Equation 15)and to determine Z?a asalinear function oftime.
The light extinction coefficient, k,wasdetermined from measurements of light
interception of this special stand (Eckersten, 1984).Since the nitrogen concentration ofthe foliage, nb was measured at 1-2 week intervals,thesevalues were
also used as input to the model. The short-term variations of the growth were
simulatedwithreasonableaccuracy(Figure9),usingtheparametervaluesgiven
in the list at the end of this chapter. The scatter, however, was larger for the
stem biomassthan for theleaf biomass.The seasonal growth development was
also simulated with good results (Figure 10),except for theend of the growing
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Figure 9. Simulated and measured weekly changes of (a)the stem dry weight and (b)
the canopy leaf dry weight.

production (t ha"1)

Figure 10. Accumulated biomass for Salix viminalis, clone 082, at Studsvik in 1981.
Lines represent simulated values, and symbols (x) and (o) measured values.( ) and
(o) represent leaf biomass, C,, (
) and (x) represent stem biomass, Cs, and ( )
represents root biomass, Cr.(Measured values after Nilsson &Ericsson, 1986)
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season, when significant deviations occurred. An earlier version of this model
was also tested against data obtained by measuring first- and second-year
shoots from two stands of Salix viminalis, clone 683 (Eckersten & Nilsson,
1983),with good results.
5,3.2 Sensitivity of the model
The sensitivity of the model was analysed for first-year growth by changing
the values of the parameters one at a time (Table 4). The relative change in
seasonal maximum values of accumulated stem and leaf biomass was used as
a measure of sensitivity. The model was found to be most sensitive to the
parameters Pmand k but alsotothedrivingvariablenb whichisprobably more
uncertain sinceitvariesabout ±50%dependingonfertilization regime,etc. (see
below).However, thehighsensitivity tovariations innxisapparent inthesense
that H,also affects the areal leaf weight, fta, which is known to decrease with
increasing n^ (Under et al., 1981;cf. Chapter 6in this volume) and bawas not
changed when thesensitivity tovariations innxwasexamined. Thevalue ofthe
upper limit of the temperature function also has arelatively large influence on
the production values. This is perhaps crucial, because the dependence of

Table4. The relative change in the maximum values of accumulated stem and leaf
biomass during the growing season for first-year shoots when parameter
valuesarechanged.(Notethatnlandt0 arenotparameters).
Parameter

^m

h
k

h
T0
Tx

K
K
^m

h
bT
'o

CM
"i
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Change of
parameter

Relative
change (%)
cs
Q

Comments

+ 10%
-10%
-10%
-10%
- 1 °C
-1°C
+ 10%
+ 10%
-10%
+ 10%
-10%
+ 10days
+ 10%
+ 10%

11.4
7.2
10.3
3.8
2.5
6.4
8.3
-2.1
0.1
0.3
5.0
-7.2
1.3
14.4

maximum photosynthetic rate
coefficient of light responsecurve
light extinction coefficient
growth respiration coefficient
lowertemperature coefficient
uppertemperature coefficient
areal leaf weight
leaf to shoot ratio
coefficient of leaf litterfall
start day(normalized) for litterfall
root allocation coefficient
first day of growing season
initial leaf biomass
foliage nitrogen concentration

11.3
7.0
10.0
3.7
1.6
5.6
8.112.8
0.6
5.2
5.0
-1.3
1.5
13.1

growthontemperatureispoorlyunderstood andthetemperatureistheclimatic
driving variable that shows the largest geographical variation in Sweden. Pelkonen (1984), for instance, reported values for T0 and T{ considerably lower
than thevaluesused herefor acloneofS.viminalisgrownunder relativelycold
climatic conditions (see further Eckersten et al., 1987).The areal leaf weight,
^a>isanother parameter havingrelativelylargeeffects ongrowth (see Equation
9).The value ofthe parameter varies during theseason, implying that it has to
bewelldetermined toavoid significant systematicerrorsinthemodel,asshown
by Eckersten and Ericsson in Chapter 6in this volume.
5.4 Application ofthemodel
5-4.1 Climatic variations
Toestimatethepotentialproduction ofenergyforest atvariouslocationsand
under different weather situations,themodelwasrun usinginput datafrom 13
locations in southern Sweden (Figure 11)covering a period of 15years(19641978) (in the case of a two-year cutting cycle, only 14years were used). The
parameters werethoseobtained from theStudsvik site,exceptfor bawhichwas
taken asaconstant mean valueequal to48gm~2.Thesimulations for secondand third-year growth were made in the same wayasfor the first-year growth,
except that 6a was increased by 20%between Year 1and Year 2 (taken from
Eckersten &Nilsson, 1983)and, arbitrarily, by5%between Year2and Year3.
The model was used to estimate the mean annual production of stem biomass
for 1,2,and 3-year cutting cyclesusingtheset ofparameter values listed at the
end of this chapter. A cutting cycle isdefined as the time between consecutive
harvests of the stand: each cutting cycle starts with the same value of Ca.
Of the sites studied, Helsingborg was the warmest and Hagshult the coldest
during the growing season (Table 5). Malmo received the most light and
Hagshult the least. During thedifferent years and at thedifferent locations the
date for start of the growing season varied between 7April (Vastervik) and 24
May (Visby and Uppsala). The length of the average growing season (Perttu
et al., 1978)varied between 208days (Uppsala) and 252days (Helsingborg).
The mean stem production ranged between 6.5 t ha~l yr -1 at Hagshult and
9.81 ha"1yr"1 at Helsingborg(Table6)for the 1-yearcuttingcycle.It increased
considerablyfor thelongercuttingcycles;for the3-yearcuttingcyclethevalues
ranged between 10.2 and 14.6 t ha - 1 yr -1 . For the 1-year cutting cycle, the
variation was within +27% and —14% for sites located in the inland areas,
whereas those on the coast generally showed variations within ± 15%(except
for Visby, which has a variation similar to those of the inland sites). The
standard deviations ranged between 7 and 14%.The variations in maximum
and minimum values decreased gradually for the longer cutting cycles,but for
the standard deviation there was no difference between 2- and 3-year cutting
cycles.
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Figure 11. Map showinglocationsinsouthernSwedenusedforsimulationofwillow
growth during the period 1964-78. Hatched areas define the three regions that are
compared.(After Eckerstenetal.,1987).
Concerning the west to east gradient in south Sweden, the mean stem production for the3-yearcutting cycle washighest at Goteborg, being 13.3t ha -1
yr and lowest at Hagshult, being 10.2t ha -1 (Table 6). Hagshult also had the
largest between-year variations of all sites studied. The difference between the
west and theeast coasts, represented by Goteborg and Vastervik, respectively,
wasabout 7%,although thevariationswerelargerontheeastcoast. Visbyhad
the same mean production as Vastervik, but the between-year variation was
larger at Visby.
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Table5. Annual mean values (1964-78) of air temperature sums for temperatures
above5°CandestimatedsumsofPAR.< > istherelativestandarddevation,expressed
in%.
Location

Temperature sum,> 5°C
(day-degrees)

Photosynthetic active
radiation (Em-2)

Smygehuk
Malmo
Helsingborg
Ljungbyhed
Malmslatt
Norrkoping
Orebro
Vasteras
Uppsala
Gdteborg
Hagshult
Vastervik
Visby

1520 < 6 >
1710 < 6 >
1750 < 5 >
1540 < 6 >
1450 < 7 >
1490 < 7 >
1500 < 7 >
1480 < 7 >
1390 < 8 >
1570 < 5 >
1260 < 8 >
1530 < 7 >
1470 < 7 >

5100 < 7 >
5120 < 5 >
5060 < 8 >
4800 < 5 >
4570 < 8 >
4730 < 8 >
4770 < 7 >
4540 < 7 >
4430 < 8 >
4730 < 7 >
4390 < 8 >
4710 < 8 >
4770 < 8 >

5.4.2 Variations infoliar nitrogenconcentration
Itis well known that the meanvalue of the foliar nitrogen concentration in
willow plantations usually decreases during the season, especially in nonfertilized stands (see Figure 12a). In the study of the model's performance
described above, the foliar nitrogen concentration was held constant, asituation which can probably only be maintained for well-fertilized stands. To
examine the influence of a development in nitrogen concentration that is
supposedtobevalidforatypeofnon-fertilized stand,ontheproductionduring
different years, we here introduce the nitrogen concentration as afunction of
C,(cf. Hansen &Aslyng, 1984)
n = c

\

m - cn2ln(C,);nx < nlo

Equation 23

The implication of this equation is that n{ decreases when Q increases.
However, according to Equation 13,this implies that Crincreases in relative
terms,which inrealityshould thencause anincrease intheuptake of nitrogen
and thus counteract this decrease in nx.This effect is not, however, explicitly
considered by this approach, but when the coefficients of Equation 23 are
determined fromfieldmeasurements(Figure 12a),theinfluence ofrootgrowth
°n n{is implicit in theequation.
Totesttheeffect ofintroducing thistypeof A?, dependence,simulationswere
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Table6. Meanannualstembiomassproductionandstatisticsforthedifferentcutting
cycles. Thesimulations always started onthefirst yearof theperiod 1964-1978.The
maximum and minimum values are given as deviations from the mean value. The
numbers 1,2 and 3inthe column headings refer to I-, 2-and 3-year cuttingcycles,
respectively. Thedotted linesseparate thelocations into theregions Skane,Ostergotland,Malardalenandthewesttoeastgradient,respectively(cf. Figure11).
Location

Maximum

SD(%)

Mean(t ha ')

(%)

Minimum ( % )

1

2

3

1

2

3

I

2

3

13.5 9
14.4 8
14.6 9
12.9 10

6
4
5
5

6
3
6
5

15
12
13
14

5
4
7
6

7
3
7
6

19
16
16
23

12
7
5
10

9
4
7
7

8.1
8.6

10.9 12.2 12
11.6 12.9 11

7
6

6
6

18
17

10
9

9
9

27
20

14
12

7
7

Orebro
Vaster&s
Uppsala

8.7
8.2
7.5

11.7 13.1 10
11.0 12.4 10
10.3 11.5 12

4
6
7

5
5
7

17
18
17

5
6
8

6
5
7

22
22
24

9
13
13

6
8
7

Goteborg
Hagshult
Vastervik
Visby

8.9
6.5
8.3
8.4

11.9
9.0
11.3
11.3

6
8
5
6

5
7
5
6

16
25
18
24

6
14
8
9

4
11
6
8

13
25
16
23

9
12
5
9

9
7
6
6

1

2

Smygehuk
Malmo
Helsingborg
Ljungbyhed

8.9
9.7
9.8
8.6

12.0
13.0
13.1
11.6

Malmslatt
Norrkoping

3

13.3 8
10.2 14
12.6 10
12.7 11

madeusingthreeyears(1964-66) ofdatafrom Goteborg. Firstly, aconstant n{
equal to 3.5% (i.e. identical to the simulations of Table 6a) was used and
secondly nx according to Equation 23withcoefficients estimated for clone 082
(Figure 12a).Usingtheconstantvalue, Csincreasedby67%betweenYear1 and
Year2andby 12%betweenYear2andYear3(Figure 12b).Usingn{determined
byEquation23,whichthuscorrespondstotheconditions ofafertilesoilofthe
typefoundatStudsvikwithoutfertilization,thefirst-yearproductionwasabout
the same as when using aconstant nxbut the growth development during the
season wasdifferent (Figure 12b). However, the increase in Csbetween Year 1
and Year2was only 27%here and between Year2and Year3it was only 3%.
Using the coefficients (Equation 23) determined for clone 683 (Figure 12a)
instead, thefirstyeargrowth was9% lowerthanwhenusing aconstant n{and
the increase in Csbetween Year 1and Year2 was 34%,whereas that between
Year2and Year3was5%.
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nj (%)

Figure 12a. Foliarnitrogenconcentration,/?,,asfunction ofleafbiomass, C,, forplots
ofSalixviminalisatStudsvikin 1981before application offertilizersduringthecurrent
year(i.e. mid-July). First-year shoots of clone 082:measured (x) and calculated ( )
usingthefunction //,= 3.88— 1.41»ln(C,)withr2= 0.64. First-yearshootsofclone683:
measured (•) and calculated ( )using the function /;,= 3.11 — 0.79#ln(Cj)with r2 =
0.79. Second-year shoots of clone 683: measured (o) values. (Measured values after
Nilsson &Ericsson, 1986).

C s (tha- 1 )

1964

1965

1966
year

Figure 12b. Simulated annually accumulated stem production, Cs, for three consecu
tive years without harvest at Goteborg using nx = 3.5% ( ) and n{ = 3.88—
U l * l n ( Q (---). (Cf. Table6).
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5.5 Discussion
Thetestofthemodel(Figures9and 10)showsthattherearesomesystematic
discrepanciesbetweenthemodeloutputandthemeasurements,especiallyatthe
end of the season. However, except for afew points, these discrepancies have
the same order of accuracy as the biomass measurements. Nevertheless, it is
interesting to discuss some factors that might be responsible for these discrepancies. One such factor is the plant water status. It has not yet been shown
whetherthegrowthofSalixviminaliscanbemaintainedduringawholeseason
underallclimatic(Swedish)conditions,withoutrestrictionsarisingwithrespect
to the waterfactor. The stand used to test the model might occasionally have
beensubjected toagrowth-reducing waterstressdespiteanintensive irrigation
(Eckersten, 1986a). Consequently, some of the measured values in Figure 9
might be irrelevant for the test of the model.
Another factor that might have caused the discrepancies is that the model
doesnotconsideranysystematicvariationofthenitrogenconcentrationwithin
thecanopy. From measurements at Studsvik on 2September 1982,inanitrogen-fertilized (about 120kgha"1 yr_I) stand of S. viminalis,clone 666, onthe
same type of soil as described above, it was found that n{ decreased with
increasingaccumulated leafareaindex,A{ (Figure 13).Suchaprofilewill affect
the estimation of the canopy photosynthesis (see Equation 6) because the
Aj (m2m-2)

Figure 13. Foliarnitrogenconcentration,nb asafunction ofleafareaindexaccumulated from the canopy top, Ax. ( ) represents nx= 2.97 — 0.26#ln(/*;) and (o)
measuredvaluesforS.viminalisclone666atStudsvik2September1982.
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maximum photosynthetic rate, Pm, is afunction of nx.The effect on the simulatedgrowthofusingnxasafunctionofAx(seeFigure 13)comparedwithusing
aconstant nx(equal to2.8%,whichwasthemeanfoliar nitrogen concentration
of this profile) was examined, using the three years of data from Goteborg
mentioned earlier. Using nxas a function of Ab determined from the data of
Figure 13,thesimulated Cswas 17,8and 5% higherforthefirst-,second-and
third-year growth, respectively. This indicates that the influence on thesimulatedgrowthofvariationsinn{withinthecanopydeservesfurtherinvestigation.
Concerningtheunderestimation ofthestemgrowthattheendofthegrowing
season (Figure 10),the most probable explanation is anoverestimation of the
amount of fallen leaves (Equation 17),because the model ignores theretranslocation of assimilates from leaves to stems which occurs atthistime.
The considerable variation in simulated willow production between the
various locations reflects the great variability in temperature and radiation
climate between relatively closely located sites. Helsingborg, for instance,had
about 50%higher predicted production than Hagshult. The higher variability
in annual production of inland sites compared with coastal sites or nearsuch
sites,(except for Visby) is explained by the sea's buffering influence on air
temperature regime.Thetemporalvariationsinproduction atsinglesites,with
maximum productions ranging from 31%to 65%above the minimum for the
1-yearcuttingcycleandfrom7%to 19%forthe3-yearcuttingcycleoveratimespan of 15years, indicate that even ifthefarmer cancontrol all othergrowthlimitingfactorshemustexpecttheannualproductiontovaryconsiderablyfrom
yearto year. An increase in the cutting cycle seems to decrease this variation
considerably.
Not surprisingly, the model predicted the highest production in Skane.
However, the simulated productions of the Ostergotland and Malardalen regions weresufficiently highunderthegivenenvironmental conditions tomake
energy forestry an interesting alternative energy source inthese regions. Hagshult represents an extreme location in the inland of southern Sweden as
regardstheclimate,whichisherecharacterized byverylownighttemperatures
(Angstrom, 1974; Perttu, 1981). The predicted production at this location
probablyrepresentsarelativelysmallareaofthehighlandsofsouthernSweden.
InFigure 12bthedatashow,asexpected,thataconsiderably higherproductionisachievedifthefoliarnitrogenconcentration,nb iskeptataconstantand
high level. The effect was most pronounced for the second and third years of
production wherethenon-fertilized situationcaused reductions intherangeof
25-30%compared withthesituationwhenn{ismaintained atamoderatelyhigh
and constant level. Compared with an optimal level (n{ equal to 5%) the
reductionwasconsiderable,evenforfirst-yearshoots(35%)and.ofcourse,was
even higher for second- and third-year shoots (45-50%). It should be noted,
however, that these differences are somewhat too high (by 5-10%, cf. Table 4
and Chapter 6 in this volume), since the model ignores any influence of nxon
6
a- The effect of climatic variations on the production in the non-fertilized
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Table 7. Mean values and standard deviations forall locations ofmean annual stem
production (dryweight) andits statistics (seeTable 6)fora constant foliar nitrogen
concentration, nb (data from Table 6)and forn,= 3.88 — 1.41ln(Q, respectively. The
numbers 1,2and 3inthe column headings refer tothe different cutting cycles.
Cs(tha"1 yr"1)

SD(%)

Mean (n,=3.5)

8.5 11.4 12.8 10

SD(%)

10

9

9

6

6

Maximum (%) Minimum(%)

17

7

7

20

10

7

32

21

30

19

17 20

19 22

36

Mean (/7,=f(C,)) 8.3 9.5 10.0 7 4
SD(%)
7
6
6 20 22

411
16 24

5
5 12 5 4
35 26 23 26 32

situation is, as expected, smaller than the values given inTable 6. The mean
valuesforalllocations ofthe meanannualstemproductionandofits statistics
for n{equal to 3.5%(i.e. data from Table 6) and for n{= 3.88 - 1.41 ln(C,),
respectively, aregiveninTable7.
In the future, this model will be refined further, concerning the plants'
behaviourintermsofgrowthratesandcarbonallocationpatternswithrespect
towaterand nutrientstresses(seeChapter6,inthisvolume).Suchamodelwill
showwhetherlimitationsofwaterduringwarmsunnydayswillreducegrowth,
thus tending to diminish the variation in production between different years
caused byvariations inradiation andtemperature.
5.6 List ofsymbolsandparametervalues
Theparametervaluespresented below arethoseused inthesimulations for
Salixviminalisy clone082,inTables6and7andin Figures9and 12b.
A
—leaf area index accumulated from canopy top, (dimensionless)
An
= leaf areaindex forwhole canopy, (dimensionless)
6a
= leafweight,40+ 0.088(/-/o)inFigure9;48inTables6and
7andin Figure 12b,(gm~2);Eckersten &Nilsson(1983)
Z? av
= fraction of Cr+ Csdelivered to Ca,0.03,(dimensionless);
estimated from Eckersten &Nilsson(1983)
bh
= leaf toshoot bimassratio,(dimensionless)
bh0
= bh attime /0, 0.85, (dimensionless); LrONilsson(unpublisheddata)
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= bh as time approaches infinity, 0.3, (dimensionless);
estimated from Nilsson & Ericsson (1986)
= fraction of daily total growth delivered to roots, (dimensionless)
=
bT minimum, 0.15, (dimensionless); cf. Ericsson (1981b)
= amount of assimilates (dry matter) available for flushing,
(kg ha" 1 )
=
decreasing rate of 6 l s , 0.025, (d" 1 ); estimated from Nilsson
& Ericsson (1986)
= coefficients relating 8 tot, 0.33281,22.984,0.3499,0.1398,
3.7872, 0.03205, 0.07187, (rad); Dogniaux (1977)
=
coefficients relating D to O v , 1.167, 1.15, (dimensionless);
Eckerstenetal. (1987)
= parameter relating7(400-700nm)toglobal radiation (3003000nm) for clear sky conditions, 2.3, (nE J" 1 ); Eckersten
etal. (1983)
— parameter related to atmospheric turbidity, 0.31, (dimensionless); Eckersten (1986a)
= coefficients relating k to A[9 1.105, 0.007338, 0.02376,
(dimensionless); Eckersten (1984)
= current year's accumulated growth (dry matter) of leaves,
stems, roots and total, respectively, (kg ha~ l )
= initial foliage biomass (dry matter), 19, (kg ha - 1 ); Eckersten (1986b)
= accumulated leaf fall (drymatter) during thecurrent year,
(kg ha" 1 )
= coefficient corresponding to the relative rate of litterfall,
0.003, (day - 1 ); estimated from Nilsson & Ericsson (1986)
= coefficients relating M to £>, 0.007, 1.68, 0.657, (dimensionless); Eckersten (1986a)
=
coefficients relating n{ to C\; see Figure 12a
=
coefficients relating Pm to nl9 0.018, 0.6, (h _ 1 ); estimated
from McDonald et al. (1981)
= coefficients relatingS t o r , (1353,45.326,0.88018,0.00461,
1.8037, 0.09746, 0.18412, (W nr 2 ); Dogniaux (1977)
= daily total growth (dry matter), (kg ha"1 d _ 1 )
= relative duration of sunshine, (dimensionless)
= daynumber, (dimensionless); cf. t below
= hour of the day, (h)
= incident light intensity (400-700nm) on a horizontal surface, (fiE m~ 2 s _ 1 )
= / at top of an internal canopy layer, at canopy top, and
at canopy top under clear sky conditions, respectively,
2
1
(JUE m~ s" )
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= parameter relating P to /, 380,(iiE m~ 2s _1 ); estimated
from McDonald et al. (1981)
— light extinction coefficient related to leaf area, (dimensionless)
= k foran internal canopy layer, (dimensionless)
= function relating Pd to P d o , P6c and £>, respectively,(dimensionless)
= foliar nitrogen concentration, (%)
— optimal foliar nitrogen concentration, 5,(%);cf. Ericsson
(1981b) and Waring et al.(1985)
= foliar nitrogen content, (kgha~ l )
= fraction of cloudiness during daytime, (dimensionless)
= rate ofgross photosynthetic assimilation, C H 2 0 , perunit
leaf dry weight, (h _ 1 )
=
daily totals of assimilates, C H 2 0 , forthe current day, for
the clear current day,and for the overcast current day,
respectively, (kgh a - 1 d _ I )
= rate ofmaximum photosynthetic assimilation, C H 2 0 ,per
unit leaf dry weight, (h _ 1 )
= stem and root biomass (drymatter) originating from the
previous year, (kg ha - 1 )
= fraction ofdaily gross photosynthesis lost bygrowth respiration, 0.25, (dimensionless); Sievanen (1983)
= solar radiation (300-3000nm) above the atmosphere received ona surface normal tothesunrays, (W m~2)
= time indays numbered from 1January, (d)
= t at the start of the leaf abscission, at the end of the
growing season, and at the start of the growing season,
respectively, (d)
= air temperature (°C)
= lowest and highest value of Tin 7},5, 15(°C);cf. Utaaker
(1963), de Wit (1965), and Eckersten et al. (1983)
= function relating growth to T9 (dimensionless)
= latitude,(rad)
= sun's elevation,(rad)
= sun's declination (rad)
= time normalized with respect to average growing season,
(dimensionless)
= r at start of leaf abscission, 0.5,(dimensionless); estimated
from Perttu et al.(1978) andNilsson & Ericsson (1986)

5.7 Source codeforthewillow growthmodel
ThesourcecodeofthewillowgrowthmodeliswritteninFORTRAN77and
makes use of the SIMP simulation support programs (cf. Appendix). It was
developed at the Section of Energy Forestry, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Uppsala. This version was created in September 1987. The
commentsinthesourcecoderefertotheequations,comments,discussions,etc.
presented above in this paper.
SUBROUTINE TRANS
COMMI LAST PRP UPDATE 870831 10:02PRIOR TO RUN No308
INTEGER*2 IGO,NCOMP
COMMON/UVAL/ TIMEJIMERJGO
DIMENSION P(49)
EQUIVALENCE (P,PC10)
COMMON/UVAL/ PC10 ,PC11 ,PC12 ,PCA10 ,PCL10 ,PI
,PLATR
COMMON/UVAL/ PLATS ,PN10 ,PNI1 ,PN20 ,PN21 ,PP10 ,PP1I
COMMON/UVAL/ PR10 ,PR20 ,PR30 ,PR50 ,PR60 ,PR6I ,PR62
COMMON/UVAL/ PR70 ,PR71 ,PST10 ,PST20 ,PST40 ,PTI1 ,PT12
COMMON/UVAL/ PT13 ,PT14 ,PT20 ,PT21 ,PT22 ,ZB10 ,ZB11
COMMON/UVAL/ ZB12 ,ZBAV ,ZBR10 ,ZBR20 ,ZDI1 ,ZD12 ,ZDLAI
COMMON/UVAL/ ZML10 ,ZML11 ,ZML12 ,ZRL10 ,ZTH10 ,ZTH11 ,ZTH12
COMMON/UVAL/ PDUMMY(121)
COMMON/UVAL/ NCOMP
DIMENSION X(10)
EQUIVALENCE (X(1),X01)
COMMON/UVAL/ X01,X02,X03,X04,X05,X06,X07,X08,X09,X10
DIMENSIONS 10)
EQUIVALENCE (TJ0001)
COMMON/UVAL/ T0001,T0002,T0003,T0004,T0005,T0006,T0007,T0008,T0009
COMMON/UVAL/ T0010
COMMON/UVAL/ G(226)
COMMON/UVAL/ D(10)
CEND1
REAL MP,IDAYNO,NCLEAF,NAI,LFSHAL
C
Q
c

Q

*******************************************

******************** MNEMONIC AND SIMP EQUIVALENCES ********************
*******************************************

c
C
C

Forstate variables
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EQUIVALENCE
I (CTOT,X01), (CLEAF ,X02),(CSTEM,X03),(CROOT,X04),(ALI ,X05)
2,(YR
,X08),(BLSPL ,X09),(CLITT ,X10)
C
C
C

Forauxiliary variables
EQUIVALENCE
1(TACC,G(3) ),(TSTART,G(5) ),(CABV ,G(6) ),(ALEAFW,G(7))
2,(ASSDAY,G(10) ),(SRAD ,G(11)),(ELEV ,G(12)),(DAYL ,G(13))
3,(DECL ,G(14)),(SRADC ,G(20) ),(PARC ,G(21) ),(PARO ,G(22))
4,(PARCAI,G(23) ),(PAROAI,G(24) ),(DREL ,G(25) ),(MP ,G(26))
5,(EXTK ,G(30)),(TFUNC ,G(40)),(PMAX ,G(50)),(ASSDC ,G(52))
6,(ASSDO ,G(53)),(DAYNR ,G(60)),(DNORM ,G(61) ),(TIMRAD,G(62))
7,(IDAYNO,G(63)),(HH,G(65)),(LEAPNO,G(68)),(NCLEAF,G(71))
8,(NAI ,G(72) ),(DAI ,G(80) ),(DAYLEN,G(81) ),(CTDAY ,G(100))
9,(CLDAY ,G(101)),(CSDAY ,G(102)),(CRDAY ,G(103)),(ALIDAY,G(104))

C
EQUIVALENCE
1(BLS,G(I08)),(CLIDAY,G(109)),(DNORML,G(162)),(ROOTAL,G(173))
2,(LFSHAL,G(195)),(CLTOTD,G(201)),(SWL,G(202))
C
C
C

For driving variables
EQUIVALENCE
1(SCON ,D(1) ),(TEMP ,D(2))

C
Q

*********************************

Q************
Q

EXPLANATION OFSYMBOLS ***************************************
*********************************

c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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State variables
ALI
BLSPL
CLEAF
CLITT
CSTEM
CTOT
YR

Canopy one-sided planleaf areaindex(-)
Function forleafto shoot ratio,bis(-)
Accumulated leaf biomass(kgha-1)
Accumulated amount offallen leaves(kgha-1)
Accumulated stem biomass(kgha -1 )
Total accumulated biomass (kgha -1 )
Yearssince start ofsimulation (year)

Input variables
SCON

Sunconditions; Eithertheduration ofbright sunshine(h)
(PST20=0)ortherelative cloudiness duringdaytime(-)
(PST20=1).

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

TEMP

Mean24h airtemperature atscreen height (deg.C)

Auxilaryv.
ALEAFW
ALIDAY
ASSDAY
ASSDC
ASSDO
BLS
CABV
CLDAY
CLIDAY
CLTOTD
CRDAY
CSDAY
CTDAY
DAI
DAYL
DAYLEN
DAYNR
DECL
DNORM
DNORML
DREL
ELEV
EXTK
HH
IDAYNO
LEAPNO
LFSHAL
MP
NAI
NCLEAF

Areal leaf weight (gm -2 )
Rate ofchange of leaf areaindex (day-1)
Thedaily potential gross photosynthesis (kg ha -1 day-1)
Thedaily potential gross photosynthesis for theclearsky
conditions (kg ha"1 day-1)
Thedaily potential gross photosynthesis forthe overcast
skyconditions (kgha -1 day-')
Rate of change ofthe leafto shoot allocation function (day-1)
Accumulated aboveground biomass (kg ha-1)
Rate ofchange of leaf biomass (kgha - ' day-')
Rate of change ofleaf fall (kg ha - ' day-1)
Rate of change oftotal leafbiomass (kgha -1 day-1)
Rate of change of root biomass (kgha -1 day-1)
Rate ofchange of stem biomass (kg ha - ' day-')
Rate ofchange of total biomass (kgha - ' day-')
Areaof leaves(m2m -2 ) perleaf layer.Theareacan
bechosen through parameterZDLAI
The astronomical daylength(h)
Auxilary variable relatedto DAYL
Cyclicdaynumberequalto0.0 at00:00January1
Sun'sdeclination (rad)
Normalized daynumberequalto zeroatthebeginning ofthe
averagegrowing season andunity attheend
Thesquared value of the number of normalized days (DNORM)
from thedaywhenleaf abscission beginstothecurrentdate
Relative duration of bright sunshine duringdaytime (-)
Thesine ofthesun'selevation (-)
Extinction coeff. for photosynthetic active radiation (-)
Hour of theday(h)
Cyclic integerdaynumber
Flagfor leapyear
Function forleaf to shoot ratio,bis, fortheday following
the current day(-)
The scaling factor for fractioning of clear and overcast
diurnal gross photosynthesis respectively (-)
The nitrogen concentration whenused asafunction of
leaf areaindex accumulated from canopy top (%)
The nitrogen concentration whenused asafunction ofthe
leaf biomass(%)
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
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PARC
PARCAI
PARO
PAROAI
PMAX
ROOTAL
SRAD
SRADC
SWL
TACC
TIMRAD
TFUNC
TSTART
Y...

Photosynthetic active radiation(PAR) above canopy forclear
sky conditions (microEs - 1 m~2)
PAR forclearsky conditions atvarious leaf levelswithin
the canopy (microEs"1m -2 )
PAR above canopy for anovercast sky(microEs _ l m~2)
PAR for overcast conditions atvarious leaf levels within
the canopy (microEs~' m"2)
The maximum photosynthesis rate(mg CH 2 0 m - 2 h -1 )
Theroot allocation asafunction of nitrogen concentration
Thesolar'constant'(W m~2)
Thesame as PARC
Flagfor start/end of growingseason
Accumulated airtemperature (day-deg.)
Thehour of theday+12, inradians(rad)
Thegrowth temperature function (-)
Theday(-number)of flushing inthespring
Variables beginning with the letter4Y*areused internally
indifferent steps of the calulations

Forpararr
parameters (defined bythe PRP program of the SIMP package)
PC10-12

PCA10
PCL10
PI
PLATR
PLATS
PP10-11
PN10-11
PN20-21
PR10,20
PR30
PR50

Thecoefficients a,b,c of the light extinction coefficient
equation k(Ai)=a+b*Ai+c*Ai**2. Observe - if k(Ali)is
wanted (i.e.,dAi>Ali) then PCIIand PC12should be2*band
4*c, respectively
Ratio between leaf biomass and above ground biomass atday
TSTART (-)
Initial leaf biomass atdayTSTART(kg ha-1)
Coefficient of the photosynthesis light responsecurve
(microE m"2s -1 )
Latitude of the radiation/cloudiness measurement station
(deg.)
Latitude of the location of growth simulation (deg.)
Coefficients aand bof the function for maximum
photosynthesis rate;Pm*=a+b*nl (mgC02 g~' h -1 )
Coefficients aand bof the nitrogen concentration function
dependent inleaf biomass;nl(Cl)=a+b*ln(Cl) (%)
Coefficients aand bof the nitrogen concentration
function dependent on accumulated leaf area ;nl(Ai)=a+b*ln(Ai)(%)
Coefficients aand bof the incoming light conversion function;
Ioc=b*S*sinh2/(sinh+a) (b:microE(400-700nm) J-l(300-3000nm))
Coefficient cofclearto overcast radiation conversion
function; Ioo=c*Ioc
Mean fraction of suntrack (units of time) not obscured bythe

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

PR60-62

PR70-71

PTI1-14
PT20
PT21
PT22
ZBAV

ZBR10
ZBR20
ZB10-12
ZD1I
ZD12
ZDLAI
ZMLIO-12
ZRL10
ZTH10
ZTH1I
ZTH12
PSTIO
PST20
PST40

horizon at the location of radiation/cloudiness measurements
Coefficients a, band cof the function fractioning between
clearand overcast diurnal gross photosynthesis respectively;
M=a+b*D+c*D**2
Coefficients aand bof theequation transforming between
relative duration of sunshine and relative cloudiness during
daytime; D=a-fb*Ov
Temperatures (TO,TI, T2,T3(°C)) defining thegrowth
temperature function
Threshold temperature (T4) for accumulated temperature (°C)
Limit for start ofgrowth (day-deg.)
Day (-number) for start of accumulation of temperature (TACC)
Fraction of annual increment ofshoot and root biomass
delivered to pool of assimilates available forsproutingin
thespring
Minimum value (fraction) of the root allocation function;bro
Optimum nitrogen concentration; nlo (%)
Coefficients a, band cof theleaf to shoot allocation
function; bls=(a-b)*exp(-c*(t-to))+b
Start (daynumber) of the averagegrowing season
End(daynumber) of the averagegrowing season
Size of internal canopy leaf layers,dAi, (m2m~2)
Coefficients a, band tna of leaf fall function;
Cli'=(a+b*((tn-tna)**2))*Cl
Fraction of daily gross photosynthesis lost byrespiration;
rg
Areal leaf weight;ba(g/m2)
Ratio between areal leaf weight for 1-year-old shoots
and current shoots minusone
Ratio between areal leaf weight for 2-year-old shoots
and 1-year-old shoots minus 1
Number of yearsfrom start yearto next leapyear. Ifstart
yearequals the leapyearthevalue should be= 4.
Flagfortype of light input data.0= duration ofbright
sunshine and 1 = relative cloudiness
Cuttingcycle (number ofyears)

EVERY DAY
CALL ECDCDA(TIME,D)
CTDAY=0
CLDAY=0
CSDAY=0

.'Readinputdata

icr
icr
!Cs'
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CRDAY=0
ALIDAY=0
BLS=0
CLIDAY=0
YZ60=AMAX1(CLEAF,1.0)
NCLEAF=PN10+PN11*ALOG(YZ60/1000)
NCLEAF=AMIN1(NCLEAF,ZBR20)
YP26=(YR+PST10)/4
YP27=INT(YP26)
IF(YP26.EQ.YP27) LEAPNO=1.0
YZ11=365+LEAPN0
IDAYNO=TIME-YZII*YR
IF(IDAYNO.LT.PT22) GOTO 1000
YP25=TEMP-PT20
TACC=TACC+AMAX1(YP25,0.0)
IF(TACC.GE.PT21) GOTO2
TSTART=IDAYNO

!Cr'
!Ali'
•bis'
!Cli'
!nl(Cl)=(a+b*ln(Cl))minnlo

.'Time
!ifleapyear sw=l

!ift<tD...
!Tacc=Tacc+((Ta-T4)max0)
!ifTacc>=T5...
!to=t

GOTO 1000

C++H-4-+++++++4-++++-f+4- Duringgrowing season
C
C + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + Everyday
C
2
ASSDC=0
!Pdc
ASSDO=0
!Pdo
HH=0
!hour
C
C4-++++4-4-4-++4-4-4-++4-+++++++ Everyhour
LOOP1 s t a r t + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
C
C
HH=HH+1
!hour
5
DAYNR=IDAYNO+HH/24
!t
TIMRAD=((DAYNR-INT(DAYNR))*24+12)*3.14/12 !hour*=hour+12
DNORM=(DAYNR-ZDl1)/(ZD12-ZD11)
!tn
IF(TEMP.GT.PT13) GOTO20
IF(PT12.LE.PT11) GOTO22
TFUNC=(TEMP-PT11)/(PT12-PT11)

20
22
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GOTO22
TFUNC=1-(TEMP-PT13)/(PT14-PT13)

!Tf=(Ta-To)/(Tl-To)if
To<Ta<Tl

!Tf=l-(Ta-T2)/(T3-T2)if
Ta>T2
IF(TEMP.LE.PT11.0R.TEMP.GE.PT14)TFUNC=0.0 JTf=0 ifTa<To orTa>T3
IF(TEMP.GE.PT12.AND.TEMP.LE.PT13)TFUNC=1.0 !Tf=l ifTKTa<T2

YP22=2*3.14/366
!DEC=f(t)
DECL=0.33281-22.984*COS(DAYNR*YP22)-0.3499*COS(DAYNR*2*YP22)
DECL=DECU).1398*COS(DAYNR*3*YP22)+3.7872*SIN(DAYNR*YP22)
DECL=DECL+0.03205*SIN(DAYNR*2*YP22)+0.07187*SIN(DAYNR*3*YP22)
DECL=DECL*3.14/180
SRAD=1353+45.326*COS(DAYNR*YP22)+0.88018*COS(DAYNR*2*YP22)
!S=f(t)
SRAD=SRAD-0.00461*COS(DAYNR*3*YP22)+1.8037*SIN(DAYNR*YP22)
SRAD=SRAD+0.09746*SIN(DAYNR*2*YP22)+0.18412*SIN(DAYNR*3*YP22)
C
C
C

!sinh=sin(LATs)*sin(DEC)+cos(LATs)*cos(DEC)*cos(hour*)
YP23=PLATS*3.14/180
ELEV=SIN(YP23)*SIN(DECL)+COS(YP23)*COS(DECL)*COS(TIMRAD)

C
SRADC=PR20*SRAD*(ELEV**2)/(PR10+ELEV) !Ioc=b*So*sinh2/(sinh+a)
IF(ELEV.LE.O) SRADC=0
IF(SRADC.EQ.O) GOTO 10
PARC=SRADC
!I(Ai)=Ioc
PARO=PR30*SRADC
!Ioo=c*Ioc
C
YZ50=0
!ba=a*(l+b*(shootage>=l)+c*(shootage=2))
YZ51=0
YZ52=YR/PST40
YZ52=YZ52-INT(YZ52)
IF(YZ52.GT.0)YZ50=1
IF(YZ52.GE.0.66)YZ51=1
ALEAFW=(1+YZ50*ZTH11+YZ51*ZTH12)*ZTH10
C
C + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + Canopy internal layers + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
C
YP12=0
C
C
7

B=ALI-YP12
DAI=AMIN1(ZDLAI,B)
IF(DAI.EQ.O) GOTO 10
YP13=YP12+DAI/2

!dAi
!ifdAi=0...
!Aj=Ai+dAi/2

C
NAI=NCLEAF
IF(PN21.EQ.0)GOTO8

!nl(Aj)=ni(Cl)
!ifd(nl)/dAi=0...
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NAI=PN20+PN21*ALOG(YP13)
NAI=AMIN1(NAI,ZBR20)

!nl(Aj)=(a+b*ln(Aj)) minnlo

PMAX=ALEAFW*(PP10+PPll*NAI)*30/44

!ba*Pm=ba*(a+b*nl)*
(mCH20/mC02)

EXTK=PC10+PC11*YP13+PC12*(YP13**2)
EXTK=AMAX1(EXTK,0.01)

!k=a+b*Aj+c*Aj**2

PARCAI=PARC*EXP(-EXTK*DAI)

!cl:I(Ai+dAi)=I(Ai)*
exp(-k*dAi)

c
8

!Pc(dAi)=ba*Pm/k*In(I(Ai)+pI)/(I(Ai+dAi)+pI))
YP10=PMAX/EXTK*ALOG((PARC+PI)/(PARCAI+PI))
ASSDC=ASSDC4-YP10*(1-ZRL10)
!Pdc=Pdc+(l-rg)*Pdc(dAi)
PAROAI=PARO*EXP(-EXTK*DAI)
!ov:dittocl
YP10=PMAX/EXTK*ALOG((PARO+PI)/(PAROAI+PI))
ASSDO=ASSDO+YP10*(l-ZRLI0)
PARC=PARCAI
PARO=PAROAI
YP12=YP12+ZDLAI
C
C

IF(DAI.EQ.ZDLAI) GOTO7

c

LOOP2stop

10

c
c
c

!cl:I(Ai)=I(Ai+dAi)
!ov:dittocl
!Ai=Ai+dAi
!ifdAi=ZDLAI...

!ifhour<24...
IF(HH.LT.24.0)GOTO5
LOOP1 stop

Cl 1111111111I I 1111I 1I 11 Whole canopy + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
C

C++++++++++++++++++++++Endoftheday++++++++++++++++++++++
C

C

50
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IF(SWL.EQ.1.0)GOTO999
!ifswl= l...
IF(PST20.EQ.1.0) GOTO60
!if SCON=Ov...
YP20=PLATR*3.14/180
!SCON=SUNTIME
YP21=DECL+YP20
IF(YP21.GE.1.57)GOTO50
!if midnight sun...
!DAYL=arccos(-sin(LATr)*sin(DEC)/cos(LATr)/cos(DEC))
DAYLEN=-1*SIN(YP20)*SIN(DECL)/COS(YP20)/COS(DECL)
DAYL=2*(ACOS(DAYLEN))*180/3.14/15
IF(YP21.GE.1.57) DAYL=24.0
DREL=SCON/PR50/DAYL
!D=SUNTIME/a/DAYL
GOTO70

6

0
7
0

(

DREL=PR70+PR71*SCON
DREL=AMIN1(DREL,1.0)
DREL=AMAX1(DREL,0.0)
MP=PR60+PR61*DREL+PR62*DREL**2

!SCON=Ov; D=a+b*Ov
!0<=D<=1
!M=a+b*D+c*D**2

C
C

!Pd=Pdo+M*(Pdc-Pdo); (gm-2~ > tonnesha"1)

C

ASSDAY=(ASSDO+MP*(ASSDC-ASSDO))/100
C

C
C

!bls(+)=a-b*exp(-c*(t(+)-to))+b
LFSHAL=(ZB10-ZB11)*EXP(-ZB12*(DAYNR-TSTART))+ZB11
BLS=LFSHA1^BLSPL
Ibis'

C
C
C

!br=l+bro-(I-x**2)**0.5; x=(nIo-nI(Cl))/nlo
ROOTAL=14-ZBR10-(1-((ZBR20-NCLEAF)/ZBR20)**2)**0.5
ROOTAL=AMAX1(ROOTAL,ZBR10)
!br=brn maxbro
CTDAY=ASSDAY*TFUNC

!Ct^=Pd*Tf

c
C
C

!(Cl+Cli),=bls*Ct,*(l-br)+(Cl+Cli+Cs)*bls*
CLTOTD=BLSPL*CTDAY*(l-ROOTAL)+(CLEAF+CLITT+CSTEM)*BLS

C
DNORML=(DNORM-ZML12)**2
IF(DNORM.LT.ZML12) DNORML=0
CLIDAY=(ZML10+ZML11*DNORML)*CLEAF
CLDAY=CLTOTD-CLIDAY

!Cli'=0if tn<tna
!Cli,=(a+b*((tn-tna)**2))*Cl
!C1^=(C1+Cli)-Cli'

c
C
C

!Cs*=(1/bis-1)*(C1+CliJHCl+Cli+Cs)/bls*bls'
CSDAY=(1/BLSPM)*CLTOTD-(CLEAF+CLITT+CSTEM)/BLSPL*BLS
CRDAY=ROOTAL*CTDAY
!Cr'=br*Ct'
ALIDAY=(CLEAF+CLDAY)/10/ALEAFW-ALI
!Ali^=Cl/ba-Ali
CABV=CABV+ZBAV*(CRDAY+CSDAY)
ICa^a+bav^Cr'+Cs 1 )

C
999
IF(IDAYNO.LE.YZll) GOTO 1000
C
C + + + + + + + + + 4 - + + + + + + + 4 - + End ofgrowing season
C
C-f+4-+-f-f-f+4-+4-++-f+++ Initiation of next yearsgrowth
C

!if t<=tc...
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YR=YR+i
YZ40=PCA10*CABV
YZ41=(1-PCA10)*CABV
YZ42=YR/PST40
YZ43=INT(YZ42)
IF(YZ43.EQ.YZ42) YZ40=PCLI0
YZ44=PCL10*(1-PCA10)/PCA10
IF(YZ43.EQ.YZ42)YZ41=YZ44
CLEAF=YZ40
CSTEM=YZ41
CROOT=0
CTOT=CLEAF+CSTEM
ALI=CLEAF/ZTH10/10
BLSPL=ZB10
CLITT=0
TACC=0
CABV=0
LEAPNO=0
SWL=0
GOTO 1010

!year=yearfl
!Cl(to)if noharvest
!Cs(to) ifnoharvest

!Cl(to)ifharvest
!Cs(to)ifharvest
!Cl(to)

!Cs(to)
!Cr(to)
!Ct(to)
!Ali(to)
!bls(to)
!Cli(to)
!Tacc
!Ca(to)
Heap year
!swl

After everyday + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
C
1000

1010
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CTOT=CTOT+CTDAY
CROOT=CROOT+CRDAY
CLEAF=CLEAF+CLDAY
IF(CLEAF.LT.0.0)SWL=1.0 !ifCKOsw=l - > stopof
growingseason
CSTEM=CSTEM+CSDAY
ALI=ALI+ALIDAY
BLSPL=BLSPL+BLS
CLITT=CLITT+CLIDAY
RETURN
ENTRYINITIL
CALLECDCIN
END

PC10
PC11
PC12
PCAIO
PCLIO
PI
PLATR
PLATS
PNIO
PN11
PN20
PN21
PPIO

= 1.11
=-7.338E-03
=-2.376E-02
= 0.850
= 19.0
= 380.
= 58.8
= 57.8
= 3.50
= O.OOOE+OO
= O.OOOE+OO
= O.OOOE+OO
= 26.0

X01 =22.4
X02 = 19.0
X03 = 3.40

PP11 = 8 . 8 0
PR10 =0.310
PR20 = 2.30
PR30 = 0.300
PR50 = 1.00
PR60 =-7.000E-03
PR61 = 1.68
PR62 =-0.657
PR70 = 1.17
PR71 =-1.15
PSTIO = 4 . 0 0
PST20 = 1.00
PST40 = 3.00

PT11
PT12
PT13
PT14

= 5.00
= 15.0
= 50.0
= 60.0
= 5.00
PT20
PT21
= 40.0
PT22
= 60.0
ZB10
= 0.850
ZB11
= 0.300
ZB12
= 2.500E-02
ZBAV = 3.000E-02
ZBR10 = 0.150
ZBR20 =5.00

X04 = 0.000E+00
X05 = 5.000E-02
X06 = 0.000E+00

X07 = 2.500E+03
X08 = 0.000E+00
X09 = 0.850

ZD11
ZD12
ZDLAI
ZML10
ZML11
ZML12
ZRL10
ZTH10
ZTHU
ZTH12

= 98.0
= 333.
= 1.00
= 0.000E+00
= 0.300
= 0.500
= 0.250
= 48.0
= 0.200
= 5.000E-02

X10 = 0.000E+00
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6 Allocation of biomass during growth of willow
Henrik Eckersten and Tom Ericsson

6.1 Introduction
Considerable efforts have been expended in the search for crop varieties or
ecotypes with high photosynthetic rates per unit ofleaf area(Muramotoet al.,
1965; Irvine, 1967; Duncan & Hesketh, 1968; Hanson, 1971 and Delaney &
Dobrenz, 1974).These investigations have been based on the assumption that
high photosynthetic rates per unit area should correlate well with growth.
Generally, however, it has been found that growth does not correlate particularly well with photosynthesis per unit leaf area. The rate of leaf area expansion seems to have a greater influence on the dry matter production than the
specific net assimilation rate does. This statement is supported by the linear
dependencebetweentotalbiomassproduction duringagrowingseasonand the
accumulated absorbed radiation asgiven by Monteith (1977) and Monteith &
Elston (1983)for agricultural crops and by Linder (1985)for forests. The data
from which thesedependences arecalculated pertain to treatments with awide
rangeofwaterand nutrient availabilities.Itseemsthatfactors affecting the rate
ofleaf areadevelopment areofprimary importance for thephotosynthetic rate
and thus also for biomass production.
Manyfactors, besidesthegenotype,influence therateofleafarea expansion.
The availability of water and nutrients are the main abioticfactors accounting
for differences in crop production; fortunately these factors can often be controlled bymanunderfieldconditions.Astronginfluence ofnutrient availability
on the partitioning of the photosynthate between root and shoot has been
demonstrated for alargenumber oftreespecies,includingwillows(seeIngestad
& Lund, 1979; Ingestad, 1980; Ericsson, 1981a,b; Jia & Ingestad, 1984 and
Ingestad & Kahr, 1985). The pattern of the photoassimilate distribution between above- and below-ground parts associated with water availability is,
however, lesswellunderstood and literature reports inthisfieldare sometimes
contradictory (Bradford & Hsiao, 1982;Raynal et al., 1985).
This chapter presents the allocation parameters that Eckersten et al.used in
the previous chapter in the simulation of willow growth (cf. also Eckersten et
al. 1983;Eckersten 1986).Inthe Uppsala simulation modeltheplant isdivided
intothree main pools ofbiomass:roots,stemsand leaves.Theroots and leaves
are used for the uptake of nutrients and carbon respectively, while the main
energy is stored in the stems, which are also the harvested part of the forest.
Thereisalsoapool ofmovableassimilateswithintheplant,which increasingly
influences growth as the plant becomes older. The effect of this pool is easily
recognized after harvesting stands of different ages, but it is not treated here.
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The partitioning expressions have mostly been given asfunctions of time, but
heretheyarealsogivenasfunctions ofotherfactors suchasnitrogenstatus and
biomass.
The photosynthetic rate in the simulation model is proportional to the leaf
dry weight, and is then a function of the leaf nitrogen status. However, an
alternative istogivethephotosynthetic rate asafunction ofunit leaf area. The
latter function is only weakly dependent on the nitrogen status according to
Waring et al. (1985). In this chapter both methods have been applied, starting
with the former.
6.2 Root - shoot partitioning
Acertain fraction ofthe daily net photosynthesis perunit ofground surface,
Ct',isdelivered to roots. When theplant nutrient status islow,thisfraction, br',
is high, because the plant, in relative terms, needs more roots and the energy
C r /Ct and b'r
1

0
0.05

0.01
nt and n t

( % )

Figure 14. The ratio between accumulated values of root biomass, Cr, and total
biomass, Ct,asreported byEricsson(1981b)onSalixviminalis = x,Salixaquatica =
• , andSalixfragilis= V,andbyWaringetal.(1985)onSalixdasydados=o.Theline
representsdailynetphotosynthesis delivered toroots,b\, (seeEquation24)andn{ and
nxstand for nitrogen concentrations intheleavesand inthewholeplant, respectively.
(After Eckersten,1986).
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costfortheactiveuptakeofnutrientsishigherthanwhennutrientstatusishigh.
In the model, the plant nutrient status is represented by the foliar nitrogen
concentration, n{. For Salix grown under different nutrition conditions in a
laboratory environment the roots fraction was a function of nx (Ericsson,
1981a,b and Waring et al., 1985).Therelationship is similar for many Salix
species and,following these values (seeFigure 14),br'isgiven according to
K = 1 + b'T0 - (1- ((/il0 - n{)ln[0)2t5

Equation24

where nlo isthevalue of nxcorresponding to thelowest relative allocation of
assimilates toroots,b'vo. Sincetheplants used intheexperiments illustrated in
Figure 14didnotbecome older than afewmonths,nodeath ofroots occurred
andthusthefigures measured alsoincludetheproductionoffineroots.Theroot
respiration is not included in the figure; therefore, the curve in Figure 14
underestimates thereal value ofb'x bythis amount.
The influence, in quantitative terms, oftheplant water status on the rootshoot partitioning isnot fully understood. Qualitatively, theresponse should
be similar to that for theplant nutrient status, except that there should beno
energy costs forthepassive uptake ofwater (cf. Ray,1972).
6.3 Leaf- stem partitioning
The assimilates allocated totheabove-ground part arepartitioned between
leavesandstems. Becausethephotosynthesis isproportional tothedryweight
of the leaf, it isnecessary to know thetotal leaf biomass inorder to calculate
the total canopy photosynthesis. Thepartitioning of biomass between leaves
and stemsdepends both onenvironmental andinternal variables.The fraction
of accumulated leaf biomass ofthe accumulated shoot biomass isexpressed as
K = (C;+ C,i)/(C,+ CH + Cs)

Equation25

where C,,Cnand Csaretheaccumulated leaf, leaffall andshoot biomass ofthe
current year, respectively. b[sis,preliminarily, taken asafunction oftime.
Measurements weremadeonfour different Salix viminalisstands,cultivated
for the purpose of obtaining a high yield. These stands are:(i) clone 082, 9
plants/m2, first-season shoots, fourth-season roots, growing on old farmland
on marine silt soilsat Studsvik 58.8 °Nand 17.4°E,alt.5m,(ii)clone 683, 16
plants/m2, first-season shoots, fourth-season roots, same site as (i),(iii) the
sameasfor(ii)butwithsecond-season shoots,(iv)clone082,4plants/m2,firstseason shoots, third-season roots, gyttja clay at Kdping 59.8 °N and 16.0 °E,
alt. 10m(Eckersten etal., 1983).From thesemeasurements,bh hasbeen found
to approximately follow the equation
6

is= (Q> _ ^i)exp(-c2(t- t0))+ c,

Equation26

where cQ equals bh onthefirstdayofthe growing season. Astime approaches
infinity (or, in reality at the end of the growing season), bls decreases to c,
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165
number of days

Figure 15a: The fraction of leaves of the shoot biomass, bh, plotted against number
ofdayssincethestartof the growingperiod(5 May).Thedots represent measurements
for Salix viminalis;x = clone 082 at Studsvik, o = clone 683first-seasonshoots, • =
clone 683 second-season shoots, and * = clone 082 at Koping. The line represents
Equation26forc0,c,andc2equalto0.85,0.30and0.025,respectively.(Afterdatafrom
Nilsson &Ericsson, 1986and Eckersten et al., 1983).
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Figure 15b: The fraction of leaves of the shoot biomass, 6ls, plotted against shoot
biomass, Cx + Cs.The dots represent measurements for Salix viminalis; x = clone 082
atStudsvik, o= clone683first-seasonshoots, •= clone683second-season shoots,and
*= clone 082 at Koping.(After data from Nilsson &Ericsson, 1986).
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Figure 15c: The fraction of leaves of the shoot biomass, bh, plotted against foliar
nitrogen concentration, nx. The dots represent measurements for Salixviminalis; x =
clone082atStudsvik,o=clone683first-seasonshoots,and•=clone683second-season
shoots.A= Salixdasyclados(Waringetal.,1985).(AfterdatafromNilsson&Ericsson,
1986).
(Figure 15a). Figure 15ashows a remarkable similarity for first-season shoots
at Studsvik, whereas the second-season shoots have a higher value for bls and
the lessdense stand at Kopinghas alowerfraction ofleaves(i.e.alower value
for b[s). When relating bls to the shoot biomass (C\ + Cs)instead of time, the
disparity between shoots of different age and between sites increased (Figure
15b). The fraction of leaves might increase with increasing foliar nitrogen
concentration, nb which might be explained by the leaf canopy being the first
part of the plant to increase its biomass as the total photosynthesis increases.
In Figure 15c,bh is plotted agains n,for the four stands. When the values for
small plants of S. dasyclados growing in laboratory environment at different
nutritional conditions (Waring et al., 1985; Figure 15c) are introduced it becomes clear that bh is not a function of n{alone.
6.4 Area]leaf weight
Thepotential photosynthesis,defined asphotosynthesis not beinglimited by
water or temperature conditions, is a function of the light absorbed by the
leaves.The response to light, which varies with the foliar nitrogen concentration, is expressed per unit of leaf weight. The absorption of light is, however,
a function of the leaf area and consequently the photosynthesis per unit of
ground surface, P, isproportional tothearealleafdryweight, fea(= 100»Cj/Lai,
where Lai is the canopy leaf area index), according to (Eckersten, 1986)
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Figure 16a: Arealleafdryweight,ba,plotted against foliar nitrogenconcentration,n{:
x = Salix viminalis clone 082 at Studsvik, o = Salix viminalis clone 683 first-season
shoots,•= Salix viminalisclone683second-season shoots,A= Salixdasyclados. (After
data from Nilsson &Ericsson, 1986, Eckersten et al., 1983,and Waring et al., 1985).
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Figure 16b: Arealleafdryweight,6a,plotted againstshootbiomass,C,+ Cs.:x= Salix
viminalis clone 082 at Studsvik, o = Salix viminalis clone 683first-season shoots, • =
Salix viminalisclone683second-season shoots,* = Salixviminalisclone082at Kdping,
A= Salix dasyclados.(After datafrom Nilsson&Ericsson, 1986,Eckersten etal., 1983,
and Waringet al., 1985).
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4a
P„I
m

P=
0

dL.

Equation 27

r+Pi

where Pm is the maximum photosynthetic rate expressed per unit of leaf dry
matter and p{ isaparameter that equals the ratio between Pm and the light use
efficiency at low light intensities, /is the light absorbed bythe leaves and Lxis
the leaf area index accumulated from canopy top.
Pmisknown to increasewith thefoliar nitrogen concentration, n{. However,
laboratory experiments show that ba decreases with increasing nx and hence
compensates,at least partly,for theincreasein Pm. In other words,theincreasing photosynthetic rate per unit of dry weight when increasing the nitrogen
concentration is accompanied by the leaves becoming thinner.
When plotting ba against nxfor the four Salix stands presented previously it
is obvious that not only nxaffects ba(Figure 16a). In Figure 16b,bais plotted
against the shoot biomass, which does not represent the development of ba
better than nxdoes. Values measured in laboratory on S. dasyclados are also
given in Figure 16a.
6.5 Modified allometric functions
Intheprecedingsection,itwasshown that thefoliar nitrogen concentration,
^i,influences thephotosynthesis (perunit ofground surface, Equation 27)both
through an increasing photosynthesis per unit of leaf dry weight and through
a decreasing areal leaf weight, ba.This means that n{influences the photosynthesis per unit of leaf area less than the photosynthesis per unit of leaf dry
weight. Denoting the maximum photosynthesis per unit of leaf area with P^
the potential photosynthesis per unit of ground surface is(cf. Equation 27)

4,

P' i

P' =
dLj
Equation 28
I+Pl
0
Assuming that Pm'is independent of nb P' is a function of nxonly because
Lai is a function of nv Equations 27 and 28 correspond theoretically with two
different strategies of the plant as regards carbon uptake. Using Equation 27
theincrease inphotosynthesis perunit ground surface isstronglycontrolled by
thedevelopment oftheleafthickness,whereasusingEquation28itisstimulated
only by an increasing leaf area.
Using Equation 28(instead of Equation 27)intheshoot growth simulations
inChapter 5makes itunnecessary todetermine theleaf biomass, Cb explicitly.
Hence the determinations of bh (Equations 25 and 26) and ba are replaced by
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Figure 17a: Theratiobetweenleafareaandshoot biomass,d, plotted againstnumber
ofdayssincethestart ofthegrowing period (5 May). Dots represent measurements for
Salixviminalis: x= clone 082at Studsvik, o= clone 683firstseason shoots, • = clone
683 second-season shoots, and *= clone 082 at Koping. (After data from Nilsson &
Ericsson, 1986;Eckersten et al., 1983).
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Figure 17b: The ratio between leaf area and shoot biomass,dyplotted against shoot
biomass, C,+ Cs. Dots represent measurements for Salix viminalis:x = clone 082at
Studsvik, o = clone 683first-seasonshoots, • = clone 683 second-season shoots, and
* = clone 082 at Koping. (After data from Nilsson &Ericsson, 1986 and Eckerstenet
al., 1983).
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Figure 17c: The ratio between leaf area and shoot biomass,d, plotted against foliar
nitrogenconcentration,/?,.Dotsrepresent measurementsfor Salixviminalis:x= clone
082atStudsvik,o= clone683 first-season shoots,•= clone683 second-seasonshoots.
A= Salixdasyclados(Waringetal., 1985). (After datafrom Nilsson& Ericsson,1986
and Eckersten etal.,1983).
the leaf area index estimated as a function of shoot biomass. The allometric
function d\s introduced as (Eckersten et al., 1983)
d = Lai/(C, + Q

Equation 29

^should depend onn{(Figure 17c)butitseemstocorrelatebetterwiththeshoot
biomass (Figure 17b). The disagreement between first- and second-season
shoots for bh (Figure 15b)seems to have disappeared for d. (The lowvaluesof
diov high values ofshoot biomasses in Figure 17bcorrespond to the shedding
of leaves during autumn). However, d shows different relationships to shoot
biomass for thedifferent sites(Studsvik and Kdping)which intheir turn differ
from eachother, mainlyinplantingdensityand soiltype, rfand bh showsimilar
relations to time (Figures 15a and 17a).
6.6 Discussion and conclusions
The photosynthesis was assumed to be proportional to the leaf dry weight
and the light absorption to be proportional to the leaf area (Equation 27) or
bothwereassumed tobeproportional totheleafarea(Equation 28).Boththese
methods represent a simplified estimate of canopy photosynthesis. In reality,
photosynthesis and light absorption arerelated toboth leafdryweight and leaf
area,butthereisscopeforfurther researchininvestigatinghowtheyarerelated
in quantitative terms. If photosynthesis is entered as a function of leaf area
instead of as a function of leaf dry weight it is necessary to estimate the areal
leaf dry weight, 6a, only in order to obtain the stem biomass production
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explicitly. It then follows that &agives no feedback on the production, as it does
when Equation 27 is used, and thus the growth simulation is less sensitive to
errors in ba. Since there is, so far, no general function for ba (the correlation
between Z?a and leaf nitrogen status, or shoot biomass, differed between clones
(Figures 16a and b)) it is a great advantage for the simulation technique that
6 a does not influence the growth dynamics.
The poor correlation between plant nitrogen status and the leaf biomass
fraction of the shoot biomass (Figure 15c), as well as the areal leaf weight
(Figure 16a) and the fact that the photosynthetic rate per unit of leaf area seems
to be fairly independent of the foliar nitrogen concentration (Waring et al.,
1985), suggests that photosynthesis should be a function of unit leaf area
(Equation 28).The development of L aiisthen calculated bydifferentiation over
time of the function d, which describes the ratio between leaf area index and
shoot biomass (Equation 29). d seems to be a rather general function of shoot
biomass (Figure 17b). The stand at Koping differs from the other three. Disregarding the values of Koping, rfis estimated, by regression, from Figure 17b
to be
d= c 3— c4 (ln(Cj + Cs))

Equation 30

where c 3 and c4 are coefficients equal to 1.208 and 0.232, respectively (the
coefficient of determination is 0.90 and the number of values 30 (the two last
occasions in each time series were cancelled because of leaf shedding). This
equation should then replace Equation 29 when determining L ai for the calculations of the canopy photosynthesis (Equation 28).
As a consequence of Equations 28 and 30 and the assumption that photosynthesis per unit leaf area is independent of leaf nitrogen status, the canopy
photosynthesis (given a certain canopy) and the partitioning of biomass within
the shoot are independent of the leaf nitrogen status. The leaf nitrogen status
affects growth only through the partitioning of assimilates between roots and
shoot. However, further research should be done to ascertain whether the
photosynthesis per unit of leaf area is independent of nx (cf. Goudriaan & van
Keulen, 1979; Waring et al. 1985).
6.7 List of symbols
6a
bh
b'r
b'T0
c 0 , c,
c2
c3, cA
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= areal leaf dry weight, 100 # C,/L ai , (g m~2)
= fraction accumulated leaf biomass of the shoot biomass, (dimensionless)
= daily fraction of net photosynthesis delivered to roots, (dimensionless)
= minimum value of b[, (dimensionless)
= coefficients for estimating 6 ls , (dimensionless)
= coefficient for estimating bls, (day - 1 )
= coefficients for estimating rf, (ha t _ 1 )

C\> Cu
Cs
Q
d
I
^ a i, L{
^1
^lo
P* P'
Pi
^m
P^
t
t0
6.8

= accumulated oven-dry biomass ofleaf and leaf fall, respectively, (t
ha" 1 )
= accumulated oven-dry stem biomass during current year, (t)
= daily total oven-dry biomass growth per unit ground surface, (t
ha-1 day-1)
= specific leaf area of shoot, LJ(Q + Cs),(ha t"1) •
= incident light ona horizontal surface, (/xE m~ 2 s"1)
= leaf area index for whole canopy and accumulated from canopy
top, respectively, (m 2m~ 2 )
= foliar nitrogen concentration ondrymatter basis, (%)
= optimal foliar nitrogen concentration ondry matter basis, (%)
—photosynthesis per unit ofground surface estimated using Pm and
Pm', respectively, (g m~ 2 h _ 1 )
= parameter equal to light that gives photosynthesis equal to half of
its maximum value (/xE m~ 2 s"1)
= maximum photosynthetic rate per unit of leaf dry weight, (h~ l )
= maximum photosynthetic rate per unit of leaf area, (gm~ 2 h _ I )
= day numbered from January, (day)
= t at start of the growing season, (day)
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7 Willowstand growth andseasonal nitrogenturnover
Goran I. Agren

7.1 Introduction
High yielding energy forest plantations (see Chapter 1) require nutrient
supplies at ratesthat wellexceed those normally used inagriculture or forestry.
Ingestad & Agren (1984) calculated that in a Salix stand with an annual stem
wood production (all biomass data areexpressed asoven-dry matter) of20000
kgha -1 , an annual nitrogen uptake of630kgha - 1 would berequired. Most of
thisnitrogen comesfrom decomposition ofold leaves(260kgha -1 ) and oldfine
roots (250 kg ha"1) and is thus recycled in the stand, whereas 120 kg ha -1 ,
corresponding to the removal in stem harvest, has to be added as fertilizer.
Thischapter investigates thelikely build-up ofnitrogen stores inthesoiland
the required timeschedule of fertilization in order to maintain optimal growth
in a Salix stand. The description of the decomposition process follows the
theory developed by Bosatta &Agren (1985). However, in that theory a function linking decomposition rate with climate isleft unspecified and, therefore,
this chapter includes sensitivity tests of the relationships between climate and
decomposition rate.
7.2 Theory
The theory contains two separate parts, one describing plant development
with the associated demand for nitrogen and the other describing nitrogen
mineralization and, hence,thesupply to meet thedemand from theplants.The
plant growth isexactly the same as described by Ingestad &Agren (1984), i.e.
the plants are divided into leaves, L, stems, S, and roots, R. The leaves are
assumed to be growing at optimal nitrogen concentration in the leaves, nopt,
throughout the growing season, which is assumed to extend from 1 June (day
1)to 15 September(day 105),after whichtheleafbiomassdeclineslinearly until
15 October (day 135). The growth rate of the leaves is calculated using the
nitrogen productivity concept (Agren, 1983, 1985).Growth rates of stems and
roots are assumed to be proportional to the leaf biomass. Hence
AL
^ = (anopl - bLnopt)L
dS
T~" = psL

Equation 31
Equation 32
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dR
= pR L
dt

Equation 33

The growth model used here is an alternative to the one presented by
Eckersten etal.in Chapter 5.Ithastheadvantage ofbeingmuchsimpler. Also,
since it is constructed for a discussion of the relation between growth and
nitrogen turnover, it islogical to useagrowth model that isdriven by nitrogen
uptake in the plants.
The uptake rate of nitrogen, £/,is then
U= n0?x dL/dt + ns dS/dt + nR dR/dt

Equation 34

where nR and ns are the nitrogen concentrations in roots and stems, respectively.
To describe the net nitrogen mineralization of a given cohort of litter, m(t),
requiresknowledgeofboththelossofcarbon from thelitter andthenetchange
in nitrogen in the litter. Bosatta & Agren (1985) hypothesize that the rates of
decomposition decreasewiththe ageofthelitter. However, itisnot theageper
sethat controls rates, but the substrate quality, q(t), which isa measure of the
accessibility of the litter to micro-organisms, that is used to formulate the
decomposition rates.The properties ofthemicrobial community decomposing
the substrate aregiven bythe following parameters:/ c ,/ N , e(q)9and u(q,t) (see
list of symbols).
The microbial growth rate depends both on substrate quality and on time.
The temporal variation derives from changes in the environment, primarily
climatic ones. The two sources of variation are thus independent and the
microbial growth rate can be written
u(q>t) — U\(q)ui(0
Equation 35
The equations describing the amount of carbon, C, amount of nitrogen, N>
and the quality of a substrate starting with an initial nitrogen/carbon ratio of
r0and initial quality of q0 are then
d#7{£./cwi(tf')}

Equation 36

g(0
4o

C(t)= C0exp {-
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dq'X'e(qt)
}
s5e(V)
9(0

Equation 37

Nfl)= C(t)

/N
r0 / N
7" + ( - — )exp {
/c
/c

g0 -gft),
i }

Equation38

whereeisaconstant related to the scale chosen for q.
Tocomplete thedefinition oftheproblemitisnecessarytospecify thethree
functions e(q), u{(q), and u2(t). Ifollow Agren &Bosatta (1987) inthe choice
ofeand w7. Hence
e

(q)=e{q

u

\(4) — ti0qQ

Equation39
Equation40

Thesefunctions ensurethatalllitterwilleventuallyecompose andwithB>1
that the specific decomposition rate decreases monotonously. Finally, high
production energyforest plantationsrequirewatersuppliestobesufficient not
to restrict growth, and soil moisture should therefore not be an important
limitation for microbial activity either. The regulation of microbial activity
during the year is, therefore, most likely to derive from soil temperature
variations, which Iapproximate with acosinefunction (cf. Agren& Axelsson,
1980)
u

i(i) = U + cos(coH-(p)}/2

Equation41

where the two parameters co and cp areused to determine the length and start
of theperiod of decomposition relative to theplant'sgrowingseason. Winters
are assumed to beperiods of no activity and inthepresent representation are
contracted to the point where u2=0.
These particular choices of models for the microbial behaviour, Equations
39-41, permit analytical solutions of Equations 36and 37giving
9(0 = q0 U + Y ('+ sin(©t+q>)/a))/2}|/<1-B>
Y = e/cflMK?*8"1
C(q)= CQ {q(t)lqoyi>\ exp{(qo-q(0)/z}

Equation42
Equation43
Equation44

7.3 Results
Theparametervaluesdescribinggrowthandnitrogenutilizationbytheforest
are the same as those used previously by Ingestad &Agren (1984) for Salix.
Agren&Bosatta(1987)estimatedparametervaluesfordecompositionofScots
pineneedlelitterwhichwillbeusedasreferencevaluesforbothdecomposition
of leaves and roots, although Salixcan beexpected to differ intheserespects.
Themicrobialcarbonandnitrogenconcentrationswillbegiventhesamevalues
as previously used by Bosatta &Staaf (1982) and Bosatta &Agren (1985)in
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similarcalculations,namely/ c =0.5and/ N =0.04.Theparametervaluesused are
summarized in Tables 8and 9.
The basic problem to beelucidated here istheextent to which supply of and
demand for nitrogen are in phase with each other and which factors are most
critical in order to keep them in phase. Factors possibly of importance are the
parameters describingtheinteraction betweenlitter and microorganisms (e,,B,
q09 and u0) and the period of mineralization relative to growth. In order to
simplify the analysis, a well-established stand (i.e. one in which the annual
uptake to leaves and roots is precisely balanced by mineralization of litter of
leaves and roots) will beconsidered. The problem of reaching such astate has
already been analysed by Ingestad & Agren (1984). In the present case this
means that the mineralization is assumed to take place in litter formed at the
steady state rate over the last 50-100 years (depending on parameter values).
Asareference system,parameter valuescorresponding to Scotspine needles
have been chosen for the decomposition system (because this information is
available) and it has been assumed that the mineralization period starts and
ends at the same time as the vegetative growth. This system behaves as is
illustrated by the dotted curves in Figure 18. At approximately day 110 the
nitrogen deficit is maximum (around 190 kg ha"1) and then decreases to 120
nitrogen(kgha~)
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Figure 18. Accumulated uptakeofnitrogenbythevegetation(solidline),accumulated
nitrogen mineralization(threeupperbrokenlines),anddeficit innitrogensupply(three
lower broken lines) duringthegrowing season when the nitrogen mineralization starts
and ends atdifferent times. For example, T= (—15,165) means that nitrogen mineralizationstarts 15 daysaheadofthegrowthofthevegetation andendsonday 165relative
to thevegetation growth.
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kgha - 1 corresponding to the fixation in stem wood at the end of the growing
season. This latter deficit has to be amended by fertilization. The difference
between the maximum deficit and what is accumulated in stem wood (70 kg
ha"1) has to be buffered by the soil system or by storage over winter in the
vegetation. In other words, an amount equal to this difference has to exist as
a storage at the beginning of the growing season and derives from the higher
(relative to uptake) mineralization at the end of the previous growing season.
Figure 18 shows the consequences of shifts in the start of the nitrogen
mineralization. A shift as small as 15days already has drastic effects. If the
nitrogen mineralization can start ahead of uptake by the vegetation, a small
initial excess (less than 10 kg ha -1 ) is created, followed by a deficit from
approximately day60ofthegrowingseason.Thisdeficit canreachamaximum
of 140 kg ha -1 , which is essentially what is required to satisfy the fixation in
stem wood. On the other hand, if nitrogen mineralization is delayed vis-a-vis
growth,themaximumdeficit increasesrapidly,attainingasmuchas270kgha - 1
for a 15-day delay.
Figure 19illustrates effects of changing the parameters q0 and u0 which set
theinitialsubstratequalityand baserateofdecomposition, respectively.Ascan
beseen,thetemporal pattern ofmineralization ischanged onlymarginally.The
maximum deficits are not changed (decreased) bymorethan about 20kg ha -1 .
-i>
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Figure 19. Accumulateduptakeofnitrogenbythevegetation(solidline),accumulated
nitrogenmineralization (threeupperbrokenlines),anddeficit innitrogensupply(three
lower broken lines) during the growing season for different values of qQand uQ. The
values of qQand u0inthefigure arerelativeto thereference values;for absolutevalues
refer to Tables 8and9.
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The other parameters describing the decomposition system, 6 and eel5 have
evenlessinfluence;withthescaleusedinFigure 19theycannotbedistinguished
from thereference level.
7.4 Discussion
A prerequisite for the establishment of large-scale, high production energy
forest is the ability to prevent nutrients being lost to surrounding ecosystems.
Onewayofdecreasinglossesisbymaintaining lowconcentrations ofnutrients
in the soil by managing the system in such a way that any plant-available
nutrient inthe soil is rapidly taken up bythe plants. The potential dangers in
these systems are situations where the natural mineralization continues long
after the growing season has ceased, thereby building up large stores of nutrients in the soil that have to be kept over the winter and which might leach
withthe snow melt.
Inthischapter,some oftheparametersthataffect howmuchnitrogenneeds
to bestored duringthewinterhave been analysed. This analysis shows clearly
that there is one factor of overriding importance - the timing of growth and
mineralization. When the uptake and mineralization start and end simultaneouslyitisnecessarytostoresome70kgha"1ofinorganicnitrogenoverwinter.
ThisisanamountcomparabletowhatcanbeheldinSwedishagriculturalsoils
and is probably anupperlimit to what is acceptable.
Theeffects ofparametersotherthanthoseaffecting thetimingofgrowthand
mineralization are rather small. Given the present objectives of the energy
forestry model it is thereforejustifiable to use parameters estimated for Scots
pineneedlesratherthanforSalixleavesandroots,andtotreatleavesandroots
asidentical.Themajorimportanceoftheseparameterscanbefoundinthetime
required to reach a steady state between uptake to leaves and roots and
mineralizationofthesecomponentsaslitters.Withtheparametercombinations
in Tables 8 and 9 leading to the slowest decomposition rates, as much as 100
years would berequired. However, Salix litter should decompose much more
rapidly than Scots pine litter. This more detailed analysis suggests that using
parametervaluesforSalixwouldshowthatthenitrogencyclingshouldbeclose
tosteadystateafterjustovertenyears,asestimatedbyIngestad&Agren(1984).
Acriticalpointinthischapteriswhatsetsthevariationindecompositionrate
overtheyear.Ihaveassumedthatthemajorsourceofvariationistemperature,
and,knowingthatsoil temperatures varyapproximately sinusoidally, thatthe
rate is linearly related to the soil temperature. Andren & Paustian (1987)
analysed decomposition of barley straw and found that a large improvement
inthedescription ofthedecomposition curvescouldbeobtained byrestricting
decomposition toperiodswhenthesoilwasnotfrozen. Furtherimprovements
by including soil temperature and soil water content were possible, but only
marginally improved thedescriptions.Jansson&Berg(1985) found that mass
loss of Scots pine needle litter was best explained by atemperature function
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Table8. Plantparametervalues.
Parameter

Unit

a
b

kgdw(kg N)"1cilia(kg Nr'd" 1
kgN(kgdw)"1
kgN (kgdw)"1
kgN(kgdw)"'
d"1
d"1

"opt

*R

"s
*R
*S

1

Table 9.

Litterparametervalues.

Parameter

Unit

/c

kgC(kgdw)-'
kgN(kgdw)"1

/N

B
l/eel
^o/e
u

o<Ioa

•

—
—
—

d"1

Reference
value

Source

1.34
0.00083
0.04
0.04
0.006
0.016
0.052

Ingestad &Agren(1984)
Ingestad &Agren(1984)
Ingestad &Agren(1984)
Ingestad &Agren(1984)
Ingestad &Agren(1984)
Ingestad &Agren(1984)
Ingestad &Agren(1984)

Reference
value
0.5
0.04
3
6
1.12
0.00052

Test
values

2&4
3&9
2.24
0.00104

Source

Bosatta&Staaf(1982)
Bosatta&Staaf(1982)
Agren&Bosatta (1987)
Agren&Bosatta(1987)
Agren&Bosatta(1987)
Agren&Bosatta(1987)

withaQ10of 1.3,althoughtheirresponsecurvewasveryflat. Itispossiblethat
thelowsensitivitytosoiltemperaturefound inthesetwostudiesoccursbecause
soil temperature covaries negatively with soil water contents, such that the
positiveeffects ofhighsoiltemperatures arecounteracted bydrysoilsandvice
versa. In high-yielding energy forest where water supply should be ample,
mineralization rates should not be restricted by water availability and it is
possible that ahighersensitivity tosoiltemperature moreaccurately describes
the seasonal variation in mineralization rates. However, this should not qualitatively change the results obtained above. The maximum deficit in nutrient
supplywill occurearlierandatthesametimebereduced,butitwillstill bethe
timing of growth and mineralization that is critical for the behaviour of the
system.
Inconclusion, itiscritical thatthesoil biological systemcanbeactivated as
earlyaspossibleinthegrowingseason,ifhigh-yieldingenergyforests aretobe
maintained without unacceptable losses of nutrients to surrounding environments. Management should bedirected towards having anet nitrogen miner83

alization starting no later than at the beginning of the growing season and
preferably even one or two weeks in advance, in order to avoid the build-up
of large stocks of soil nitrogen.
7.5 List of symbols
a
= maximum nitrogen productivity, (kg kg - 1 d _1 )
b
= decrease in nitrogen productivity, (ha kg - 1 d _1 )
C(t)
= amount of carbon in a litter cohort, (kg ha -1 )
d
— daynumber, (dimensionless)
e(q)
— microbial efficiency, (dimensionless)
e e
=
v> \
parameters in microbial efficiency, (dimensionless)
fc
= carbon concentration in microbial biomass, (kg kg -1 )
fN
= nitrogen concentration, N,in microbial biomass, (kg kg -1 )
n
=
opt
optimum leaf nitrogen concentration, (kg kg -1 )
L
= leaf biomass, (kg ha -1 )
N(t)
= nitrogen amount in a litter cohort, (kg ha -1 )
nR
= optimum root nitrogen concentration, (kg kg -1 )
=
^s
optimum stem nitrogen concentration, (kg kg -1 )
PR
= root growth per unit leaf biomass, (d - ' 1 )
Ps
= .stem growth per unit leaf biomass, (d_1)
q
= substrate quality, (dimensionless)
qQ
— initial substrate quality, (dimensionless)
r0
= nitrogen/carbon ratio in fresh litter, (kg kg -1 )
R
= root biomass, (kg ha -1 )
S
= stem biomass, (kg ha -1 )
/
= time, (d)
U
= total nitrogen uptake rate by plants,(kg ha - 1 d"1)
u(q,t) = microbial g r o w t h rate, u{(q)u2(t), (d _ 1 )
u0
= microbial growth rate on fresh litter, (d -1 )
B
= parameter in quality-time function, (dimensionless)
£
= scale factor for litter quality, (dimensionless)
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WATER RELATIONS IN WILLOW STANDS

8 Introduction to modelling ofplant water conditions
Piotr J. Kowalik and Kurth L. Perttu

8.1 Introduction
Withinthesoil-plant-atmosphere systemtheplant islinked tothewaterflux,
which leads from a usually more or less restricted source in the soil to a sink
in the ambient air. The physical site factors such as precipitation and waterholding capacity of the soil regulate the water supply, while the shortwave
(solar) and longwave radiation provide theenergyfor theevaporation process,
and the atmospheric conditions together with thecanopy roughness determine
the 'drying power'of the air (Mohren, 1987). In some situations when the net
radiation does not meet the whole energy supply necessary for evaporation,
water-demanding specieslikeSalix makeuseofthesensibleheat,and hencethe
air cools. If soil moisture is limited, the production of the water-demanding
willow stands is primarily influenced. A decrease in the soil moisture content
in the root zone results in alower water potential, and this restricts root water
uptake.Astranspiration continues,theplant loseswaterand thebulkleafwater
potential drops, with stomatal closure as the final result (Turner, 1974). This
causes areduction ofthetranspiration to theatmosphere, but at thesame time
it also limits the influx of carbon dioxide through the stomata of the leaves
where the photosynthesis takes place. According to Schulze (1986a) such a
shortage of soil moisture affects the shoot extension significantly and also the
root toshoot ratio atthewhole-plant level,and awaterstresscauses premature
leaf senescence, finally resulting in abscission.
The importance of good plant water conditions must be related to the fact
that the flux of water is about two to three orders of magnitude greater than
the flux of C0 2 (Fischer &Turner, 1978),most water being lost in the process
oftranspiration. Onlyaminorproportion ofthetotalwaterfluxisactuallyused
for growth (Boyer, 1985).To build up a living plant biomass, a water requirement ofup to 85gm"2h"1(equivalent to aprecipitation of0.085mmh"1) may
be needed (Agren, 1985) to preserve the water balance of the growing plant.
Another important function of water for plants is in maintaining the heat
balance, mainly by evaporative heat loss of transpired water. In some crop
species the amount of water transported per day through aleaf isten times the
leaf weight (Boyer, 1985).
8.2 Material and methods
In Kowalik and Eckersten's transpiration model (Chapter 9), the driving
variablesconsist ofrecorded 10-minutemeanvalues,diurnal totalsand diurnal
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single values. However, research has been done to ascertain how to derive
drivingvariables from synoptic data, and theeffects ofusingthem onthis type
ofmodel(Eckersten, 1986).Inthetwoother models(Chapter 10)and (Chapter
11), only synoptic data consisting of diurnal means and diurnal totals are
necessary.
In Chapter 9, Kowalik & Eckersten discuss both the transpiration and the
heat and water balance of the leaves, including the water stored in the plant.
Thedrivingvariablesareairtemperature,relativeairhumidity,solar radiation,
soil water potential and precipitation. The model describes the diurnal course
of transpiration, stomatal behaviour, leaf water potential and leaf canopy
temperature. The results indicate the importance of the evaporation of intercepted water for heat and massexchange intheenergy forest ecosystems; both
amount and duration of rainfall seem to be important factors. Results from a
similar soil-plant-atmosphere modeldeveloped byNorman &Campbell (1983)
indicatethat thistypeofdetailed modelwithatimestepofminutesisimportant
for predicting canopy temperature and leaf wetness duration, which are the
mostimportantenvironmentalfactorsforstudiesofpestdevelopment. Norman
(1982) and Norman & Campbell (1983) indicate, for example, that a 3 °C
increase in leaf temperature sustained for 4 days may result in twice as much
damage to corn by an infestation of Banks grass mite. Simulation of leaf
temperatures and of duration of wetness of leaves for pest control is only one
of several possible applications of Kowalik and Eckersten's model. Other
papers on transpiration and xylem water flow in willow trees (Cermak et al.,
1984) and in larch and spruce trees (Schulze et al., 1985) also give indications
of the need for such detailed models.
Halldin inhisevaporation model(Chapter 10)appliesthePenman approach
to simulate willow evaporation. Two central questions arise:how to deal with
time resolution of input data and how to determine the surface resistance of a
willow stand. Three different diurnal distribution patterns of input data are
checked. The first is a sinusoidal daytime variation, instead of a mean daily
value, the second is a pulse with a duration equal to daylength, and the third
isapulsewithadurationequalto75%ofdaylength.Thissimplelatter approach
givesidentical resultswiththemorecomplex sinusoidal one,whichissupposed
to correspond reasonably well to real behaviour.
Many evaporation models aresensitivetothevalue ofthesurface resistance.
According to Raschke (1979) and Schulze (1986b), two major control loops
have been proposed for stomatal response to plant water status. The first isa
feedback responsevialeaf water status,whichleadsto astomatal closure when
leaf water potential drops in the bulk leaf tissue (Turner, 1974, 1975). The
second isadirect(feedforward) responsetothedifference inthepartial pressure
ofwatervapour between ambient air and substomatal cavities(Raschke, 1970;
Lange et al., 1971; Maier-Maercker, 1983).The basic difference between Kowalik&Eckersten's model(Chapter9)and Halldin'smodel(Chapter 10)isthat
the former follows the idea of feedback response (Cowan, 1977; Farquhar,
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1978;Kowalik &Turner, 1983;Kowalik&Eckersten, 1984),whereasthe latter
describes,phenomenologically and using the semi-empirical Lohammar equation (Lohammar et al., 1980), the relation between ambient water vapour
pressure (or vapour concentration deficit) and stomatal resistance.
The concept central to Halldin's model is to calculate evaporation, divided
into transpiration and evaporation ofintercepted water, and tocreate asimple
one-layer soil water budget. The soil water is described in terms of a single
compartment and thus the vertical distribution of water uptake in the soil is
ignored.Thesoilwaterbalanceisdefined asthetotalavailablesoilwaterat field
capacity minus that at the wilting point. This total is then divided into the
fraction of easily available water that does not limit transpiration, and the
fraction for which transpiration decreases linearly from its potential value to
zero.Themodelhasbeenvalidated byconsideringmeasured soilwatercontents
or changes in groundwater level. Whenever the model has been applied, there
hasbeenagood agreement between measured and simulated soilwater content
(Grip et al., 1984; Halldin et al., 1984/85; Saugier et al., 1985; Lindroth &
Halldin, 1986).
The model byPersson &Jansson (presented in Chapter 11)isa continuation
of the development of earlier Swedish attempts to model soil water (Jansson
&Halldin, 1979,1980;Halldin, 1980;Jansson, 1980;Jansson &Thoms-Hjarpe,
1986),and predicts water dynamics for avariety ofsoilsand vegetation covers.
Therate ofwateruptake byrootsfrom different depthsdepends onplant water
requirements (potential demand), availability of water (actual soil water suction), and ability of the roots to take up water (related to the actual root
distribution in the soil profile). The actual evapotranspiration for a one-yearold willowstand wasfound tobebetween370and420mmduringthesimulated
period of growth (the 1983growing season in Uppsala). The model also evaluates the effect of irrigation, and a simulation was run with and without
irrigation. Thedecrease intranspiration without irrigation was 100mm during
the growing season. The level of this decrease was dependent on the assumed
soil water suction for reduction of root water uptake (soil water availability).
8.3 Discussion
Good soil moisture conditions are important for high biomass production,
because a lack of plant available water results in a decrease in the water
potential close to the stomata, which then prohibits them from opening fully,
thusreducingthecarbon dioxideuptake.Thethreemodelsdiscussed abovecan
be used complementarily to determinate the various necessary variables when
dealingwithplant growth and waterbalance.Sincethemodelsare operational,
they can also form the basis of further development in the field of applied
science.
Forabetterevaluation oftheinfluence ofthewatersupplyonwillowgrowth,
it is necessary to take into account that precipitation may vary considerably
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Table 10. List of themain properties of thethreemodels dealing with water relations
in willow.
Property

TIME:
Resolution
Step

Models presented in second part of book
Chapter9
Transpiration'

Chapter 10
Evaporation'

Chapter11
'Soil waterbalance'

10minutes
1minute

1day
1day

1day
1day

daily total

synoptic
meteorological data
daily totals
daily mean
daily mean
daily mean
daily total

-

-

—

—

synoptic
meteorological data
daily totals
daily mean
daily mean
daily mean
daily total
daily total
function of
daynumber

DRIVING VARIABLES: (timeseries):
biometeoroType of meteorological data
Iogical data
Solar radiation
Air temperature
Relative humidity
Wind speed
Rainfall
Irrigation
Surface resistance
Soil water potential

10-minutemean
10-minutemean
10-minute mean
-

daily values

CANOPY AND SOIL WATER CONCEPT:
Geometry of:
canopy
one compartment, constant
intime
soil profile
one compartment, constant
intime
Soil water
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one compartment, function
of day number
one compartment

one compartment

simulated, based
on field capacity,easily available water,
wilting point

simulated, based
on soil water
retentioncurves, unsaturatedhydraulicconductivity, wilting point,
root distribution, etc.

12compartments

Table 10. Continued
INTERCEPTION CONCEPT:
Canopy storage
interception as
25%of rainfall,
maximum of4mm
waterinthestand
Canopy drainage
takes place once
per24hours

TYPICAL OUTPUT
Transpiration
Evaporation ofintercepted water
Root water uptake
Plant watercontent
Stomatal resistance
Surface resistance
Leaf water potential
Leaf temperature
Soil waterredistribution
Soil watercontent
Soil water potential
Soil waterdrainage

VARIABLES:
simulated
simulated
simulated
simulated
simulated
simulated
simulated
simulated

capacity of 0.2 capacity of
mmwaterperm2 0.15 mmwater,
maximum of 1 mm
leaf area;
waterinthestand
takes place4
takes place once
times per24
per24hours
hours

simulated

simulated

simulated
simulated
= transpiration = transpiration
simulated
simulated
implicitly

implicitly

simulated
implicitly
simulated

simulated
simulated
simulated
simulated

VALIDATION:
i)water balance
of Salixinthree
lysimeters (weekly means)at
Studsvik 1979
ii) leaf-air temperature differences for Salix
(10-minute means)
at Studsvik 1982
iii) leaf waterpotential insoybean
(hourly) in Australia
1983

soil waterstoragefor several
forests, several
seasons in
Sweden and
France

i)soil water
potential at4
depth inwillow
stand in Uppsala
ii)soil water
potential for
several forests
and agriculturalcropsin
northern Europe
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fromyeartoyear,andbetweendifferent locations(Halldinetal., 1984/85).This
meansthattheeffect ofwatershortagecanbeexpectedtobeanimportant cause
of differences in increment rates between consecutive years, and between various sites. There is, therefore, a great need to apply these models to different
time periods and sites, andto perform ananalysis to determine alternatives for
minimizing risks related to waterdeficits. Further physiological and micrometeorological studiesare,therefore, needed,toarriveatamoregeneral statement
of the effects of irrigation of on production. The main properties of the three
models presented in this part of the book are indicated in Table 10so that the
reader can select the model most applicable to his/her problems.
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9 Simulation of diurnal transpiration from willowstands
Piotr Kowalik and Henrik Eckersten

9.1 Introduction
In order to control irrigation and estimate field water use and the hydrologicalconsequences ofenergyforestry, thetranspiration ofSalix standsmust be
known. Some of these factors for willow plantations have previously been
studied by Grip (1981), Larsson (1981), Grip et al. (1984), Lindroth & Grip
(1984), Kowalik & Eckersten (1984), Eckersten & Kowalik (1986) and
Eckersten et al. (1986). In this chapter, a model of the soil-plant-atmosphere
system is.applied inorder tosimulatetranspiration, evaporation of intercepted
waterand leaftemperaturewiththetimestepofoneminute.Recent experimental data have been collected with this time resolution; such carefully designed
trials can be used to test the model.
The model was originally presented by Kowalik & Turner (1983). Later
Kowalik & Eckersten (1984) presented it in more detail and applied it to a
willow stand. In order to simulate leaf temperature, rate of transpiration and
evaporation of intercepted water, input data on the following variables and
parameters are required: relative humidity, /*a,air temperature,fa, global solar
radiation, Rs, soil water potential, \j/s, specific time, x,the plant resistance, rp,
and aerodynamicresistance,ra.Themodelsimulates- evenunderoptimumsoil
moisture conditions - the diurnal variation in plant water status, which is
reflected byanamplitudeofdailyfluctuations ofleafwaterpotential,v/l(Smart
& Barrs, 1973;Reed & Waring, 1974; Hansen, 1975;Thompson & Hinckley,
1977;Jarvis et al., 1981).
9.2 Material and methods
9.2.1 Measurements
Data suitabletotestthetranspiration modelwerecollected duringtwoyears
at Studsvik, Sweden (Lat. 58.8 °N, Long. 17.4 °E, Elev.5m). In 1979,evapotranspiration in three lysimeters in plots of Salix viminalis was measured by
Grip (1981). Climatic input data to the model were available for the periods:
28-29 June, 4, 7-13, 17,21-31 July, 1-17, 29-31 August, 1-3, 6-10 September,
1979. Consequently, the comparisons were made only for these periods.
In 1982, leaf-air temperature differences were measured in a S. viminalis
stand from 20July to 28 September (Eckersten, 1984a).The leaf temperature
was measured with thermocouples (copper/constantan).The sensor was made
of a slightly elastic spring wire whose tip was applied to the lower side of the
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leaf.The diameter ofthistipwas about 1 mm.Becauseofthesizeofthe sensor
and sinceitwasmounted onthelowersideoftheleaf,thusshelteredfrom direct
solar radiation, it isreasonable to assume that themeasurement error caused
by radiation isnegligible. Eleven such sensors were distributed inthestand at
levels between 150and250cmabove theground andwithin an area of about
6 m2.Airtemperatures were measured at corresponding levels inthe canopy.
The meteorological input variables were measured every minute (except for
precipitation andsoil water potential) atthereference siteonanopen area100
m from the experimental field (Eckersten & Perttu, 1981;Eckersten, 1984a).
The soil water potential, i|/s,wasassumed to beconstant (-0.005 MPa)during
thewholeperiod,sincetherewasashallowgroundwater levelinthelysimeters,
as aresult ofaregular irrigation.
9.2.2 Transpiration model
Several principal conditions determinetheshape ofthe mathematical model
of plant transpiration. Theheat used for evaporation of plant water must be
equal totheheat supplied. Theheat balance equation ofthe leafis
Rn = H+},'E+

Sh

Equation45

but theheat storage intheleaf, stem and soil, Sh,ishere assumed to bezero,
since during daylight Shisusually small compared with thesumofthe latent,
X9E, andthesensible, //, heat flows. During early morning or late afternoon,
however, Sh can be of the same order of magnitude asthe net radiation, Rn
(Monteith, 1981).
Ignoringanyeffects of,forinstance,theleaftemperature,/s,onnetradiation,
Rn iscalculated from measurements ofglobal radiation, Rs, using a simplified
formula given by Federer (1968) and Feddes (1971)
Rn = 0.649^ s - 23

Equation46

This equation, which largely depends on the albedo of the vegetation, was
obtained from measurements onvegetables, andisagood approximation for
the conditions ofawillow stand (cf. Eckersten, 1986).
Assumingsteadystateconditions,therateatwhichwatervapour isremoved
from theevaporating surface isequal totherate at which it isswept awayby
the atmosphere. Then, if theheat used to evaporate water isXmE,theevaporation from theleaf surface is(Jarvis,1975)
E= p*cf(e%(Q - 0 / ( ^ y ( r s + rj)

Equation47

where pisthespecific density of moist air,cptheheat perunit mass of air, y
thepsychrometric constant,es(ts)thesaturated vapour pressureinthestomatal
cavities,eathevapour pressure intheair,rs thestomatal resistance andrathe
aerodynamic resistance. The rate at which a surface loses (or gains) sensible
heat, H,canbewritten as
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H

= P*Cp*(/,- 0 / r a

Equation 48

where /a isthe air temperature. The saturated vapour pressure,es,is estimated
according to Feddes et al. (1978)
es= a,*exp((a2*rs - a 3 )/(a 4 *r s - a5))

Equation 49

where a, = 1.3332,a2= 1.0887,a3= 276.4884, a4= 0.0583, a5= 2.1939, and
Ts is equal to /s expressed in kelvins. From the same expression the saturated
vapourpressureoftheair,ed,iscalculated usingfainstead of/s whichthengives
edinstead ofes.
The actual vapour pressure of the ambient air, ea, is calculated from the
relative humidity of the air, /?a
e

a = V^dCO/100

Equation 50

Another important assumption isthat there isnot only acontinuous supply
ofenergyand anoutward flow ofvapour, butalsoaninward flowofwater from
soilto plant. Theequation ofvan den Honert (1948)isapplied, thusgiving the
uptake rate of water by the plant equal to
u

= (Vs~ Vi)/(rr + rp)

Equation 51

where \j/s and \|/,arethewater potentials insoiland theleaves,respectively, and
rTand rp are the resistances to flow of water in the soil and in the plant,
respectively.Therelationbetweentheeasilyavailablewaterintheplant,V9and,
V,,is(Federer, 1979)
Vi= V , m ( l " VIV0)

Equation 52

where \j/ lm and VQareparameters defining thelowestvalueof\|/,and the highest
value of V, respectively.
Theplantwaterbalancecanthenbeexpressed as(Kowalik andTurner, 1983)
AT

^=Vf

(U — E)dx

+

Equation 53

0
where Vi is the initial plant water content and Vi+l is the plant water content
after timestep AT. Thegiven equations can besolved, but stillthevalues of the
resistances (ra, rs,rpand rr) are not defined.
Theeffect ofvariationsinraontranspiration, E,isassumedtobesmall,which
might beagood approximation for adrycanopy(Eckersten &Kowalik, 1986).
Hence,ra was taken as a constant value equal to 10sm"1.
H.von Fircks and E. Mattsson-Djos (personal communications, 1984)measured valuesofv|/,and £for singleleavesofaplant oiSalix viminalisat different
heights above soil surface. The root system was well supplied with water. The
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plant resistance was calculated from the approximated formula (cf. Equation
51): rp = -yd E. rpis in the range of magnitude of 16MPa s m2 g _l (Kowalik
& Eckersten, 1984).Sensitivity analysis showed that when the canopy is water
stressed the model isvery sensitive to even small changes in values of rp when
the soil is moist whereas when the soil is dry the soil resistance becomes
increasingly dominant.
According to Turner (1974) and Hansen (1975),leaf stomatal resistance, rs,
is afunction of \j/, and Rs. Two empirical relations, rs(Rs) and rs(yj), have been
established by fitting polynomials to the following data:
- for rs(7?s)according to Feddes et al. (1978):
i?s(Wnr2)
^25
100
150
rs(sm-0
1000
237
141

200
69

250
10

5*275
0

- and for rs(v/{) according to Kowalik &Eckersten (1984):
Vi(MPa)
< -2.7
-2.5
-2.0
21.5
r s (sm- ! )
1000
750
300
100

-1.3
40

0
40

The actual stomatal resistance is assumed to be the larger of the values
determined byleafwaterpotential and solarradiation. Inthemodelthe canopy
is treated as if it were one 'big leaf with the leaf area index equal to unity,
making no explicit reference to the canopy structure. This large leaf achieves
the radiation corresponding to that at the canopy top. Hence, the canopy
stomatal resistanceistaken tobeequaltotheleafstomatal resistance presented
above. This assumption restricts the validity of the model to stands with
constant canopy structure.
The resistance at the interface between soil and root hair, rr, is the sum of
the series-linked resistances to flow of liquid water inthe soil and from thesoil
into the hair's surface
rr = b\K(\\fs)
^(Vs) =

a

• ( 1 0 0 ° IVs \)~n

Equation 54
Equation 55

where b and a are parameters and K is the soil hydraulic conductivity. Equations54and 55meanthat theroot systemis.treated asasingleunitwith respect
to water flow, characterized by the soil-root interface resistancerT(ws).
Equation 55was developed by Lang &Gardner (1970) for a number of fine
textured soils (n between 2 and 3) and for sands (n about 5). The term a is a
coefficient similar to the hydraulic conductivity of saturated soil. More examples of the application of Equation 55have been given by Hansen (1975) and
byJansson & Halldin (1979). In Equation 54,where rr is related to the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity K(\\fs) and to parameter b, b is the root density
resistance factor which takes into account the length and geometry of the root
system (Feddes, 1981)
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ln(r 2 /r,)
b=

Equation 56
2n*L*zT

where zr is the rooting depth in the soil profile (m), L isthe length of roots in
the unit volume of soil (m m~3), r2 is the mean distance between roots in the
soilbody(m),andr, istherootradius(m).AccordingtoGardner&Ehlig(1963)
and Feddes & Rijtema (1972) 4»10~5 MPa seems to be a realistic value for
parameter b. According to Kowalik&Turner (1983),parameter ais 1.62 gm" 2
s"1 and n is2.1 for clay soil.
Introducing an initial value of easily exchangeable amount of water stored
in the plant, Vh enables the initial values of \yl(Equation 52) and r^ij/j) to be
calculated. Thecorresponding value of absolute leaf temperature, JTS,was then
calculated by an iterative method from the leaf heat balance
min (\Rn - H-\*E\)
T

Equation 57

*s

with the accuracy of 0.05 Wm~2(Kowalik &Eckersten, 1984).Then, the root
water uptake from soil, £/,was calculated using Equations 55,54and 51 from
which a new value of exchangeable water in the plant, Vi+U was achieved by
several iterations. Equation 53 is solved by the Euler method of integration
(forward differences) (Benyon, 1968;Goudriaan, 1982),where
V

i+\ = V{ + 60*(J7- E)

Equation 58

ifthetimestepis60seconds.Theplant water at theend ofthetimestepisused
to control Uand E, and iscalculated according to the procedure described by
Kowalik & Eckersten (1984). The calculations are repeated, to obtain a final
value of Ffor given time x+ Axuntil the difference between two consecutive
values of leaf water potentials islessthan 40 kPa (taken arbitrarily). Thefinal
values of Vand Ts determine the output values of rs,\\ibE and U.
Evaporation of intercepted water from the wet canopy was calculated by
assuming the stomatal resistance to bezero in Equation 47. Intercepted water
was then.taken as 25%of precipitation and irrigation but with an upper limit
equal to 4 mm per day in accordance with measurements made on Salix by
Larsson (1981). Sums of precipitation during 24-hour periods measured at
10.00hevery morning wereused. Becausethedaily distribution ofrainfall was
not recorded, it was assumed that the whole amount fell within one minute at
the beginning of the period concerned. Transpiration did not resume until all
intercepted water had evaporated. Evaporation from the soil surface was assumed to benegligible,because onlyabout 10%oftheglobal radiation reached
the soil surface below the closed canopy (Eckersten, 1984b).
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9.3 Results
The lysimeter experiment in 1979 (Grip, 1981) gave data on accumulated
evapotranspiration over ten-day periods, which were transformed into mean
daily values for the period concerned. The results from simulation and from
measurementsfor50daysareshowninFigure20:itcanbeseenthatsimulated
values for several days approach the measured average data. Figure 20 also
shows the evaporation of intercepted water.
Figure21givescumulative values of measured andsimulated evapotranspiration for the 50 days in 1979 at Studsvik. Simulated values are divided into
evaporation ofintercepted water(lowergraph)andevaporation ofintercepted
water plus transpiration (upper graph). The cumulative values of measured
evapotranspiration amounted to 126.9 mm. Simulated transpiration + evaporationfrominterception was 120.9mm,of whichtranspiration was96.6mm.
Thedifference of6mmduring50days(= 0.12 mmday-1)canberelatedtothe
unknown distribution of the diurnal rain (only one rainfall event perdaywas
allowed).Itcouldalsobeexplainedbychangesinleafareaindexorplantheight
duringthegrowing season orbythe omission ofthesoil evaporation fromthe
forest floor.
The models performance is exemplified by the simulation for aclear sunny
day(7August).and acloudy and rainyday(11 August) 1979. Duringtheclear
transpiration*evaporation (mmday"1-1)
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Figure20. Dailytotalsoftranspirationplusevaporation ofinterceptedwater, simulated for Studsvik conditions (o) andlysimeter measurements( )ofevapotranspirationbyGrip(1981)(uppergraph),andsimulatedevaporationfrominterceptedwater
(lowergraph).(After Kowalik& Eckersten,1984).
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Figure21. Relation between measured and simulated cumulative values ofevapotranspirationfor50daysinsummer1979atStudsvik.Simulatedvaluesaredividedinto
transpiration (+) and evaporation of intercepted water plus transpiration (o). (After
Kowalik& Eckersten,1984).
day, the solar radiation, RS9 was about four times higher than on the cloudy
day.Theairtemperature, /a, wassimilarduringdaytimehoursbuttherelative
humidity, /*a,was much lower on 7August, when also transpiration washigh
in the morning and remained high throughout the day (Figure 22). On 11
August, transpiration was low but there was much evaporation from intercepted waterafter 10.00hinthemorning(Figure 23). Forthesunnydaythere
wasalargedropinthevalues ofV|/,, compared withthecloudy day. Figures22
and 23 also show the diurnal variation of the stomatal resistance, rs, and the
influenceoflowradiationlevelsatsunriseandsunsetontheopeningofstomata.
Thestomatawereopen onbothdays,butonly onthecloudydaywastherean
apparentvariationcausedbytheradiationduringmidday.InFigure23,values
of rsareequal to zero for the short period that intercepted water occurred on
the surface of leaves. The scale of rsmakes the daytime values appear nearly
constant,butthereisavariationthatcausesthemarkeddepressionofisduring
midday.Theleaf-airtemperaturedifferences,A/,werelessthan2 °Cbutvaried
considerably. Alargecooling effect occurred duringtheperiod of evaporation
of intercepted water (Figure 23). Changes in At are related to the simulated
Bowen ratio, which issensitive to changes inclimatic drivingvariables.
Thecumulativesimulatedtranspirationandevaporationofinterceptedwater
arealsoshowninFigures22and23.Theweatheronthetwodayswas different
butthetotaldailyevapotranspirations werefairlysimilar,being3.07mmday-1
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Figure 22. Example of diurnal changes of simulated variables for aclear sunnyday
(7August 1979).Inputdrivingvariablesare:solarradiation, Rs,airtemperature,/a,and
air relative humidity, ha. Output variables are: rate of transpiration, £, leaf water
potential,\j/,, stomatalresistance,rs,leaf-airtemperaturedifference, Ar,Bowenratio, B,
and cumulativetranspiration, ££. (After Kowalik&Eckersten, 1984).
on7August and 2.43mmday -1 on 11 August. Fortheclearsunnydaythevalue
was a result of intensive transpiration during the whole day, whereas for the
cloudy and rainy daytranspiration wasverylow(equal to0.68 mmday -1 ) and
most of the water was lost during ashort period of evaporation of intercepted
water(equalto 1.75 mmday -1 ). Inthissimulation itwasfound that intercepted
water evaporates much faster than the dry canopy transpires.
Toassessthemodel'sperformance concerningthedifference betweenleafand
air temperature, one clear day (12 August 1982) and one semi-cloudy day (20
August 1982) were selected. For the clear day, two sensors at the level of 180
cm were the only representative ones for the comparison, and for the cloudy
day onlyonesensor at 200cmwasaccepted (Eckersten et al., 1986).The height
ofthe stand was225-250cm.On thesemi-cloudy daytheirrigation was started
at 16.00 h in the afternoon. Consequently, the evaporation of the intercepted
water in the model was started at the same time.
Simulated and measured values of /s and the difference between leaf and air
temperature, A/, are shown in Figures 24 and 25. Among the most marked
effects of increasing plant water deficit during the clear and sunny day (Figure
24)was the pattern ofAt. The simulated values of /sand At weresimilar to the
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Figure 23. Exampleofdiurnalchangesofsimulated variablesfor acloudyday,with
rainat 10.00h(11August 1979).ForinputandoutputdrivingvariablesrefertoFigure
22,exceptthat E2Trepresentscumulativetranspiration plusevaporation ofintercepted
water.(After Kowalik& Eckersten,1984).
values measured in the field, except for some points. The disparity between
measured and simulated At on 12August 1982intheperiod from 07.00h until
10.00 h is probably caused by variations in the wind speed. In the simulation,
a constant aerodynamic resistance, ra, was assumed. However, during this
particular morning there was almost no wind and ra wasthus probably underestimated at this time.
The disparity between measured and simulated values of At on 20 August,
1982, from 11.00 h until 16.00 h (Figure 25), is probably caused by a small
shower of rain at 11.00 h, which cooled the leaves in reality but was not
accounted for in the simulation. A large cooling effect occurred during the
period of evaporation of intercepted water from irrigation, beginning at 16.00
hon20August 1982.Therateofevaporation exceeded therateof transpiration
during the earlier parts of the day when the solar radiation was high. At was
smallerthan +2 °C but varied considerably. Thedifference becamenegativein
the morning of the clear day(between 06.00 h and 08.00 h) and just after
irrigation on the cloudy day (between 16.00 h and 18.00 h). Evaporation of
intercepted water during thecloudy day gave amuch larger coolingeffect than
did high transpiration during the clear day.
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Figure24. Exampleofdiurnalchangesofmeasuredandsimulatedvariablesforaclear
sunnyday(12August 1982).MeasuredinputdrivingvariablesareRsi /iaand/a.Output
variablesareEfAtandleaftemperature,/s. Forexplanation ofsymbolsseeFigure22.
Comparison betweensimulated (solid line)and measured (points) values ofAtand/s
isshown.(After Eckerstenetal.,1986).
Simulated and measured cumulative transpiration, £, when plotted against
cumulative biomass production, Q, gives a line from which the water use
efficiency, QjE9might betaken. According to Ericsson (1984) the need for an
adequatewatersupplyinawillow plantation isparticularlyimportant because
the water use efficiency of Salixis lower than for other broadleaf treespecies.
VonBraun(1974;1976)foundthatthewaterconsumptionofSalixalbaperunit
leaf areawas 60to 80%higher than for two poplarclones.
The meanvalue of simulated transpiration is 1.92 mm/day(96.6 mmper50
days)for 1979forthreelysimeters(Kowalik & Eckersten, 1984).Theestimated
figures for the mean shoot (stem and leaf) biomass production, Q,according
to L.O. Nilsson (personal communication, 1985),for lysimeters 1,2 and 3are
13.0 (clone 683), 22.1 (clone 683), and 36.0 kg ha"1 day"1 (clone 666), respectively.
The water use efficiency is thus 0.7 - 1.9 gdry weight of biomass per kg of
water.Thus,thewillowplantationneedstotranspire 1 mmofwatertoprocedure
7 - 1 9 kg"1 of leaf and stem dry matter, which is much more than for avery
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Figure25. Example of diurnal changes of measured and simulated variables fora
cloudydaywithsprinklerirrigationat 16.00h (20August 1982).Forinputandoutput
variablesrefertoFigures22and24.Notetheeffect ofirrigationon£,Atand/s.(After
Eckerstenetal.,1986).
efficient cropplant.Assumingthiswateruseefficiency alsovalidforstandsthat
produce more than those investigated here, the annual water deficit might be
aslarge as 150- 200 mmundernormal weatherconditions incentral Sweden.
Consequently, irrigation seems necessary to obtain high productivity inSalix
stands.
9.4 Conclusions
Good agreement between estimated and measured leaf-air temperature differences and cumulative transpiration was obtained during periods when the
assumptions inthemodelwerefulfilled. Clearly,theassumptions ofaconstant
aerodynamic resistanceorsoil hydraulicresistancearenotsatisfactory andthe
modelshould beimproved onthesepoints.Theresultsalsoindicatetheimportance of evaporation of intercepted water for heat and mass exchange in the
energy forestry ecosystem. Thisfurther impliesthat rainfall, both amount and
duration, are important factors that must be known. Nevertheless, the results
indicate that the model takes most of the important physical processes into
account.
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9.5 List of symbols
= coefficient of hydraulic conductivity of saturated soil (g m~ 2 s _ I )
= coefficient relating saturated water vapour pressure to temperature,
(hPa)
a2
= coefficient relating saturated water vapour pressure to temperature,
(K)
a3
= coefficient relating saturated water vapour pressure to temperature,
(dimensionless)
a4
= coefficient relating saturated water vapour pressure to temperature,
(K)
a5
= coefficient relating saturated water vapour pressure to temperature,
(dimensionless)
b
— root density resistance factor, (MPa)
cp
= specific heat per unit mass of air, 1004, (J kg - 1 K" 1 )
E
= rate of transpiration, or evaporation of intercepted water, related to
unit surface of soil, (g m~2 s _1 )
X9E = rate of latent heat flux from leaf canopy into atmosphere, (W m - 2 )
ea
= water vapour pressure in the ambient air, (hPa)
ed
= saturated water vapour pressure at temperature /a, (hPa)
es
= saturated water vapour pressure at temperature /s, (hPa)
H
= rate of sensible heat flux from leaves into atmosphere related to unit
surface of soil, (W m~2)
Aa
= relative ambient air humidity, (%)
i,j
= indices
^(Vs) = unsaturated soil hydraulic conductivity, (g m~ 2 s _ I )
L
= total length of roots per unit volume of soil, (m m~3)
n
= coefficient called soil pore size distribution factor, (dimensionless)
Q
= shoot biomass production, (kg h a - 1 d" 1 )
Rn
= net radiation flux in the canopy related to unit surface of soil, (W
m" 2 )
Rs
= flux of incident shortwave (300-3000 nm) radiation related to unit
surface of soil, (W m~2)
ra
= turbulent diffusion resistance for heat and vapour flow from leaf
boundary-layer into free atmosphere, (s m - 1 )
rp
= plant resistance for liquid water transport from the roots by xylem
to the mesophyll of the leaves, as root epidermis, xylem and
mesophyll hydraulic resistance, (MPa s m 2 g _1 )
rx
= soil hydraulic resistance for flow of liquid water in soil and from soil
into root hair's surface, (MPa s m 2 g - 1 )
rs
= leaf stomatal resistance related to the unit surface of leaf, (s m _ 1 )
/*!
= root radius, (m)
r2
= mean distance between roots, (m)
Sh
= heat storage in the canopy related to unit soil surface, (W m~2)

a
a,
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= absolute leaf temperature, (K)
= ambient air temperature, (°C)
= leaf temperature, (°C)
= leaf-air temperature difference, (°C)
= water uptake rate by whole root system, related to unit soil surface
(g m - 2 s_1)
— amount of readily exchangeable water in the plant per unit area of
the soil at acertain time, (g m~2)
= maximum exchangeable water content stored inthe plant when itis
not water-stressed (relativeleafwatercontent is 100%and leaf water
potential isclose to zero),(gm~2)
= Vat time equal to x,(g m~2)
= Vat time equal to T+AT, (g m~2)
= Bowen ratio = H/(k*E), (dimensionless)
= psychrometric constant, 67,(Pa K_1)
= latent heat of water vaporization, (2459.1554J g_1)
= specific density of the moist air, 1.2047,(kgm~3)
= time (s)
= leaf water potential of liquid water (MPa or kPa)
=
Viwhen the exchangeable water stored isequal to zero, (MPa)
= soil water potential in the root zone taken in the soil layer in which
the uptake of water by roots is the greatest, (MPa or kPa)

9.6 Source code
The sourcecode ofthis SPAC model iswritten in FORTRAN 77and makes
useoftheSIMPsimulation modellingsupport programs(Lohammar, 1979;see
alsoChapter 14inthisvolume).Thecoderepresentsthemodeldiscussed above
and also includes the calculation of the potential transpiration, Ep, only if
WSTE10 = 1.As of 1989,this model will also be available on an IBM-PC as
a FORTRAN 77code.
Episdefined (according to Federer, 1979)asthetranspiration that isentirely
independent of the plant's internal water status (i.e. V=Vo). However, the
program isformulated sothat Epcaneasilybemadeafunction ofthesoilwater
potential, Psp.Thisisdone bycancelling:T0004=0 !Vp=Vo\ Explanations of
theterms arefound inthe list ofsymbols and inthesourcecode.The timestep
of the model is one minute.
SUBROUTINE TRANS
COMM1 LAST PRP UPDATE 870918 11:05 PRIOR TO RUN No 105
INTEGER*2 IGO,NCOMP
COMMON/UVAL/ TIME,TIMER,IGO
DIMENSION P(38)
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EQUIVALENCE (P/WPL10)
COMMON/UVAL/ WPL10 ,WPL11 ,WPR10 ,WPRI1 ,WPR12 ,WPS10 ,WPS11
COMMON/UVAL/ WR10 ,WR11 ,WRA ,WRP ,WRR10 ,WRR11 ,WRR12
COMMON/UVAL/ WRS10 ,WRS11 ,WRS12 ,WRS13 ,WRS14 ,WRS15 ,WRS20
COMMON/UVAL/ WRS21 ,WRS22,WRS23 ,WRS24 ,WRS25 ,WS10 ,WS11
COMMON/UVAL/ WS20
,WS70 ,WS71 ,WSTD10,WSTE10,WSTT10,WSTTSl
COMMON/UVAL/ WSTTS2,WTS10 ,WV10
COMMON/UVAL/PDUMMY(132)
COMMON/UVAL/ NCOMP
DIMENSION X(5)
EQUIVALENCE (X(I),X0I)
COMMON/UVAL/ X01,X02,X03,X04,X05
DIMENSION T(5)
EQUIVALENCE (T,T0001)
COMMON/UVAL/T0001,T0002,T0003,T0004,T0005
COMMON/UVAL/ G(236)
COMMON/UVAL/ D(10)
CENDI
Q
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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****#****#•************* PROGRAM SCHEDULE ************************
*A1*EVERY MINUTE
*C1*FIRST STEP OFEVERY DAY
*A2* EVERY MINUTE
*B1*EVERY Dtau MINUTES
LOOP1start(pot.oract.transpiration)
Initiation
LOOP2start(plant water balance)
Leafwaterpotential
Stomatal resistance
Surface temperature
Initiation
LOOP3start (canopy energy balance)
Energybalance
Testingsurface temp.diff.
LOOP3stop
Transpiration orevaporation
Wateruptake
Waterbalance
Test ofleaf waterpotential diff.
LOOP2stop
Flows

C
C

C
C
C
Q
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

L00P1 stop
Flows

*A3*EVERYMINUTE
*C2*LASTSTEPOFEVERYDAY
********************** DESCRIPTION OFSYMBOLS **********************
DRIVING VARIABLES
Dl-4= ha(%),ta(oC), Rs(W m~2), PRI (precipitation+irrigation;
should begiven attime00:00 intheinput-data file)
STATEVARIBLES (XMM)
X01-5= V,Evsum(Ev isevaporation of intercepted water), Esum, Vp(V
for pot. transp.), Epsum(Ep is Efor pot. transp.);(gm~2);
(the notation sum means theaccumulated sumduringtheday)
FLOWS every Dtau minutes(TNNMM istheflowfrom XNN to XMM (NN=00 is
environment)); D symbolizes adifference (delta)
T0001-0005= DV, Ev, E,DVp, Ep; (gm"2(Dtaumin)"1)
HELP VARIABLES (G(...)) (possible to have asoutput inthe SIMP program)
G100-108= Vi(g m"2), Evt(is EorEv(gm"2s"1)), U(gm"2s"1),
I(intercepted water(g m~2)), i(number of Viterations),Ev
(kgm"2day"1), E(ditto), Ep(ditto), E/Ep
Gl10-112= Rn(W m"2),lambda*Evt(ditto), H(ditto)
G120-123= PI(leaf water potential (MPa)), Ps(soil water potential
(MPa)),ea(hPa),es(hPa)
G130-135= rs(s/m), rs(Rs)(s/m), rs(Pl)(s/m), rr(MPa sm2 g"1),
rr+rp(ditto), rp(ditto)
G140-143= DAYN(daynumberfrom 1 Jan), MINUT(minutes from00:00),
CODtau (counter of minutesfrom -Dtau to 0),SW1 (0-1) (l:st
minute oftheday?0- > YES,< >0 - > NO)
G150-152= ts(oC), Dts (oC),j (number oftsiterations).
G161= SW2(1 or2<--> EporE)
PRP PARAMETERS (aredefined before the runinthe PDAfile)
W. =MODEL PARAMETERS
WPL10-11= Pirn(MPa), DPlmax(max difference for the waterbalance
iterations (MPa))
WPR10-12= alpha(=I/PRI (0-1)),taul (Start of Ev(min)), Imax(max
canopy interception ofwater(gm~2day-1))
WPS10-11= Ps(actual Pswhich rathershould beadrivingvar.(MPa)),
Psp(Ps for the potential transpiration (MPa))
WR10-11= a(Wm"2)and b(-) in: Rn=a+b*Rs
WRA=ra(s/m)
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Q

WRP=rp(MPasm 2 g-')
WRR10-12= b(MPa), a(g m-2s-1)and n(-) in: rr=b/a*(ABS(1000*Pl))**n
WRS10-12= a, bandcin: rs(Rs)=l/(a+b*Rs+c*Rs**2)
WRS13-15= rs(Rs)min (s/m), rs(Rs)max (s/m), Rsmin(Rs<Rsmin —>rs(Rs)=
rs(Rs)max (W m-2))
WRS20-24= a, b,c, dandein:rs(Pl)=l/(a+b*Pl+c*Pl**2+d*Pl**3+e*Pl**4)
;where PIisin units of0.1MPa
WRS25= rs(Pl)min (MPa)
WTS10= DENERGYmax (max deviation inthe canopy energy balance (W m~2))
WV10= Vo(gm"2)
WST...= START PARAMETERS (should bechecked before every new.run)
WSTD10= DAYNo (Start dayno. intheinput-data file)
WSTE10= SW3(Calcof Ep?; < >1 - > NO;=1 - > YES)
WSTT10= Dtau (Integration time(min) for thecalc. of water balance)
WSTTS1-2= tso, Dtso ; (ts and Dts at start of iteration (oQ)
WS.. = SENSIVITY PARAMETERS
WS10-11= Amplitude and period inthe sinusoidal variation of Ps
WS20=Rs/Rso
WS70-71= rs(R)/rso(R), rs(Pl)/rso(Pl)
HELP PARAMETERS (YW...)(aredefined within theprogram)
YW10-14= Ev(g m-2(Dtau min)-l), Iremain (I not yet evaporated
(g nT2)), I(g m"2), PI(in units of0.1MPa), Pli or DPli (MPa)
YW21=TaorTs(K)
YW30-33= p*cp(J K-l m"3),gamma(mbar/K), lambda (J/g),
a4*(Ta orTs)-a5
YW40-41=DENERGY(Wm- 2 ), Rs(Wm"2)
**************************** CALCULATIONS ****************************

C
Q

*************************************************************************

C

*A1*EVERY MINUTE ***************************************************

C

Interpolation of driving variables —> minute values inthe D-array
CALL ECDCDA(TIME,D)
IF(G(143).NE.0.0) GOTO 120
!if S W K >0...

C
Q

*************************************************************************

C

*C1*FIRST STEP OF EVERY DAY ****************************************

C

IF(G(140).GT.0.0) GOTO 110
First time step only
G(140)=WSTD10-0.5

C
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!if DAYN>0...
!DAYN=DAYNo-0.5

110

G(140)=G(140)+1
G(143)=1.0
YW12=D(4)*1000*WPR10
G(103)=AMIN1(YW12,WPR12)

!DAYN=DAYN+1
!SW1=1
!I=PRI*1000*alpha
!I=min(I,Imax)

C
Q

*********************************

C

*A2* EVERY MINUTE *****************************************
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G(141)=(TIME-1440*(G(140)-0.5-WSTD10)) !MINUT=f(TIME,DAYN)
T0001=0
!DV=0
T0002=0
!Ev=0
T0003=0
!E=0
T0004=0
!DVp=0
T0005=0
!Ep=0
G(161)=WSTE10
!SW2=SW3
IF(G(I42).LT.0.0) GOTO 350
!ifCODtau<0...

C
Q

C

**********************************************************

*BI* EVERY Otau MINUTFS * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

C
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c
125
C

C
C
128
C
C
130

140
C
C
C

IF(G(161).NE.1.0)GOTO 128
Only for the potential transpiration case
G(100)=X04
G(121)=WPS11
GOTO130

!ifSW2<>l...
!Vi=Vp
!Ps=Psp

Only fortheactual transpiration case
G(100)=X01
!Vi=V
Ps=Pso+a*sin((DAYN-DAYNo)/b*3.14)
G(121)=WPS10+WS10*SIN((G(140)-WSTD10)/WS11*3.14)
G(142)=-WSTT10
!CODtau=-Dtau
D(1)=AMIN1(100.0,D(1))
!ha<=100
YW41=D(3)*WS20
D(3)=AMAX1(0.0,YW41)
!Rs>0
G(104)=0
!i=0
G(152)=0
!j=0
G(130)=0
!rs=0
IF(X02.LT.G(I03).AND.G(141).GT.WPR11) GOTO 160!if Evt<I&
MINUT>tauI...
Only for noevaporation of intercepted water
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L00P2 start **************************************************************

c
c

Leaf water potential
150 G(104)=G(104)+1
G(120)=WPL10*(1-G(100)/WV10)

c
c
c
c

Stomatal resistance
G(132)=0

C

!rs(Pl)=0

rs(Rs)
G(131)=1/(WRS10+WRS11*D(3)+WRS12*D(3)**2)
IF(D(3).LE.WRS15) G(I31)=WRS14
G(131)=AMIN1(WRS14,G(131))
G(131)=WS70*AMAX1(WRS13,G(131))

C
C

!i=i+l
!Pl=Plm*(l-Vi/Vo)

!rs(Rs)=l/(a+b*Rs+c*Rs**2)
!if Rs<=Rsmin: rs(RS)=rs(Rs)max
!rs(Rs)=min(rs(Rs)max,rs(Rs))
!rs(Rs)=max(rs(Rs)min,rs(Rs))

rs(Pl)
YW13=G(120)*10
!P1inunits ofO.lMPa
rs(Pl)=l/(a+b*Pl+c*Pl**2+d*Pl**3+e*Pl**4)
G(132)=1/(WRS20+WRS21*YW13+WRS22*YW13**2+WRS23*YW13**3+WRS24*YW13**4)
G(132)=WS71*AMAX1(WRS25,G(132))
!rs(Pl)=max(rs(Pl)min,rs(Pl))

c
c

rs
155 G(130)=AMAX1(G(131),G(132))
C
C Surface temperature

!rs=max(rs(R

c
c

Initiation
160 G(150)=WSTTS1
!tsj=tso
G(151)=WSTTS2
!Dtsj=Dtso
!p*cp
YW30=1.2047*1004
Igamma
YW31=0.67
YW32=2.4518E3
llambda
G(110)=WR10+WR1P •D(3)
!Rn=a+b*Rs
YW21=D(2)+273.2
Ta=ta+273.2
YW33=0.058302635*YW21-2.19386068
!a4*Ta-a5
C ed(Ta)=al*exp((a2*Ta-a3)/(a4*Ta-a5))
G(123)=1.3332*EXP((1.088719061*YW21-276.4883955)/YW33)
G(122)=G(123)*D(1)/100
!ea=ha*ed(Ta)
C
C LOOP3start **************************************************************
C
C Energy balance
180 G(152)=G(152)4-1
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!j=j+l

190
C

C
C
C

C

C
C
C
C
200

C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C

C
C

G(150)=G(150)+G(151)
!tsj=tsj+Dtsj
YW21=G(150)+273.2
!Tsj=tsj+273.2
YW33=0.058302635*YW21-2.19386068
!a4*Tsj-a5
es(Tsj)=al*exp((a2*Tsj-a3)/(a4*Tsj-a5))
G(123)=1.3332*EXP((1.088719061*YW21-276.4883955)/YW33)
G(112)=YW30*(G(150)-D(2))/WRA
!H=p*cp*(tsj-ta)/ra
Evt*lambda=p*cp/gamma*(es(Tsj)-ea)/(ra+rs)
G(l11)=YW30/YW31*(G(123)-G(122))/(WRA+G(130))
Testing surface temp.diff.
YW40=G(l 10)-(G(111)+G(112))
IF(ABS(YW40).LE.WTS10) GOTO200

!DENERGY=Rn-(Evt*lambda+H)
!if
ABS(DENERGY)<=DENERGYmax...
Dtsj=DENERGY/ABS(DENERGY)*ABS(Dtsj)/2
G(l5I)=YW40/ABS(YW40)*ABS(G(151))/2
GOTO180

LOOP3stOD **************************************************************
Transpiration orevaporation
G(101)=G(111)/YW32
!Evt=Evt*lambda/lambda
IF(X02.LT.G(103).AND.G(141).GT.WPRll)GOTO310!ifEvt<I&
MINUT>tauI...
Wateruptake(Onlyfornoevaporation ofintercepted water)
rr=b*(ABS(1000*Ps)**n)/a
G(133)=WRR10*(ABS(G(121))*1000)**(WRR12)/WRR11
G(135)=WRP
!rp
IF(G(121).LT.G(120)) G(135)=1000E9
!ifPs<Pl: rp=1000E9
G(134)=G(133)+G(135)
!rr+rp
G(102)=-(G(120)-G(121))/G(134)
!U=-(Pl-Ps)/(rr+rp)
Waterbalance
integration overtheDtau minutes period
G(I00)=G(100)+(G(102)-G(101))*60*WSTT10 !V(i+l)=Vi+(U-Evt)*60*Dtau
Testofleaf waterpotential diff.
YW14=G(120)
G(120)=WPLI0*(I-G(100)/WV10)
YW14=G(120)-YW14
IF(ABS(YW14).LE.WPL11) GOTO300
GOTO 150

!Pli
!Pl(i4-l)=Plm*(l-V(i+l)/Vo)
!DPli=Pl(i+l)-Pli
!if DPli<=DPlmax...

LOOP2stop **************************************************************

C
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c
300

c

Flows
IF(G(161).NE.1.0) GOTO305
Only for the potential transpiration case
T0004=(G(100)-X04)
T0004=0

T0005=G(101)*60*WSTT10
G(161)=0
GOTO 125

c
c
c
c
c
305

c
c
310

c
c
350
C

c

c
390

400
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!ifSW2<>I...
!DVp=V(i+l)-V
!Vp=Vo
!Ep=Evt*60*Dtau
!SW2=0

LOOP1 stop **************************************************************
Flows
Only for the actual transpiration case
T000I=(G(100)-X01)
IF(T0001.LT.-X01) T0001=-X0l
T0003=G(101)*60*WSTT10
GOTO350
Only for theevaporation of intercepted water
YW10fG(101)*60*WSTT10
YW11=G(103)-X02
T0002=AMIN1(YW10,YW11)

!DV=V(i-fl)-V
!V>=0
!E=Evt*60*Dtau

!Ev=Evt*60*Dtau
!Iremain=I-Evtsum
!Ev=min(Ev,Iremain)

*A3* EVERY MINUTE ***************************************************
G(142)=G(142)+1
!CODtau=CODtau+l
IF(G(141).LT.1439)GOTO400
!ifMINUT<1439...
*C2* LASTSTEP OF EVERY DAY *****************************************
G(143)=0
!SW1=0
Fordaily outputs of Ev, E, Ep, E/Ep
G(105)=X02/1000
G(106)=X03/1000
G(107)=X05/1000
IF(X05.EQ.0.0)GOTO390
G(108)=X03/X05
Iniitiations
T0002=-X02
!Evsum=0
T0003=-X03
!Esum=0
T0005=-X05
!Epsum=0
RETURN
ENTRY INITIL
CALL ECDCIN
END

^ ^ ^^P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^F ^^0 ^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ftp ^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^1^ ^^0 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^* ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^*

^_^^
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PARAMETER VALU1 pc
WPL10
WPL1I
WPR10
WPR11
WPR12
WPSIO
WPS11
WR10
WR11
WRA

= -2.70
= 4.000E-02
= 0.250
= 600.
= 4.000E+03
=-5.000E-03
=-5.000E-03
= -23.0
= 0.649
= 10.0

WRP
WRR10
WRRI1
WRR12
WRS10
WRSII
WRS12
WRS13
WRS14
WRS15

= 16.0
= 4.000E-05
= 1.62
= 2.10
= 1.384E-03
=-2.012E-05
= 4.216E-07
= 40.0
= I.000E+03
= 30.0

WRS20
WRS2I
WRS22
WRS23
WRS24
WRS25
WS10
WS11
WS20
WS70

= 0.157
= 2.I44E-02
= 1.118E-03
= 2.617E-05
= 2.30lE-07
= 40.0
= 0.000E+00
= 5.00
= 1.00
= 1.00

WS71
WSTD10
WSTE10
WSTT10
WSTTSI
WSTTS2
WTS10
WV10

= 1.00
= 179.
= 1.00
= 1.00
= -10.0
= 25.0
= 0.100
= 500.

INITL*L COMPARTMENT VAT IJFS

X01
X02

9.7

= 350.
= 0.000E+00

X03
X04

= 0.000E+00 X05
= 500.

= 0.000E+00
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10 Willow stand evaporation:Simulation ofdiurnal
distribution usingsynoptic weatherdata
Sven Halldin
10.1 Introduction
Simple models of the water balance of willow stands can be used to assess
irrigation needs,possible nutrient leachingand other processes affecting water
quality and water resources if energy forestry becomes widely adopted in the
future. Suchmodelsmeettheconflictingdemandsforphysicalrealismanddata
availability. The evaporation process has an especially marked diurnal variation; means or one-time-of-day measurements do not represent this realistically.
Thisdilemma hasled tothedevelopment oftwodistinct classesofevaporation and water balance models for various types ofvegetation cover. Thefirst
type of model isthat which sacrifices physical realism to meet the availability
of data. This type of model (e.g., Spittlehouse & Black, 1981) is commonly
based onthe Penman (1948or 1953)combination equation for evaporation in
combination with asimple soil water budget model and has atime resolution
of 24 hours or more. Calder et al. (1983) assessed this type of model and
concluded that the inclusion of sophisticated evaporation equations does not
improve prediction capacity. The second type of model (e.g., Jackson et al.,
1983; Eckersten, 1985; 1986)simulates the elements of the hydrological cycle
atshort timeintervals and dependsonanalgorithm todeducethedielweather
variation from data once aday. This type of more complex model may alternatively be used for a well studied area and period as a means to calibrate a
simpler model (e.g., Dunin et al.,1978).
In order for a mechanistic model to be generally applicable, its parameters
must be possible to obtain from measurements not related to the entity to be
explained or predicted. The most important factor determining evaporation
from highvegetation,especiallyforests,isthesurfaceresistance.Thisresistance
hasamarked variation overtheday(Gash&Stewart, 1975)aswellasoverthe
season (Lindroth, 1985a).Toestimate the parameters insomefunctional relationship describing these variations it is necessary to perform measurements
with a diel resolution. The conflict between weather data availability and
necessary physical realism is, therefore, particularly important for high and
aerodynamically rough vegetation like forests.
This paper presents an attempt to overcome this conflict by introducing an
idealized division of the 24-hour cycle into a night-time part and a day-time
part.Thisallowstheuseofinstantaneous relationsfor variousprocessesinthe
modelwhilethedemand forweatherdataisinaccordancewiththeavailability.
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10.2 TheKAUSHA model
The model presented herein,given the name KAUSHA (Swahili for'evaporate'),wasoriginallypresentedbyHalldin&Grip(1979).Itwasfirstconceived
for amaturepineforest inCentral Sweden(see also Lindroth, 1985b)buthas
been used later for other forests such as oak (Halldin et al., 1984/85), beech
(Saugier et al., 1985) and wetland willow (Grip et al., 1984).The model core
remains the same, but certain modifications have been introduced for each
specific application. Themodelcoreconcernsevaporation divided intotranspiration andinterception evaporation, aswell asasimple one-layersoilwater
budget.
10.2.1 Developmentofthebasicpart ofthe model
Twofundamental principleswereadhered tointheconceptualization ofthe
model. First,thatthemodelshould represent onlythemostbasicprocessesof
the system, such that each additional process to beincluded had to prove its

Rain

Interception
evaporation
Intercepted
water
P>O

Soil
t>< Transpiration
evaporation

lnfiltrationc><3

o<d Percolation

Figure 26. Structure ofthe KAUSHA model.
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utility in a real situation. Second, that all structural parameters could be
physicallyidentified andcouldbemeasuredindependentlyofthemodeloutput.
The first principle led to the system being limited to a two-compartment
system,withsoilwaterandintercepted waterasstatevariables(Figure26).The
interceptioncompartmenthadtobeincludedbecauseratesoftranspirationand
evaporation ofintercepted wateraredifferent underequalclimaticcircumstances (Stewart, 1977). Total evaporation, thus, depends directly on the precipitation regime.Soil/ground evaporation wasdisregarded inthefirstversionsof
the model, but for energy forest applications it was necessary to include this
factor. The soil water wasdescribed asasingle compartment. Factors suchas
evaporationofinterceptedwaterduringrainfallorverticaldistributionofwater
uptake in the soil were not considered important enough to beincluded.
Transpiration with no soil-water stress, and the evaporation of intercepted
waterwerecalculated usingthePenman(1953)equation(seelistofsymbolsfor
an explanation)
E=

Equation 59

•A + y (I+rjrj
Evaporation from awet vegetation cover was given with the surface resistance,rs,zero. Foradry,unstressed vegetationcoverthesurface resistancewas
assumedequalthebulkstomatal resistanceofthecanopy(Lindroth& Halldin,
1986)
rs= (ks*a{)~1

Equation60

Finally, the stomatal conductance wasdeduced from threeelementary considerations
ks*§c = /:r(v|/s-Vj)

Equation61
Rg+RQ
\|>s^0.

The first condition states that transpiration equals root water uptake, i.e.,
steady state was assumed. Inthe following it was also assumed that 8c,which
should strictlybethedifference inabsolutehumiditybetweenthesurfaceofthe
intercellular space and the air outside the boundary layer of the leaf/needle,
could be approximated by the humidity saturation deficit of the ambient air.
The second condition gives agoverning equation for thestomatal functioning
andthethirdequation meansthatsoil waterwasnot limiting.Theseequations
were solved algebraically to yield the Lohammar formula (Lohammar et al.,
1980)
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Rg

km

Rg+RQ

\+b5c

Equation 62

* , =

where b isequal to B//:r.
This equation was derived on a momentary basis and its parameters should
be deduced from 'instantaneous' physiological measurements (porometers or
cuvettes). In order to apply it to a model with a24-hour timestep, the 24-hour
period wasdivided into three parts, with the daytime part positioned symmetrically around noon and surrounded by two night-time parts of equal length.
Three different approaches were tested for the temporal description of the
climatic input (Rg and 8c)during the daytime period.
Thefirstapproach used asinusoidal daytime variation, thesecond approach
made use of a pulse with duration equal to daylength and the third approach
used apulsewithaduration lessthantheastronomically determined daylength.
The areas below each of these curves were the same. They equal the total 24hour insolation and yield the measured average 24-hour vapour concentration
deficit (Figure 27).
The net radiation and precipitation driving variables also had to be distributed overthe24-hour cycle.Net radiation wastreated inanalogy withthe solar
radiation, except for the rare cases when total 24-hour net radiation was
negative. Inthiscasethe negative radiation wasdistributed asaconstant value
over the night-time parts and daytime net radiation was assumed to be zero.
Various distributions were tested for the precipitation, and in the model presented here all precipitation is assumed to fall evenly during daytime.
The ventilation part, £ a , of Penman's formula (Equation 59)was a function
of the vapour pressure deficit, 8e,and the aerodynamic resistance, ra
relative scale
1.2 r

0.8

0.4

24
hr

00
true daylength

Figure 27.Three idealized diurnal distributions for net and solar radiation and vapour
pressuredeficit. Daylength was'effective' whenitminimized theshaded area.
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5e

PC,

£a =

Equation 63

Y

The aerodynamic resistance depended on wind speed (assumed constant
throughout the 24 hours) and vegetation characteristics

m(z-d)lz0)
ra =

2

—

Equation 64

k *u

The displacement height, d,and the roughness length, z0, were both assumed
to be proportional to stand height.
Transpiration and interception evaporation were assumed to exclude each
other. Inrealitythereisatransition period whenboth occurconcomitantly, but
with the temporal resolution used in this model it was considered acceptable
to model this period as of zero length. This way the interception evaporation
persisted as long as there was water on the vegetation cover. After this time,
if the daytime period had not ended, transpiration continued until sunset.
The soil water balance was modelled as a simple threshold function. The
threshold was identified as the field capacity of the soil. Total available water
wasdefined asfieldcapacity minuscapacity at thewilting point. Thistotal was
divided into the fraction of easily available water, for which transpiration was
not limited,and theremaining fraction, for whichtranspiration wassuppressed
linearly between its potential value (Figure 28) and zero.

quotient of
actual over
potential transpiration

easily available
water ( ~ 2 / 3 )

1

0

wilting
point

total available
water

soil water
content (mm)

field
porosity
capacity

Figure 28. Soil water availability function.
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10.2.2 Developmentofparts specificfor thewillow application
The source code given below relates to a specific application to willow at
Studsvik, 100kmsouthofStockholm.Assuchitcontainsconditionsapplicable
forwillow standsingeneralandalsoconditions specific for Studsvik.
The interception water balance was given a threshold formulation. The
interceptionthreshold,S0,wasmadeafunctionofthephenologicalstateofthe
standbysimplyaddingthewater-holdingcapacitiesoftheleafandbarksurface
areas
S0= sb9ah + sfa{

Equation65

Contraryto otherdeciduousspecies(Halldinetal., 1984/85),willowleaves
do not protect the bark surface from rainbut ratherdirect the rain alongthe
trunk;inthiscaseanadditiveformulation wasreasonable.
Evaporation from the soil was important during the year the stand was
established andalsoduringthespring,beforeandduringleafdevelopment.As
afirstapproximation this evaporation wasconsidered potential and wascalculated withthePriestly-Taylor(1972)formula
Eg= 1.26

Equation66
A+ y

where the net radiation at ground level was ascertained from the radiation
abovethestand,usinganexponential extinction function
^ng= Ai exp(-a*(a,+ ab/n)lrds)

Equation67

Theextinction parameter, a, hasbeendiscussed elsewhere, e.g., byImpens
&Lemeur, 1969;rdswasintroduced as acompensating factor specific forthe
Studsvik application. Waterbalance wasmeasured at Studsvik inthreeplots,
5mx5minsizewitha1 m2lysimeterinthecentreofeach(Grip, 1981).Because
of establishment problems, the stand development in the plots as a whole
differed from thedevelopment of the plants inthe lysimeters.This difference
did not influence water balance, which was recorded specifically for each
lysimeter,buttheradiationbalancehadtoberecordedforthestandasawhole.
This was accomplished by introducing rds, the quotient between al in the
lysimeter anda{inthestand asawhole,into Equation67.
Inthe Studsvik application, data on the biomass yield were also available.
The model was, in this case, used to test various hypotheses concerning the
wateruseefficiency. Thiswasdonebyintroducingthreedifferent yieldindices.
Feddesetal.(1978)propose that, althoughthegrowth-transpiration quotient
isapproximatelyconstant,abettergrowthindexwouldbeachievedbyrelating
growthtotranspirationdividedbyvapourpressuredeficit. Foranaerodynamicallyroughstand,transpirationovervapourpressuredeficit isapproximately
equaltothesurfaceconductanceofthestand.Thisentitywascalculatedbythe
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modelandthereforeitwasnaturaltotestthisasanindexofgrowthtoo.Since
growthwasgivenbothastotal above-ground growthandasstemgrowth,the
latterbeingthemost interesting commercially, twosets ofindiceswerecalculated.
Theinputofdrivingvariablestothemodelwaspresumed alwaystoremain
of the same type, and was given in the same units. This was achieved by
introducing an intermediary subroutine, KAUBAS, in which the available
inputdatawerepreprocessedtofitthedemandsofthemodel.Thishadvarious
repercussions for the Studsvik application;for example, net radiation hadto
becalculatedasalinearregressiononthesolarradiation,andabwascalculated
asafunctionofthestemdryweight.Ontheotherhandnosimplified functional
relationhadtobeusedforthetemporalvariationofa{andstandheightinthis
case, because these entities were measured every week during the growing
season.
10.3 Results
Theevaluationofthebestformofidealizeddistributionfordrivingdataover
24hourswasdonefor amatureScots pineforest atJadraas,centralSweden.
This forest was the main site for the large-scale interdisciplinary Swedish
Coniferous Forest Project (see Persson, 1980),so synchronous micro-meteorologicalandphysiologicalmeasurementswereavailable.Porometermeasurements of stomatal resistance allowed independent estimation of parameter
valuesintheLohammarequation(Figure29).Thesevalueswereusedtogether
with climatic data for the whole of 1977, in order to compare results of the
various diurnal distributions for situations without precipitation. In the absence of rain, the sinusoidal distribution gives rise to a highly complex, but
analyticallyexplicitexpressionfordailytranspiration(Lohammaretal.,1980).
Thisexpression wasconsidered asthe onewhich,apriori,best mimickedthe
'true'one,andwasusedasareference.Threepulsesweretested.Onepulseused
the astronomically determined daylength asduration and asecond pulsewas
75%aslong(cf. Figure27).Acomparisonwasalsomadewitha24-hourpulse,
to see whether amodel without anydiurnal distribution might beasgood as
theothertwo.
From Figure 30it canbeseenthat allthe pulsesgave reasonably coherent
results but that the 24-hour pulse deviated considerably from a one-to-one
relationwiththesinusoidaldistributionandalsohadthelargestspreadofdata
aroundtheaveragevalues.The24-hourpulsealsoshowedanartificial,annual
development whencompared tothesinusoidal distribution.Thepulseofdaytime duration was close to linearly related to the sinusoidal distribution, but
itsvaluewas 10%higher.Thepulseusinganeffective daylengthof75%could,
ontheotherhand,hardlybedistinguished fromthesinusoidal distributionin
termsofresultingevaporation.
Although it was encouraging to see that the complex sinusoidal solution
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6 c lg m-3)

Figure 29. Functionaldependenceofthestomatalconductance,ks,onsolarradiation,
Rgy andvapourconcentration deficit, 5c. Response surface of the Lohammarequation
(left) and of measurements in amature pineforest atJadraas(right).
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'effective'daylength of 75%ofthe astronomical daylength.Toprowshows comparison
of individual values. Abscissa issinusoidal and ordinate ispulsed distribution. Middle
row shows quotients, and bottom row differences between pulsed and sinusoidally
distributed evaporation.
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could bereplaced bythesimple75%pulse'solution without loss of precision
oraccuracy,themodelhadtodemonstrateitsutilityinacomparisonwithreal
measurements of evaporation. This was done using a set of hourly micrometeorological data for evaporation in dry conditions from 9 August to 18
August 1977(Lindroth & Noren,1979).Inthiscase,themodelwasrunwithan
hourly resolution and actual weatherdata asinput. Thecomparison between
measured and simulated data showed reasonable agreement, except when
measuredevaporationwaslessthan0.02mm h"1 (Figure 31a). Suchlowvalues
aremeasuredwithahighdegreeofuncertainty.Forsomedays,measurements
wereavailableduringthewholeday(Figure31b)anditcould beseenthatthe
model produced realistic daytime variations. The simulations confirmed that
the model performed well and also pointed to the sensitivity to values of av
Lindroth(1985a)calculatedtheseasonalvariationofaxforthisforest.Thetwo
values shown in Figure 31bwereconsidered todelimit thecorrect value ofa{
for 10August 1977.
Theinterceptionsubmodel wastested againstdatainamatureoakforestat
Fontainbleau, using data from two dormant seasons and from two summers
(Halldin et al., 1984/85). Aconstant threshold valuewasfirstused for oneof
thetwogrowingseasons,butgavedeviationsfromlessreliablemeasurements.
The measured threshold was remarkably constant over the year for this oak
forest, a fact that was attributed to the high wettability of the bark surface,
which is exposed only in winter and is shaded inthe summer. The threshold
forinterceptionwaterwastherefore modelledasproportionaltothebarkarea
in the winter and proportional to the leaf area in the summer and with an
intermediate value depending on actual axover maximum axin the period
between dormancy and full leaf development. This formulation gave good
resultsforthefirsttwoperiodstested,butresultsthatwerenotfullyacceptable
forthetwosubsequent periods(Figure32).
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Figure 31. Evaporation,simulated andmeasuredmicro-meteorologicallyabove amaturepineforest inJadraas.(a)Comparison ofindividual hourlyvaluesand(b)daytime
variation.
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Figure 32. Simulated quotients between accumulated interception evaporation (£,)
andaccumulated precipitation(P) inaFontainbleau oakforest asafunction ofinterceptioncapacity(S).Largesymbolsrepresent measurements. Periodswere:A = 29/1
- 2 3 / 4 1981;o= 2 4 / 4 - 10/10 1981;Q= 21/10 1981-20/4 1982;x= 21/4- 30/9
1982(After Halldinetal., 1984/85).
The first application of the model to a willow stand was for a peatland
plantation nearthepineforest studied atJadraas(Gripetal., 1984).Valuesfor
theparametersintheLohammarequationwerenotavailableforthisstandand
the original pine stand values were utilized in combination with a rough
estimate of the maximum value of the stomatal conductance. Values for the
water-holding properties of the peat were taken from Finnish literature and
radiation and rainfall interception properties were estimated explicitly for the
stand. The first attempt to validate the model was based on gravimetrically
measuredsoilwatercontents.Sincethiscomparisonofmeasuredandsimulated
data showed a considerable disparity, asecond analysis of soil water content
was made, based on the measured groundwater level. The soil water balance
measured this way agreed well with the one simulated (Figure 33). Consequently, the difference between the two measurements could be used as a
measure of the groundwater leakage from the bog, previously considered
negligible.
Afinalspeculation in the paper by Gripet al. (1984) related to the concept
of water use efficiency. Based on the assumption of a linear relation between
transpiration and growth,growth reduction because of non-pofential transpiration wasestimated as2tdrymatter ha"1 during the summer of 1983.Inthe
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Figure 33. Waterstorage (mm) in awillow-planted peat soil: simulated (solid line),
measuredbyagravimetricmethod(dots)anddeducedfromagroundwaterequilibrium
relation(circles).Scalesatleft (simulation) andright(measurement) relateto different
zerolevels(After Gripetal., 1984).
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Figure 34. Wateruseefficiency (asdefined byGripet al., 1984)of willow inawater
balancelysimeteratStudsvik.
Studsvik application, where both water balance and growth data were available, it was difficult to interpret the different growth indices calculated by the
model (see example in Figure 34) because stand development in the water
balance lysimetersdiffered from that inthesurrounding area. This application
highlighted the problems of size of lysimeter versus size of vegetation.
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10.4 Discussion
The method proposed by the KAUSHA model to integrate momentary
relationships into a model based on input data measured only once every 24
hours was shown to give results almost identical with the method using a
sinusoidal variation of climatic input data measured during the daytime part
of the24hours. Fleming (1970)compared evaporation data for all months of
theyearandfrom threelocationsontwocontinentsandconcluded thatonclear
days alldaytime distributions could bedescribed byonesingledistribution,if
timewasnormalized from zeroatdawntooneatsunset andifevaporationwas
normalized as instantaneous rate over daytime average rate. The resulting
hyperbolic function lends support to the assumption that, for clear days,
climaticinput data arewelldescribed byasinusoidal distribution. For cloudy
days Fleming's (1970)data arelessconclusive;nevertheless,hesuggeststhat a
truncated triangle gives a correct form, on average, over the normalized day.
It isinteresting to notethat theaveragewidth ofthistruncated triangle is 76%
of the astronomically determined daylength, i.e., is equal to the 'effective'
daylength that in the KAUSHA model reproduces the more realistic'sinusoidal'solution.
Apositivepracticalconsequenceofthissimplified solutionisthatoutputdata
are achieved both in the form of daily totals or averages and in the form of
daytimeaveragerates.Assuchtheycaneasilybecompared with instantaneous
measurements ofevaporation, percolation, interception or any of the climatic
input data.
Theoriginal requirement whendevelopingthemodelwasthat all parameter
values be physically identifiable and measurable. This criterion is met by all
parametersexcepttheonerelatingtohowmuchoftheplant-availablesoilwater
iseasily available. This quotient between easily and total available soil water
isused frequently in agronomy research. For arable crops it seems to vary as
a function of latitude, soil and species. For forest stands, on the other hand,
most available data for this quotient seem to fall within the narrow range
between 2/3 and 3/4 (see review by Rutter, 1968) and this might explain the
relative success in using a 70% fraction in all reported applications of the
KAUSHA model.
Ofalltheparametervaluesinthemodelonemightsuspectthatthoserelating
totheLohammarequationwouldbemostimportantindeterminingtheoutput.
It is,therefore, somewhat curious that all reported applications of the model
havestartedwiththeoriginalvaluesfrom theJadraaspineforest andinallcases
these have given satisfactory results. There are two possible explanations for
this.First,that thevaluesfrom Jadraas areclosetothoseinmost ofthe forests
found innorthern and temperateclimates,and that forest transpiration, which
isapparentlyaconservativeprocess(Roberts, 1983),isbasedonapproximately
the same stomatal response for all forests. Second, it may be postulated that
theproblem ofdeterminingthevaluesinthe Lohammarequation byusing,for
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example, gross water balance data, ispoorly defined. This could, for instance,
be the case if a decrease inkm (see Equation 62) were approximately compensated for by a decrease in b. This question warrants further study, because
simultaneous micro-meteorological and physiological measurements to determine the parameter values are needed both in sufficient quantity and of sufficient quality, and both of these demands seem to be difficult to meet.
The weakest point ofthe model may well betheformulation ofthe interceptionprocess.Halldinetal.(1984/85)showedthatthepresentformulation might
result inlessthan satisfactory results and that thiswasmost probably theresult
ofnotaccountingfortheprecipitation regime.Furtherdevelopment ofthispart
is, however, restricted by the lack of data on the regime and on the spatial
variation of precipitation, notably in summertime.
10.5 List of symbols
ab
a{
b
cp
d
E
£a
Eg
h
k
km
kr
A's
RQ
Rg
Rn
Rng
ra
r
ds
rs
SQ
sb
^1
u
z
z0
a

= bark area index (total, notprojected), (m 2 m~ 2 )
= single-sided leaf area index, (m 2 m~ 2 )
= constant in Equation 62, (m 3 k g - 1 )
= specific heat of air at constant pressure, 1005, (J k g - 1 K _ I )
— zero displacement height, normally 0.75*/*, (m)
= canopy evaporation, (W m - 2 )
= ventilation component of Penman's formula, (W m~ 2 )
= ground evaporation, (W m~ 2 )
= stand height,(m)
= vonKarman's constant, 0.4, (dimensionless)
= m a x i m u m stomatal conductance in Equations 61 and 62, (m s _ l )
= conductance ofliquid pathway from soil toevaporating surface in
the leaf intercellular space, (s m" 1 )
= stomatal conductance (per unit single-sided leaf area), (ms _ I )
= constant in Equations 61 and62, (W m~ 2 )
= global shortwave radiation, (W m - 2 )
= netradiation above stand, (W m~ 2 )
= netradiation below canopy, (W m~ 2 )
= aerodynamic resistance at height z,(s m _ 1 )
=
quotient between a{ in lysimeter and surrounding stand (Studsvik
application)
= surface resistance of stand, (s m _ 1 )
= water-holding capacity ofstand surface area, (mm)
= water-holding capacity perunit bark area, ab, (kg m - 2 )
= water-holding capacity per unit leaf area, ah (kg m~ 2 )
= wind speed at height z,(ms _ 1 )
= reference height for measurements above stand,(m)
= roughness length, normally 0.l*/z, (m)
= netradiation decay parameter in Equation 67, 0.5 (dimensionless)
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8
y
A

= constant inEquation 61,(ms"1Pa~])
= psychrometric'constant',66,(PaK"1)
= temperature derivative of saturated vapour pressure function,

8c
8e
p
y{
\|/s

= vapourconcentration deficit, (kgm 3)
= vapourpressuredeficit atheightz, (Pa)
= density ofdryair, 1.2,(kgm~3)
= leafwaterpotential,(Pa)
= soilwaterpotential,(Pa)

aft/dUPaK-1)

10.6 Source codefortheKAUSHAmodel
•

Thesource code for the KAUSHA model iswritten in FORTRAN 77and
makes use of the SIMP simulation modelling support programs. Please refer
to the discussion of thissoftware intheAppendix. The model consists ofthe
mainprogram,followedbytheinputdatapreprocessingsubroutineKAUBAS,
thesubroutine ASTRO used to calculate the astronomically determined daylength,giventhelatitudeand,finally,asmallfunctionsub-programcalculating
thesaturated vapourpressure,given the airtemperature. Themodel, aspresented here,isintheform used for anapplication based onwaterbalanceand
biomassdatafromanexperimental willowplantationatStudsvik in 1980(see
Grip, 1981)
SUBROUTINETRANS
COMMI LASTPRPUPDATE860325 16:35PRIORTORUNNo20
INTEGER*2IGO,NCOMP
COMMON/UVAL/ TIME,TIMER,IGO
DIMENSION P(22)
EQUIVALENCE(P,ALPHAR)
COMMON/UVAL/ALPHAR,ALT ,B
,C1
,C2
,C3
,CORAIN
COMMON/UVAL/ DH
,FWEA,K0 ,LATDEG,LATMIN,LYSNO,OPTSTD
COMMON/UVAL/RG1
,RG2 ,RIS0 ,SB
,SL
,VMAX ,VMIN
COMMON/UVAL/ZOH
COMMON/UVAL/ PDUMMY(148)
REALK0 ,LATDEG,LATMIN,LYSNO
COMMON/UVAL/ NCOMP
DIMENSION X(2)
EQUIVALENCE(X(I),X01)
COMMON/UVAL/ X01.X02
DIMENSIONS4)
EQUIVALENCE(T,T0001)
COMMON/UVAL/ T000I,T0100,T0I02,T0200
COMMON/UVAL/ G(240)
COMMON/UVAL/ D(I0)
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CEND1
INTEGER*2IDUM
COMMON/MCON/ IDUM,TSTART,TEND
REALLV,LV0,NL,LAI,LAT(2),LP,LDW,LDWOLD,MTB,MTE
REALINFILI,INFILD,INFIL2,INFILT,INTERD,KS
REAL SUM(3),YAG(3),YS(3)
SAVEIERR
INTEGER ID(5)
DATA ID/5,6,7,8,9/
C
C

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Q********************
Q

c
c
c

MNEMONICAND SIMP EQUIVALENCES ********************
********************************************

FOR STATEVARIABLES
EQUIVALENCE

c
c
c
c
c
c

I(WINT,X0I ),(WSOIL,X02 )
FORFLOWS
EQUIVALENCE
I(PRECS ,T000I),(EVAP ,T0100),(INFILT,T0102),(WLOSS,T0200)
FOR AUXILIARY VARIABLES(GROUP1)
EQUIVALENCE
1 (ET,G(I)),(PERCOL,G(2)),(RA ,G(3)),(RAT,G(4))
2,(RS ,G(5)),(SPEPD ,G(6)),(SR ,G(7)),(SWR ,G(8))
3,(TRANSP,G(9))

c
c
c

FOR AUXILIARY VARIABLES(GROUP 2)
EQUIVALENCE
I (CET
2,(EAD
3,(EVAPD
4,(INTERD
5,(MTE
6,(RNTB
7,(SBAI
8,(STR
9,(WINTI

,G(I0))
,G(I4))
,G(I8))
,G(22))
>G(26))
,G(30))
,G(34))
,G(38»
,G(42))

,(CETM
,(ERR
,(INFILI,
,(LDW
,(PEVAPD
,(RNTD
,(SDW
,(TRANSD
,(WINTD

.G(ll»
,G(I5))
G(I9))
,G(23))
,G(27))
•G(3I))
,G(35))
,G(39))
,G(43»

,(CONDN
,(ETM
,(INFIL2
,(LP
,(PRECD
,(RNTN
,(SLAI
,(USTRAN
,(YS

,G(I2))
,G(16»
,G(20))
,G(24»
,G(28))
,G(32»
,G(36))
,G(40))
,G(44))

,(DED
,(ETS
,(INFILD
,(MTB
(RISD
,(S0
,(SP
,(VCDD
,(YAG

,G(I3)
,G(17)
,G(21)
,G(25)
,G(29)
,G(33)
.G(37)
•G(41)]
,G(47);
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Bfcjll

c
c

FOR AUXILIARY VARIABLES (GROUP 3)
EQUIVALENCE
I(CE
,G(50))
2,(DELTA tG(54))
3,(ES
,G(58»
4,(LDWOLD,G(62))
5,(PL
,G(66))
6,(RDS
,G(70))
7,(VCD
,G(74))

C
C
C

,(CETOLD
,(DL
,(GAMMA
,(NL
,(PRECN1
,(TK
,(SUM

,G(52))
,G(56))
,G(60))
,G(64))
,G(68))
,G(72))
,G(76))

,(DE
,G(53))
,(EAP
,G(57))
,(KS
,G(61))
,(PA
,G(65))
,(PRECN2 ,G(69))
>(TIMOLD,G(73))
,(Z0
,G(79))

FOR DRIVING VARIABLES

1(HR
2,(U
3,(BAI

c
c
c

,(CETMOL ,G(51))
,(DIM
,G(55))
,(ETP
,G(59))
,(LV
,G(63))
,(PRA
,G(67))
,(SDWOLD,G(71))
,(VCS
,G(77))

,D(D)
,D(5))
,D(9))

,(TA
,(PRI

,D(2)) ,(RIS
,D(6)) ,(H

,D(3)) ,(RNT
.DO)) ,(LAI

,D(4))
,D(8))

FOR PARAMETERS
EQUIVALENCE
1 (LAT(I),LATDEG),(LAT(2),LATMIN)

Q

***************************

P* * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * PHYSICALCONSTANTS * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Q

***************************

c
DATA

c
DATA

c
DATA

c
DATA

c
DATA

c
DATA

c

GAMMAO/64.6/
PSYCHROMETRICCONSTANT <PA/K>
LV0/2.501E6/
HEATOF VAPOURIZATION <J/ KG>
PAO/101300./
MEAN AIR PRESSURE ATSEA LEVEL <PA>
PI/3.14159262/
HALF CIRCUMFERENCE OF UNIT CIRCLE <RAD>
RM/461.51/
GAS CONSTANT FOR WATER VAPOUR <J/KG*K>
TC/86400./
TIME CONVERSION <SEC/DAY>

C
Q

***********************

/*•"** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * n p A n INPIIT DATA * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Q
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***********************

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

INPUT DATA SHOULD BE: RELATIVE HUMIDITY(%)
AIR TEMPERATURE (DEC CELSIUS)
SHORTWAVE RADIATION (W/M2)
NET RADIATION(W/M2)
WIND SPEED (M/S)
PRECIPITATION AND IRRIGATION (MM/24 H)
STAND HEIGHT(M)
PROJECTED LEAF AREA INDEX (M2/M2)
TOTAL BARK AREA INDEX (M2/M2)
BIOMASS MEASUREMENT INDICATOR (-)
CALLKAUBAS(CETM,MTB,MTE,SDW,LDW,CORAIN,RGl,RG2,LYSNO)

C
Q

**********************************************

c***************

C

DAYLENGTH

AND OTHER BASIC ENTITIES ***************

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

CALL ASTRO(TIME,LAT,RISP,DL)
DL=DL/24.
PL=C3*DL
NL=(l.-PL)/2.
DELTA=SVP(TA+0.5)-SVP(TA-0.5)
PA=PA0-I1.2*ALT
GAMMA=GAMMA0*PA/PA0*(l.+0.001*TA)
LV=LV0*(I.-0.000952*TA)
TK=TA+273.16
DIM=LV/(RM*TK)
C
Q

****************************

£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * j ^ p u j DATATO MODEL **********************
Q

****************************

c
ES=SVP(TA)
VCS=ES/(RM*TK)
DE=ES*(I.-HR/I00.)/CI
VCD=VCS*(L-HR/ I00.)/C2
RNTD=AMAX1(0.,RNT/PL)
RNTN=0. C
RNTN=AMINI(0.,RNT/NL)
RISD=RIS/PL
RDS=AMAX1(0.,AMIN1(IJ.073-0.00207*MOD(TIME,365.)))
RAT=EXP(-ALPHAR*(LAI+BAI/PI)/RDS)
RNTB=RAT*RNTD
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IF(NINT(OPTSTD).GE.l)THEN
LAI=OPTSTD*LAI/RDS
BAI=OPTSTD*BAI/RDS
ENDIF
DED=DE/PL
VCDD=VCD/PL
PRECD=PR1
PRECN1=0.
PRECN2=0.
PRECS=PRECD4-PRECN1+PRECN2
Z0=AMAX1(0.01,Z0H*H)
PRA=(ALOG((H+2.-DH*H)/Z0)/0.4)**2
C
Q

***********************************

£ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • £jsj[)OFDATA INPUTSECTION *******************
Q

***********************************

c
Q

******************

/ • * > • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • D pQTQITA M(^pQ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' I t

£

******************

c
c
RA=PRA/U
KS=RISD/(RISD+RIS0)*K0/(1.+B*VCDD)
RS=0.
IF(KS*LAI.GT.O.)RS=1./(LAI*KS)
C
£

**********************************

£ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • POTENTIALTRANSPIRATION ********************
Q

**********************************

C
EAD=DIM*DED/RA
USTRAN=0.
IF(LAI.LE.0.)GOTO20
USTRAN=(DELTA*(RNTD-RNTB)+GAMMA*EAD)/(DELTA+GAMMA*
(l.+RS/RA))
USTRAN=USTRAN*TC/LV
C
Q

*******************************

£ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • COMBINATIONEOUATION *********************
Q

C
20
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*******************************

PEVAPD=(DELTA*(RNTD-RNTB)+GAMMA*EAD)/(DELTA+GAMMA)
CONDN=DELTA*RNTN/(DELTA+GAMMA)

PEVAPD=PEVAPD*TC/LV
CONDN=CONDN*TC/LV
PEVAPD=AMAXI(0.,PEVAPD)
CONDN=-AMINI(0.,CONDN)
C
Q

************************

£************************ gQj^ EVAPORATION ************************
Q

************************

c
SPEPD=1.26*DELTA*RNTB/(DELTA+GAMMA)
SPEPD=SPEPD*TC/LV
SPEPD=AMAXI(0.,SPEPD*PL)
C
Q

**************************************

£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * usiy£RC£pfION WATER BALANCE * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Q .
**************************************
C
SLAI=SL*LAI
SBAI=SB*BAI
SO=SLAI+SBAI
INFIL1=AMAX1(0MWINT+PRECN1+NL*CONDN-S0)
WINTI=WINT+PRECN1+NL*C0NDN-INFIL1
C
C****
C

FROM MIDNIGHT TO SUNRISE
INFILD=AMAXI(0.,WINT1+PRECD-S0)
INTERD=WINTl+PRECD-INFILD
EVAPD=AMINI(INTERD,PL*PEVAPD)
WINTD=INTERD-EVAPD

C
C****
C

DURING DAYLIGHT
INFIL2=AMAX1(0.,WINTD+PRECN2+NL*CONDN-S0)

C
C****

FROM SUNSET TO MIDNIGHT

C

INFILT=INFIL1+INFILD+INFIL2
EVAP=EVAPD-2.*NL*CONDN
EVAPD=EVAPD/PL
SR=0.
IF(PEVAPD.GT.0.)SR=1.-AMINI(1.,INTERD/(PL*PEVAPD))
STR=0.
IF(EVAPD.GT.O.AND.USTRAN.GT.O.)STR=PEVAPD/USTRAN
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c
M

^^ ^^ ^p ^p ^p ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^p ^ ^ ^^ ^ p ^ p ^p ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^p ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^

P * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * SOIL WATER BALANCE * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

c
SWR=AMIN1(!.,AMAXI(0.,(WSOII^VMIN)/((I.-FWEA)*(VMAX-VMIN))))
TRANSD=SR*SWR*USTRAN
TRANSP=PL*TRANSD
PERCOL=AMAXl(0.,WSOIL/TRANSP-SPEPD-VMAX)
WLOSS=TRANSP+PERCOL+SPEPD
C
£

****************************

P * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * EVAPOTRANSPIRATION * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
****************************
C
ET=EVAP+TRANSP+SPEPD
C
p

*****************************

P**********************
Q

p£]^T\/iy\]sjEVAPORATION **********************

*****************************

C
EAP=0.00263*(1.+0.526*U)*DE
ETP=(DELTA*RNT*TC/LV+GAMMA*EAP)/(DELTA+GAMMA)
C
Q

****************************

P * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * YIELD CALCULATIONS * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Q
****************************
C

SUM(I)=SUM(1)+TRANSP
IF(DE.GT.0.)SUM(2)=SUM(2)+TRANSP/DE
F(RS.GT.O.)SUM(3)=SUM(3)+SR*SWR/RS
IF(TIME.EQ.TSTART) GOTO15
IF(TIME.EQ.TEND) GOTO5
IF(NINT(MTB).EQ.O) GOTO30
SP=SDW-SDWOLD
LP=LDW-LDWOLD
SUM(I)=SUM(I)-TRANSP
IF(DE.GT.O.)
SUM(2)=SUM(2)-TRANSP/DE
IF(RS.GT.O.) SUM(3)=SUM(3)-SR*SWR/RS
DO 101=1,3
YS(I)=0.
IF(SUM(I).GT.O.) S(I)=SP/SUM(I)
YAG(I)=0.
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10
15

IF(SUM(I).GT.O.) YAG(I)=(SP+LP)/SUM(I)
SDWOLD=SDW
LDWOLD=LDW
SUM(I)=TRANSP
SUM(2)=0.
IF(DE.GT.O.) SUM(2)=TRANSP/DE
SUM(3)=0.
IF(RS.GT.O.) SUM(3)=SR*SWR/RS

C
Q

**********************************

£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * VALIDATION CALCULATIONS ********************
Q

C
30

25

35

**********************************

IF(TIME.EQ.TSTART)CE=CETM
CET=CE
CE=CE+ET
IF(TIME.EQ.TSTART) GOTO35
IF(TIME.EQ.TEND) GOTO25
IF(NINT(MTE).EQ.O) RETURN
ETM=(CETM-CETMOL)/(TIME-TIMOLD)
ETS=(CET-CETOLD)/(TIME-TIMOLD)
ERR=ERR+(CET-CETM)**2
IERR=IERR+I
CETMOL=CETM
CETOLD=CET
TIMOLD=TIME
RETURN

C
Q

****************************

£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * I N I T I A L CALCULATIONS **********************
Q

****************************

c
ENTRY INITIL
CALL ECDCID(5,ID)
IERR=0.
ERR=0.
RETURN
C
Q

***************************

£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * FINAL CALCULATIONS * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Q

***************************
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ENTRY TERMIN
ERR^SQRT(ERR)/IERR
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE
KAUBAS(CETM,MTB,MTE,SDW,LDW,CORAlN,RGl,RG2,LYSNO)
C
REAL A(24),LAI,MT,LDW,LYSNO
INTEGER*2 IDUM1,IDUM2
COMMON/UVAL/TIME,DUMI,IDUM1,DUM2(170),IDUM2,DUM3(246),D(IO)
C
EQUIVALENCE
I(HR
,D(1))
2,(U
,D(5))
3,(BAI
,D(9))
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

,(TA
,(PRI

,D(2))
,D(6))

,D(3)) ,(RNT , D (4))
,D(7)) ,(LAI ,D(8))

UNITS FOR INPUT DATA: RELATIVE HUMIDITY(%)
AIR TEMPERATURE (DEC CELSIUS)
GLOBAL RADIATION (W/M2)
WIND SPEED (M/S)
BIOMASS MEASUREMENT INDICATOR (-)
EVAPORATION DATA INDICATOR (-)
(FOR EACH LYSIMETER) PRECIPITATION + IRRIGATION (MM/24 H)
(FOR EACH LYSIMETER) STAND HEIGHT(CM)
(FOR EACH LYSIMETER) ONESIDED LEAF AREA INDEX (M2/M2)
(FOR EACH LYSIMETER) STEM DRY WEIGHT (TON/HA)
(FOR EACH LYSIMETER) LEAF DRY WEIGHT(TON/HA)
(FOR EACH LYSIMETER) EVAPOTRANSPIRATION (MEASURED) (MM/24
H)

C
LNO=NINT(LYSNO)
CALL ECDCDA(TIME+0.5,A)
CALL ECDCDD(TIME,1.,5,MTB)
CALL ECDCDD(TIME,1.,6,MTE)
CALL ECDCDD(TIME,1.,7,A(7))
CALL ECDCDD(TIME,I.,8,A(8))
CALL ECDCDD(TIME,1.,9,A(9))
C
HR=AMIN1(100.,A(1))
TA=A(2)
RIS=AMAX1(0.,A(3))
RNT=RGI+RG2*RIS
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,(RIS
,(H

U=AMAX1(A(4),.001)
PRI=A(6+LN0)*C0RAIN
H=A(9+LNO)/I00.
LAI=A(12+LN0)
SDW=A(15+LN0)
BAI=-0.1349+0.47937*SDW**0.43315
IF(SDW.LT.0.66) BAI=0.4023*SDW
LDW=A(18+LN0)
CETM=A(21+LN0)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE ASTRO(TIME,LAT,RISET,DL)
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C

This isa FORTRAN realization bySven Halldin,
3 March 1985,of aset ofequations proposed by:
Z.J. Svehlik, 1979,Approximating equations for space-time
estimates of theextraterrestrial radiation and evaporation.
Extended abstract of apaperpresented attheSixth Annual
EGS Meeting, Vienna, 11-14September 1979.
Symbol definitions:
===========
DELTA = Sun'sdeclination <degrees>
DL= Possible sunshine duration <hours>
LAT(l) = Latitude<whole degrees>
LAT(2)= Latitude<minutes fraction>
OMEGA = Hourangle atzerosun*saltitude <degrees>
PSI = Latitude<degrees, decimal fraction>
R1SET= Extraterrestrial radiation <MJ/m 2 *day>
RO= Radius vector of theearth <A.U.>
DAYNR = Daynumber after 1 January
REAL LAT(2)
DATA PI/3.141593/
Halfcircumference of unitcircle
DATA C/37.22/
Numeric parameter inequation for RISET
DAYNR=INT(MOD(TIME,365.))
IF(DAYNR.LT.94.) A=PI*(DAYNR4-266.8)/180.
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IF(DAYNR.GE.94..AND.DAYNR.LE.278.) A=PI*(DAYNR-93.2)/185.
IF(DAYNR.GT.278) A=PI*(DAYNR-98.3)/180.
RO=l.+0.0l675*SIN(A)
IF(DAYNR.LT.80.) B=PI*(DAYNR+278.)/178.6
IF(DAYNR.GE.80..AND.DAYNR.LE.266.) B=PI*(DAYNR-80.)/186.
IF(DAYNR.GT.266.) B=PI*(DAYNR-87.)/180.
DELTA=PI*(23.45*SIN(B))/180.
PSI=PI*(LAT(l)4-LAT(2)/60.)/180.
X=-TAN(PSI)*TAN(DELTA)
IF(X.GT.1.)OMEGA=0.
IF(X.LT.-l.)OMEGA=PI
IF(ABS(X).LE.l.) OMEGA=ACOS(X)
DL=24./PI*OMEGA
RISET=C/RO**2*(OMEGA*SIN(PSI)*SIN(DELTA)+
ISIN(OMEGA)*COS(PSI)*COS(DELTA))
C

C
C
C
C
1
2

RETURN
END
FUNCTION SVP(T)
THIS FUNCTION COMPUTESTHESATURATION VAPOUR PRESSURE
DEPENDING ONTEMPERATURE.
Kl=2.
IFKl=2.,THEPRESSURE WILLBEIN PASCAL, IFK1=0.THE PRESSURE
WILLBEINMBAR.
IF(T) 1,2,2
SVP=10.**(Kl+10.5553-2667./(273.16+T))
RETURN
SVP=I0.**(KI+9.405I-2353./(273.16+T))
RETURN
END
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11 Simulated water balance of awillow stand on clay soil
Gunn Persson and Per-Erik Jansson

11.1 Introduction
Quantitative knowledge of the water balance components of willow stands
isnecessarywhendevelopingfarming practicesaimingathighbiomassproduction. Few hydrological studies have been done on willow stands. Evapotranspiration from a stand on a raised bog was calculated by the water balance
method and by a model (Grip et al., 1984). Small lysimeters (1 m2) within a
willowstand were used by Grip(1981)when calculating evapotranspiration by
the water balance method. Most highly productive willowstands are limited to
smallplots,which meansthat thetraditional hydrological 'watershed'methods
are not applicable. Estimations ofthewater balance ofsmall plotsthus require
detailed information on the soil moisture storage.
The present chapter, which deals with water balance estimates from a clay
soil, is based on a soil moisture study. The measurements are evaluated using
a physically based soil water model (Jansson & Halldin, 1979)giving the flow
components, such as evapotranspiration and percolation, as output. This
model is now also available on IBM-compatible PC. The authors can be
contacted for further information. Uncertainties in parameter values for soil
and plant properties, such as soil description, root distribution, and surface
resistance are evaluated. Evapotranspiration isestimated, and possible errors
intheestimate caused byuncertainty insoiland plant properties are discussed.
11.2 Site and measurements
Thefieldsitewaslocated at Ultuna (59°49'N, 17°40'E,alt.5m)about 5km
south of Uppsala (Figure 35). The stand included different willow clones,
mainly Salix viminalis.Thefield,0.6ha,wasplanted with2cuttings m~2inthe
spring of 1981 and the shoots were cut back in the winter of 1981-82. At the
beginning ofthe 1983growing season theshoots inthestudied area ofthe field
were one year old (Figure 35).
The soil isaclay sediment with an upper layer of about 70cm of postglacial
material, underlain by a glacial material down to about 3 m. The postglacial
material isdescribed as a heavy clay with a clay content of 30-45%(Olsson &
Samils, 1984).The area has been used as arable land for a long time. The soil
allowsgood root penetration and growth. Earthworm burrows and root channels allow favourable soil aeration and drainage (Johansson, 1983).
Thirty-two tensiometers with mercury manometers (Soil Moisture Equipment, St. Barbara, USA) were installed in four lines at 15,30,45 and 60 cm
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Figure 35. ThemapshowsthelocationoftheexperimentalareaattheCompresofthe
Agricultural University (asterisk marksthe meteorological station and the opencircle
thetensiometer plot).Theenlargement ofthe plot(middlediagram)showstheenergy
forest stand and the area(marked A, B, C, D) where the tensiometers wereinstalled.
Furtherenlargementofthisarea(right)showsthepositionsanddepthsofthetensiometers.
depth (Figure 35). Most tensiometers were situated at shallow depths. The
tensiometers weresited to characterize aflat areaof 15x15 m2in'which willows
were equally spaced and were of uniform height. The willow shoots were tied
together loosely, to prevent them from interfering with the tensiometers.
Groundwater tubes were installed in the field in July to adepth of 2.7 m.
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11.3 Description of model
The model, named SOIL, was originally designed to predict annual soil
climate in forest ecosystems (Jansson, 1980). A detailed technical description
ofthemodelisgivenbyJansson &Halldin(1980).Themodelisgeneral enough
to predict water and heat dynamics for avariety ofsoils and vegetation covers.
Jansson & Thoms-Hjarpe (1986) presented a modified version of the model
applicable to annual crops and clayeysoils.That version ofthe model wasalso
used in the present application.
The SOIL model isbased on an extension of Richards'sequation (Richards,
1931; Ogata et al., 1960)
— = - A (#•(*¥ + 1))- S(t)
8t
Sz
Sz

Equation 68

where0 = soilwatercontent,v;/= watertension, K= unsaturated conductivity,
S = sink term, accounting for water uptake by roots. The form of the model
presented here consists of 12layers (Figure 36).
In this clay soil with a structure of macropores, an air-filled volume was
considered below the so-called air entry pressure (\j/e) in the expression of
Brooks &Corey (1964)
=

^ e (WMO

0-0.
Equation 69

0s-0r
where \j/ isthewater tension (apositivetension corresponds to anegative water
potential),X isthe poresizedistribution index,Scistheeffective saturation, 0 S
isthe porosity and 0 r isthe residual watercontent. Equation 69wasused when
the air-filled porosity exceeded 4% by volume and the tension was below an
equivalent pF of 3. Asimple linear relation between the tension and the water
content wasused between thetension corresponding to an air-filled porosity of
4%byvolume according to Equation 69and the null tension corresponding to
saturation. At tensions between an equivalent pF of 3and the wilting point a
log-linear relation isused.The unsaturated conductivity iscalculated using the
equation given by Mualem (1976)
tf=tf.£n+2+2A
Equation 70
where Ksisthe conductivity at saturation and r| isa parameter accounting for
the tortuosity of flow path. The saturated conductivity inthisequation did not
account for rapid flows inmacropores,which maybeimportant inclayeysoils.
To account for this, an additional contribution to the conductivity was added
when the air-filled porosity was below 4%by volume. The importance of the
influence of macropores on the conductivity function has previously been
analysed by Bouma &Andersson (1973).
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Figure 36. Structure of the model.

The bottom boundary condition was such that a water table was present.
Drainage rates, qd, from the saturated zone of the soil profile were calculated
asafunction of thegroundwater level,zsat
qd = 0,max(O,(zrzsat)/z,) + <72max(0,(z2-zsal)/z2)

Equation71

Theparametersqxandz, represent a'peakflow',whereasq2andz2represent
the contribution from a'base flow'.
The precipitation intercepted by vegetation was treated as a single storage
given by a simple threshold formulation. The interception storage was described byafunction accounting forthedevelopment of thecrop:Evaporation
from waterintercepted bythecropwascalculated with the Penman combination equation asgiven by Monteith (1965). The surface resistance when intercepted water occurs was assumed to be 5sm"1.
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Wateruptake byrootsfrom different depths andevaporation fromthesoil
surfacewerecalculatedasafunctionofpotentialdemand,adepthdistribution
ofrootactivity,andactualtensionsinthesoil.Thepotentialdemand,Ep, was
given from the combination equation with asurface resistance whichvaried
seasonally.Whenevaporationofinterceptedwateroccurred,thedemandfrom
thesoil profile wasassumed tofall.Theremainingdemandfromthesoil,£pot,
wasthencalculated as
£pot= 0

)*Ep

Equation72

£pint

where £pint isthepotential demand ofintercepted waterand 2Taintistheactual
amountofwaterevaporated fromtheinterceptionstorage.Wateruptakefrom
thesoil profile wascalculatedas
n
S(t)= X#/ty(z)«£

Equation73

i=l

wherenisnumberofsoil layersand/ theactualrootdistribution.
Thereduction, /? ,wascalculatedas
^v(z)= (Vc/VW) a £ p + b
Equation74
(a, b = empirical constants) when the tension exceeded a critical value, \|/c.
Below this critical tension noreduction wasmade;/?v = 1.Whenthetension
exceeded thewiltingpoint R^wasequalled tozero.
11.4 Adaptation ofthemodel
11AJ Meteorologicaldata
Dailytotalsofprecipitation,irrigation,global radiationandaveragesofair
temperature,vapourpressureandwindspeedwereusedasdrivingvariablesfor
the model. They were taken from the meteorological station at the Swedish
University of Agricultural Sciences, Ultuna, Sweden. Irrigation data were
supplied by the Energy Forestry Project, which also is responsible for the
plantation.
11A.2 Soilproperties
Waterretentioncurvesfora 1 m deepsoilprofile (Figure37)wereobtained
from a field about 50 m from the site (Johansson, 1983). Two estimation
procedureswereusedtoevaluatetheuncertaintyofthecoefficients inEquation
69. Oneestimate madeuseoftheleastsquarestechniqueforallthemeasured
points (fit A), the other estimate was concentrated on the agreement with
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measured points in the range from 50 to 800 cm water (fit B), (Figure 37).
Disparities between thetwo estimates occurred mainly for thetwo uppermost
layers.The layersbetween 30and 70cmwerethusgivencoefficients according
tocommonestimates.Thesaturated conductivities measured inthelaboratory
wereassumed to represent the maximum conductivity, taking the macropores
into account. Unsaturated conductivity was not measured independently. The
saturatedconductivity inEquation70,excludingmacropores,wasestimatedas
0.10cmmin"1withinthelayer0-10cm,0.13cmmin"1within 10-60cmand0.07
cmmin"1 between 60and 100cm.Theseweremore orless'guestimates'based
onexperiencesabouta'fieldcapacity'atacertaintension.Thetortuosityfactor,
n, in Equation 70was assumed equal to 1.0 for alllayers.
No direct observations ofdrainage from thefieldweremade and only afew
observations of groundwater depth were available. To handle this uncertainty
about thelower boundary condition for thesoil profile, twodifferent assumptions were tested byintroducing either ashallow oradeeperwatertable.
The maximum drainage flow was kept constant in both assumptions (q, =
10 mm day -1 and q2 = 6 mm day"1, Equation 71) but in order to obtain a
shallowwatertablethelevelswheretherespectivecontinuousflowceasedwere
changed from 2to 0.5 mfor z, and from 5to 1 mforz2.
/1.4.3 Stand properties
The interception storage was estimated to be a maximum of 1.0 mm atthe
end ofAugust onthebasisofaninterceptionstoragecapacityof 150gm~2leaf
area(Larsson, 1980)andamaximumleafareaindexof6.7 measuredinadense
stand withfirst-yearshoots (Eckersten et al., 1983).The surface resistance for
evaporation fromtheinterceptionstoragewasestimated as5sm"1,accounting
also for the differences in exposure of the various parts of the canopy. The
aerodynamic resistance was calculated from the logarithmic wind profile, assuming that the roughness length corresponded to 10%of stand height: this
resulted inavariationfrom 10cminearlyJuneto30cminlateAugust(Figure
38).
The.surface resistance (Figure 38),including both thesoil surface resistance
and thesumof allstomatal resistances,wasassumed todecrease withincrease
of leaf area. Only semi-quantitative information on the maximum root depth
and the vertical distribution of roots was available for the stand (Samils &
Strandberg Arveby, 1987). To evaluate the importance of the distribution of
vertical water uptake in the model, three alternative assumptions were tested
(Figure 39):(a) and (b) had acommon maximum depth of 0.9 m, but (c)had
a maximum depth close to 2 m. The two extremes were chosen to include all
possible situations whereas the intermediate was most similar to the observations from the field. The critical tension (\j/c) for reduction of water uptake
(Equation 74)was assumed to be400hPa.
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1

11.4.4 Initialconditions
Thesimulation period started inthespringafter thesnow-melt period.This
enabled reasonable initial conditions to be estimated. Initial water storages
abovethegroundwater levelweregivenfrom atension inequilibrium withthe
initial groundwater level but with amaximum tension of 60cmwater.
11.5 Results and discussion
The 1983growingseasonwasunusuallydry,exceptforrainyperiodsinearly
and late June and in September (Table 11). Because of the irrigation applied
inJuly and August thedrought spellswereinterrupted;thisprevented thesoil
watertension from exceeding 800cmwater(Figure40).
When different combinations of soil and plant properties were used in the
model, more or less good agreement was obtained between simulated and
measured tensions. Because of uncertainties in parameter values for these
properties a number of simulations were made to evaluate the model's sensitivity, especially to the seasonal estimate of evapotranspiration. For all these
simulations themagnitude of thesurface resistance for potential transpiration
wasadjusteduntilareasonableagreementwasobtainedbetweenmeasuredand
simulated tensions. With the exception of the surface resistance, alternative
parameter sets were defined for groundwater conditions, soil properties and
vertical root distributions. Some combinations of these alternative parameter
setscould beexcluded because of theirlack of ability to produce areasonable
agreement between simulated and measured tensions.
Ashallow root distribution could only beused incombination with thesoil
propertiesaccordingtofitA.ThereasonwasthatfitAimpliedthatmorewater
in the range between pF2 and pF2.7 was available in the topsoil than in the
underlyinglayers(seeFigure37).Whencomparingthebestsimulationwithsoil
properties using fit A with the corresponding best simulation using fit Band
amoreevenlyverticalrootdistribution(b),substantialdifferences occurredfor

Table 11. Climate at Ultuna during 1983.Normal values (1931-60) supplied bythe
Swedish MeteorologicalandHydrologicalInstitute.
Variable

June

July

August

September

Normal temperature,(°C)
Temperature, (°C)
Normal precipitation, (mm)
Precipitation,(mm)
Irrigation, (mm)

14.5
14.5
48
97

17.3
17.8
66
49
58

15.9
17.0
76
19
81

11.4
12.0
58
137

-

•
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Figure 40. Daily precipitation/irrigation, together with the simulated and measured
tensions at 15, 30, 45 and 60 cm depth during 1/6-30/9 1983. Solid lines represent
simulationusingsoilfitAandbrokenlinesrepresentsimulationusingsoilfitB(cf.Table
12).Thecircles represent the measured tensions.
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Table 12. Effect of different boundary conditions and soil-plant properties onthe
water balance.
Treatment

Drainage
efficiency

Soil
fit
(cf.
Fig.
37)

Root
descr.
(cf.
Fig.
39)

Surface
resist.
(sm-1)
(cf.
Fig.38)

Transpi- Evaporation
ration
(mm)
(mm)

Irrigated
Irrigated
Irrigated
Irrigated
Irrigated
Unirrigated

Good
Poor
Good
Good
Poor
Good

B
B
A
B
B
B

(b)
(b)
(a)
(c)
(c)
(b)

90-160
90-160
90-160
60-130
50-120
90-160

335
336
342
367
393
230

!
!

41
41
41
41
41
38

Evapotranspiration
(mm)

Runoff
(mm)

376
377
383
408
434
268

113
8
138
96
0
98

the deeper layers (Figure 40). Using fit A it was not possible to simulate the
rapid drops of tensions at 60 cm depth in connection with infiltration events
in July and August. This, and the fact that measured points on the pF curve
correspondedbettertofitB,wastakenasindicatingthatfitBwasthemostvalid
for the field conditions simulated. This also implies that root distributions
according to (a) could bedismissed as not being good approximations of our
fieldconditions.
Iftheaboveconclusions areaccepted,uncertainties still remainwithrespect
to the influence ofgroundwater conditions and the occurrence of rootsdeeper
than assumed with (b). However, when poor drainage of the subsoil was
introduced, neither the agreement with measured tensions nor the simulated
evapotranspiration, was affected when the intermediate root distribution was
used (Table 12).Thedifferences obtained werethat therunoff decreased when
the groundwater was kept at a shallower level of about 2 m throughout the
seasonandthattensionsbecamesomewhatdifferent below60cmdepth(Figure
41). When good drainage efficiency was used, the groundwater level fell from
2 mto about 4.5 mat theend of thegrowing season (Figure41).
To obtain an influence of the groundwater conditions it was necessary to
introduce the deep root distribution (Figure 39). In that case the simulated
tension intheuppermost metrecould bekept similarto the other simulations
by adjusting the surface resistance to lower values (Table 12). The simulated
evapotranspiration increased by8%and 15%,dependingonwhichassumption
wasusedforthegroundwaterconditions. Accordingtothesparseobservations
ofgroundwater,anintermediategroundwatersituationcouldbeexpected;thus
the uncertainty in the simulated evapotranspiration because of efficient deep
rootscould beestimated asbeingabout 14%.However, thiswasconsidered to
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Figure41. Simulated tensions forthelayers 8-16, 52-72and92-112cmdepthusing
rootdistributions(b)and(c)(cf. Figure39)togetherwiththesimulatedgroundwater
level(cf. Table12).
bethemaximum uncertainty, becausethetensions simulated at 1 mdepth(see
Figure 41) appreciably were higher than the observations at 60cmdepth (see
Figure 40).
To evaluate theeffect of irrigation, asimulation without irrigation was also
made (Table 12). The most likely parameter set, namely intermediate root
distribution and soil properties of fit (B),wasused.Thedecrease intranspiration was 100 mm. The decrease could have been even larger if the actual
irrigation had been better scheduled (Figure 42). However, the level of the
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relative scale

Figure42. Ratio between actual and potential water uptake from soil. Solid line
representssimulationwithirrigationandbrokenlinethatwithoutirrigation.
decrease was not very certain, because it greatly depended on the assumed
tension for reduction of water uptake (Equation 74). Unfortunately, no plant
physiological ormicro-meteorological datawereavailableformoreaccurately
estimating if transpiration declined during theseason.
11.6. Conclusions
The good agreement between simulated and measured soil water tensions
made it reasonable to believe that the simulated evapotranspiration was also
closetotheactual level.Theuncertainty ofmostimportance forthesimulated
evapotranspiration was the occurrence and efficiency of deep roots, especially
ifthedeep roots werecombined with apoordrainage efficiency. Areasonable
range for the actual evapotranspiration during thesimulated period would be
between 370 and420mm.
The estimated range for actual evapotranspiration exceeds the potential
evapotranspiration (= 335 mm) as calculated by the Penman formula. Grip
(1981) also found higher evapotranspiration than calculated by Penman. He
reported high values, especially in the late summer and early autumn(5-40%
higher than Penman). The two independent investigations now available for
Swedish conditions both indicate the crucial role of an efficient water supply
for the successful cultivation of willow plantations.
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For further studies of evapotranspiration from this stand it would be preferableifmorepropertiescould bedetermined fromindependent measurements.
This would allow theuncertainty about thesimulated evapotranspiration tobe
narrowed and would permit a more confident generalization to new climatic
situations or to new sites.
11.7 List of symbols
a,b
^aim
£p

£pim
£pot
fi
K
Ks
n
qd
qx
q2
Ry
S
Sc
/
z,
z2
z
sat
r|
0
0r
0S
X
\|/
Vc
Ve
160

= coefficients in the reduction function (dimensionless)
=
actual evaporation rate of intercepted water, (mm d"1)
= potential evaporative demand from the soil profile given by the
Penman-Monteith combination equation, (mm d"1); Monteith
(1965)
=
potential evaporation rate of intercepted water, (mm d"1)
=
potential evaporative demand from the soil profile when evaporation of intercepted water occurs, (mm d"1)
= actual root distribution in the layers /= 1.../2, (dimensionless)
= unsaturated conductivity, (cm h~l)
= saturated conductivity excluding any contribution from macropores, (cm h"1)
= number of soil layers, (dimensionless)
= actual drainage rate from the soil profile, (mmd"1)
= maximum rate of 'peak'groundwater flow, (mmd"1)
= maximum rate of 'base1groundwater flow, (mm d _1 )
= reductionofwateruptakecaused bylowwatercontent, (dimension
less)
= water uptake from the soil profile, (mm d _I )
= effective saturation in the Brooks & Corey (1964) expression, (dimensionless)
= time, (h, d)
= depth where 'peak'flow ceases, positive downwards, (m)
= depth where 'base'flow ceases, positive downwards, (m)
=
ground water level, positive downwards, (m)
= parameteraccountingforthetortuosity offlow pathinthe Mualem
(1976) expression, (dimensionless)
= soil water content by volume,(%)
= residual watercontent inthe Brooks&Corey(1964)expression,by
volume,(%)
= porosity by volume,(%)
= pore size distribution index in the Brooks & Corey (1964) expression, (dimensionless)
= water tension, (hPa)
= critical tension for reduction of potential water uptake, (hPa)
= airentry pressure in the Brooks &Corey (1964) expression, (hPa)
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ENERGY FORESTRY:ITSECONOMICS AND PROSPECTS

12 Economic potential of intensively cultivated energy forests
inSweden
Goran Lonner and Matti Parikka
12.1 Introduction
Much biological research has been done on intensively cultivated energy
forestry (Siren, 1983)butthereisadearth ofestimatesoftheeconomicpotential
of energy forestry. According to Anderson & Zsuffa (1980) the Mitre Corporation in the United States concluded that the production of silvicultural
biomass under intensively managed short rotation was not an energy-intensive
operation and would not be precluded on the basis of an unfavourable energy
budget (Inman &Salo, 1977).It has been suggested that annual productivities
of at least 12t ha - 1 are necessary for energy plantation to be considered as a
realistic alternative to many land uses in the United States (Fege et al., 1979).
The economics of intensively cultivated energy forestry in Sweden may be
different to that ascertained by Fege et al. There are still very few truly commercial plantations of energy forests in Sweden, but there are four large-scale
research plantations andsomesmaller,privatemanaged ones.Thelargesurplus
production of agricultural crops makes it important for many farmers to find
alternative products. Intensively cultivated energy forests could be one such
alternative.In 1986anumberofsmall-scaleprivatelymanaged plantationswere
established in southern Sweden (about 500 ha in total). A number of farmers
were chosen for this project and given a government subsidy to start such
plantations.
The purpose of this analysis isto illustrate the economic potential of intensively cultivated energy forestry in Sweden in comparison with alternative
domestic fuels and land uses.
The economic calculations represent a time horizon of about five years.
Consequently, only well-known cultivation techniques are considered. The
following soil types are distinguished in the calculations (Lonner et al., 1985):
good agricultural land, peat land, forest land. The experts have also estimated
the possible production level for different cultivation intensities.
12.2 Material and methods
12.2.1 Definition of soil types
Good agricultural land can becultivated immediately. The land rent for this
type of soil, which also includes investment and operation costs, is generally
1000SEK ha"1 yr _1 insouthern Sweden (Kasberg, 1986).Peat land consists of
all kinds of wetlands, including marshlands. Forest land includes soils deve165

loped on glacial and post-glacial sediments, which can be used for cultivation
ofenergyforest. Thecosts of rentingpeat andforest land areset atzerointhe
calculations.
72.2.2 Cultivation programme
Twodifferent cultivationprogrammesaredefined forgoodagriculturalland:
namely, small- and large-scale cultivations (Ldnneret al., 1985). Forpeat and
forest land,calculations are only made for large-scale programmes.
As a basic alternative a 'normal' case for each soil type is presented. The
cultivation programme for 'good agricultural land' is shown as an example
(Table 13).

Table 13. Cultivationprogrammefor'goodagriculturalland,normalandsmall-scale'.
Net production 12oven-dry tonnes (ODt) ha"1 yr"1, 3-year harvesting and 22-year
rotationperiod.(After Ldnneretal.,1985).
Year

Operation

Code

Cost
(SEKyr"1)

Oper. code

1

planning
fertilizing
rotary cultivation
planting
weed control
land rent

a
ql
k2
o2
P

1400
890
400
9330
760
1000

0
0
0
0
0
0

760
890
1000

0
0
0

860
1000

0
0

890
47
5
135
55
1000

0
11
11
11
11
0

.

-

2,5,8
11,14
17,20

weed control
fertilizing
land rent

3,6,9
12,15
18,21

fertilizing
land rent

qi

4,7,10
13,16
19,22

fertilizing
harvest
storage
chipping
transport
land rent

ql
t2
u
v2
x2

166

p
qi
-

-

-

12.2.3 Technicalsystems
The economic calculations are based on systems that theexperts consider to
represent thebest techniquescurrently available.This meansthat thesesystems
may betypical for the nextfive-yearperiod.Thetechniques used in small-scale
cultivations involve a combination of farming and forestry machines; largescale cultivations require more sophisticated equipment and better performance (Ldnner et al., 1985).
The development of a harvester for energy forestry has been slower than
expected. However, two prototypes are now avaiable.The harvester for smallscale cultivations generally operates well, and has now been tested underfield
conditions. The harvester for large-scale cultivations is still at an early phase
of development. The technical development potential is estimated to be very
large.
12.3 Results
12.3.1 Initial costs
The initial costs of establishing energy forests are high and there are large
differences betweensoiltypesandcultivation programmes(Table 14).Theprice
level isgiven in constant 1985 SEK.
12.3.2 Alternative land use
One way to compare the profitability of energy forests with alternative land
use isto include a cost for land rent. If it ispossible to pay, for example, 1000
SEK ha - 1 for land use and retain profitability, the energy forest can compete
with other crops that give an annual yield of 1000SEK ha - 1 or less.
12.3.3 Production levels
The results are shown in unitary diagram form, where the total cost for the
fuel chipsdelivered at adistrict heating plant in SEK per megawatt hour (SEK
Table 14. Initialcostsondifferent typesofland.(After Lonneretal., 1985). Pricelevel
constant 1985SEK.
Soiltype

Costs(SEKha"1)

Good agricultural land
Peat land
Forest land

13000- 15000
28000- 36000
28000-36000
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cost(SEK MWh'1)
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i

fuel chips (ODt ha" yr"')

Figure 43. Production costs (SEK MWh"1) for fuel chips (ODt ha~' yr"1) produced
on good agricultural land with aland rent of 1000SEK ha"1 yr"1. L= large-scale and
S = small-scale cultivations with areal interest of 3%and 1%,respectively.

(MWh)-1) isshown asafunction of net production of stem biomassinovendrytonnes(ODt)ha-1yr-1,includinglossesatharvest,chippingandtransport.
Aline has been drawn at the level of 100SEK per MWh.This istheaverage
priceforforestfuelsinSwedenin 1985(L6nner&Parikka, 1985b).Ifthecurve
lies below the line, the alternative is profitable at present interest rates and
production level(Figure43).
Theresultsshowthatsmall-scale cultivationscanbeprofitable ata production level of 10-12 ODt ha-1 yr-1 for good agricultural land. Large-scale
cultivation requires amuch higher production and the corresponding level is
14-19ODt ha"1yr"1(Figures44-49).
Itisevident thatbreak-evenlevelsarelowerinsmall-scalecultivationsthan
in large-scale ones (Table 15).Thedifference maybe5-7 ODt ha-1 yr-1. This
canbeexplainedbytheassumptionsregardingthedifferentorganizationforms,
such as: 15% versus5% management costs, 3%versus 1% realinterest, 50km
versus35kmtransportdistance.
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Figure 44. Effects of different real interest rates (%)on the production costs (SEK
MWh"') for fuel chips (ODt ha -1 yr -1 ) on 'good agricultural land / normar in largescale (left) and small-scale (right) cultivations.
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Figure 45. Effects of different land rents (SEK ha"1) on the production costs (SEK
MWh"1) for fuel chips (ODt ha -1 yr -1 ) on 'good agricultural land / normal'inlargescale (left) and small-scale (right) cultivations.
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Figure 46. Effects ofdifferent investmentcosts(±10%) ontheproductioncosts(SEK
MWh-1) for fuel chips (ODt ha"1 yr"1) on 'good agricultural land / normal'in largescale (left) and small-scale (right) cultivations.
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Figure 47. Effects of different maintenance costs (±10 %) on the production costs
(SEK MWh"1) for fuel chips (ODt ha -1 yr-1) on 'good agricultural land / normal'in
large-scale (left) and small-scale (right) cultivations.
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Figure 48. Effects ofdifferent harvestingcosts(±10 %) ontheproduction costs(SEK
MWh"1) for fuel chips (ODt ha"1 vr-1) on 'good agricultural land / normal'in largescale (left) and small-scale (right) cultivations.
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Figure 49. Effects of different transport costs (±10 %)on the production costs (SEK
MWh-1) for fuel chips (ODt ha -1 yr -1 ) on 'good agricultural land / normal*in largescale (left) and small-scale (right) cultivations.
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Table 15. Break-even levels in oven dry tonnes (ODt) ha ' yr ' for small-and largescalecultivations.
Soil type

Small

Large

Good agricultural land
Peat land
Forest land

11-12
-

17
19
19

12.4 Sensitivity analysis
12.4.1 General
The sensitivity analysis was performed in order to show how different costs
change in various situations. However, it is only shown for the 'normal'cases.
The following costs and conditions were varied (Table 16):interest rate, land
rent, maintenance cost, harvesting cost, chipping cost, and transport distance.
In general, costs associated with investments are more sensitive than the
annual costs, which are more stable. The effects of changing initial costs are
dependent on the soil type. Forest land and peat land are more sensitive to the
same kind of changes and show greater variation than agricultural land. Variations in interest rate have a larger effect on the total cost for peat and forest
land. Otherwise they have little or moderate effect.

Table 16. Resultsofthesensitivityanalysisforthe'normal'casesonthreedifferentsoil
types (1:good agricultural land,2:peatland, 3:forestland).
Condition

Interest rate
Land rent
Initial cost
Maintenance
Harvest
Chipping
Transport distance

Costs (SEK (MWh)" »)on
different soil types

FigureNo.*

1

2

3

3-4
5-9
1-2
2-3
1-2
3
3-4

6-10

-

-

-

3-4
2-3
1-2
3
3-4

3-4
2-3
1-2
3
3-4

44
45
46
47
48
-

49

* The figures are presented only for 'good agricultural land'in large-scale and smallscalecultivations.
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Thecostofland renthasalargeeffect ongood agricultural land,but generally
the sensitivity is low or moderate for changes in these costs and conditions.
12.4.2 Specialcases
Three special caseswerechosen for study, namely: marginal costs for smallscalecultivations,investment subsidies,and extensivelycultivated energy forest
(Alnus, Betula, Populus).
When considering the marginal costs for small-scale cultivations, the machine and labour costs are regarded as fixed costs. This is applicable only for
machines owned by the farmers and for the farmers' own work. The effects of
a 50%reduction of both cost items can vary from 10to 15SEK per MWh in
the case of good agricultural land.
Thegovernment mayencouragedevelopment duringanintroduction period,
bygivinginvestment grantstothefarmers.Theeffect ofa50%investment grant
is 5SEK per MWh for agricultural land.
Cultivation of Salix spp. has some limitations in regions with cold climate.
Alargeproportion ofpotentialenergyforest land islocated innorthern Sweden
(Perttu, 1986). One way of utilizing these areas is to use indigenous, relatively
fast-growing alders,birches,and poplars. Preliminary calculations have shown
that the break-even levels of yield in such extensively cultivated energy forest
systems lie between 2-3 ODt ha"1 yr"1. This level can be reached with the
techniques and plant material currently available (Lonner & Parikka, 1985a).
12.5 Conclusions
Small-scale intensively cultivated energy forestry can bean interesting alternative to farmers. According to the analyses presented, break-even levels of
yield can be reached with today's techniques and price levels. For good agricultural land, the minimum levelsarewithin 10-12ODt ha"1 yr"1. Small-scale,
extensively cultivated birch in northern Sweden seems to be an interesting
alternative. The existing plantations are, however, too young to allow correct
conclusions to be drawn now.
Large-scale cultivations are more capital-dependent than small-scale ones.
Costlier machinery, higher profitability requirements, higher administration
costs, and longer transport distances influence the production level, which in
this case must behigher than insmall-scale cultivations. For good agricultural
land this limit lies at a level of 17 ODt ha - 1 yr"1. Large- and small-scale
cultivations onpeatand forest land arenot profitable todaybecause investment
costs are too high.
Themain problem concerningthecalculations isthat machinery for planting
and harvesting isstill in an early phase of development and no machines have
yet been developed for applying fertilizers in full-grown stands. Aircraft operations seem to be more costly than distribution with methods similar to those
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used in agriculture. There is also a lack of knowledge about the production
losses caused bydisease and insects.
Shortage of suitable, high-producing planting material gives rise to some
uncertainties, asdoes the surplus production of domestic fuels (wood wastes)
insomeregions. However, mostoftheseareasarenotespecially interestingfor
energy forestry at present.
12.6 Source code for the economic model with explanations and examples
12.6.1 Introduction
This program isbased on FORTRAN 77. Itmaybenecessary tomodify the
program if computers other than VAX-8530 are used. The program is constructed for the economic simulation of intensively cultivated energy forests.
Note the following limitations:
- the economic simulation is made from the farmer's point of view
- the rotation period (time-span between twoconsecutive plantings) is21-33
years.Thismeans7-11harvesting occasions,sincetheinterval betweentwo
consecutive harvests is chosen to be 3 years, except for the first harvest,
which is made after 4years
- all the costs are total costs including: capital, labour, social security costs,
maintenance, and material
- operations after year 1 (investment start) are followed continuously to the
end of the rotation period
- the program disregards losses on combustion.
12.6.2 Input data
The data input procedure is divided into two blocks: infile routines and
interactive routines. The infile routines facilitate the in-data file to be created
bytheeditor,supported bytheoperatingsystem.Thisfilecontains allthecosts
for the cultivation system, but the costs must be grouped by year. Costs
depending on production or harvesting have to be separated and tagged with
the number 11. Other costs are tagged with zero (0). The income after each
harvest is defined by the production and the price of fuel chips at the heating
plant. It is, therefore, not necessary to put the income explicitly into thefile.
AnexampleofthecultivationprogramisgiveninTable 13.Itisalsothecontent
ofthedatafile (note, however, that thename of the operation andthecodeare
not present in the model's data library). The values presented are used in the
simulation example given below. Input of costs byyear is only needed for the
firstyear, because the order of the operations is defined and the program is
constructed to distribute thecosts in the right order.
Theinteractive routinesdefine allotherconditions needed. Input orchanges
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can bemade during execution ofthe program. The variables that can easily be
changed are:
- expected production in ODt ha"1 yr"1
- price of fuel chips at the heating plant per ODt
- real interest rate in %
- expected number of harvests during the rotation period.
12.6.3 Calculations
The annual costs and revenues are discounted and a net present value,
annuity ofnetpresent valueand thebreak-even pricearecalculated.The results
aregenerated onafilecalled'OUTDAT.LIS1.Theyaredivided intofour blocks:
variable conditions; cashflow (year, revenue, cost and contribution); present
valuefor revenuesandcosts,and netpresentvalue;annuityfor netpresent value
and break-even price for the fuel chips.
12.6.4 Use of the program
It is possible to make a sensitivity analysis by varying the conditions; for
example, for different production levels,interest rates, and chip prices. A new
outputfileisautomatically created and it iscalled 'OUTDAT.LISjX', whereX
is the version number from 1to 100. If it is necessary to change the costs for
different operations, this has to be done by using the editor, supported by the
operating system.
12.6.5 Example of output
The economic simulation of energy forest cultivation gives the following
types of results:

expected production
expected harvest
real interest rate
price of fuel
rotation period
firstharvest after
next harvest after
number of harvests
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——
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

12.00
36.00
1.00
500.00
22
4
3
7

ovendryt(ODt)yr '
ODt total
%

SEKperODt
Years
Years
Years

The following cashflow(SEK) can beachieved:

Year

Revenue

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

0.00
0.00
0.00
18000.00
0.00
0.00
18000.00
0.00
0.00
18000.00
0.00
0.00
18000.00
0.00
0.00
18000.00
0.00
0.00
18000.00
0.00
0.00
18000.00

13780.00
2650.00
1890.00
10638.00
2650.00
1890.00
10638.00
2650.00
1890.00
10638.00
2650.00
1890.00
10638.00
2650.00
1890.00
10638.00
2650.00
1890.00
10638.00
2650.00
1890.00
10638.00

110908.90

107609.07

Presentvalue

Net presentvalue
Annuity of netpresentvalue
Break-evenprice

Cost

Accumulated
contribution
-13780.00
-16430.00
-18320.00
-10958.00
-13608.00
-15498.00
- 8136.00
-10786.00
-12676.00
- 5314.00
- 7964.00
- 9854.00
- 2492.00
- 5142.00
- 7032.00
330.00
- 2320.00
- 4210.00
3152.00
502.00
- 1388.00
5974.00

3299.83SEK ha-1
167.84 SEK ha-1yr"1
485.12 SEK(ODt)-'

12.6.6 Source code

c
c
c

MATTIPARIKKA,SLU-SIMS, UPPSALA, 1986-10-05
PROGRAM ESOECONOMICSIMULATION
VARIABLES
REALMAT(1:31,1:2),TWOCOST,THREECOST,FOURCOST,NETPROFIT
REALFACTOR,PRVALBEN,PRVALCOST,ANNU,ANNPROF,BREPRIC
REALPROD,PRICE,INTER,PRESUM,ANNTOT,FFOURCO,ONECOST
INTEGER IN,OUT,WR,SC,YEAR,COST,P,HARV,ROTPER,FIRST,NEXT
INTEGER ANS,EOF
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CHARACTER*8 INFILE
1N=3
OUT=4
SC=5
WR=6
Q

'.INPUTOUTPUT UNITS

*************************************************************************

C

DEFINE DATA

c

*************************************************************************

100

c
C
Q

101

Q

C
Q
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WRITE(WR,*)'NAME OFTHE DATAFILE V
READ(SC,*)INFILE
*******************************************************

OPEN FILE FOR INPUT
*************************************************************************

ONECOST=0
TWOCOST=0
!ZERO
THREECOST=0
FOURCOST=0
FFOURCO=0
PRVALBEN=0
PRVALCOST=0
PRESUM=0
EOF=0
OPEN (UNIT=IN,NAME=INFILE,STATUS='OLD\READONLY) !OPEN FILE
DO WHILE(EOF.EQ.0)
READ(IN,*,IOSTAT=EOF)YEAR,COST,P
!READ INDATA
IF(EOF.EQ.0) THEN
IF(YEAR .EQ. 1)THEN
'.DEFINE ANNUAL TOTAL COSTS
ONECOST=ONECOST+COST
ELSEIF (YEAR .EQ. 2)THEN
TWOCOST=TWOCOST+COST
ELSEIF(YEAR .EQ. 3)THEN
THREECOST=THREECOST+COST
ELSEIF (YEAR .EQ. 4 .AND. P.LT. 11)THEN
FOURCOST=FOURCOST+COST
ELSEIF (YEAR .EQ.4 .AND. P.EQ. 11)THEN
FFOURCO=FFOURCO+COST
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
CLOSE(UNIT=IN)
ICLOSE UNIT
*************************************************************************

CONTINUE INTERACTIVE ROUTINE
*************************************************************************

110

120

130

140

Q

10
15

30

40

50

WRITE(WR,*)'EXPECTED PRODUCTION IN ODT/YEAR/HA'
READ(SC,*)PROD
IF(PROD .LT.3.OR. PROD .GT. 30)THEN
GOTO 110
ENDIF
WRITE(WR,*)'PRICEOF FUEL AT HEATING PLANT CHIPPED IN /ODT
READ(SC,*)PRICE
IF(PRICE .LT.0.OR. PRICE .GT.1500)THEN
GOTO 120
ENDIF
WRITE(WR,*)'REAL INTEREST RATE IN % (0-15)*
READ(SC,*)INTER
IF(INTER .GT. 15.OR. INTER .LT.0)THEN
GOTO 130
ENDIF
WRITE(WR,*)'EXPECTED NUMBER OF HARVESTS (7-10)?'
READ(SC,*)HARV
IF(HARV .GT. 10.OR. HARV .LT. 7)THEN
GOTO 140
ENDIF
*t***********************************************************************

ROTPER=((HARV*3)+l)
IROTATION PERIOD
DO 15I=I,ROTPER
!ZERO MATRIX
DO 10J=1,2
MAT(I,J)=0
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
MAT(lJ)=ONECOST
IMATRIX
DO 30 I=2,ROTPER-2,3
MAT(I,l)=TWOCOST
CONTINUE
DO40I=3,ROTPER-l,3
MAT(I,l)=THREECOST
CONTINUE
DO 50 I=4,ROTPER,3
MAT(I,1)=FOURCOST+FFOURCO*3.0*PROD
MAT(I,2)=PRICE*PROD*3.0
CONTINUE
D 0 55I=l,ROTPER
IF(MAT(I,2).GT. 0)THEN
FIRST=I
NEXT=I-1
GOTO56
ENDIF
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55

CONTINUE

C

OPEN FILEOUTPUT.LIS;X

56

OPEN(UNIT=OUT,NAME='OUTDAT.LIS\STATUS='NEW)
WRITEfOUT*y*******************************
WRITE(OUT*V*********** RESULT ***********
WRITE(OUT*v*******************************
WRITE(OUT,*)
WR1TE(0UT,*)'*** ECONOMIC SIMULATION OF ENERGY FOREST ***'
WRITE(OUT,*)
WRITE(OUT,1030)'- EXPECTED PRODUCTION =\PROD,
I TONNES OF DRY MATTER PER YEAR AND HECTARE'
WRITE(OUT,*)
WRITE(OUT,1030)'- EXPECTED HARVEST =\PROD*3.0,
I TONNES OF DRY MATTER PER HECTARE INTOTAL'
WRITE(OUT,*) WRITE(OUT,1030)'- REAL INTEREST RATE =\INTER,Vc/
WRITE(OUT,*)
WRITE(OUT,1030)'- PRICE OF FUEL =',PRICE,
I 'SEK PER TONNE OF DRY MATTER'
WRITE(OUT,*)
WRITE(OUT,1040)'- ROTATION PERIOD =\ROTPER,'YEARS'
WRITE(OUT,*)
WRITE(OUT,I040)'- FIRST HARVEST AFTER =',FIRST,'YEARS'
WRITE(OUT,*)
WRITE(OUT,I040)'- NEXT HARVEST AFTER =\NEXT,'YEARS'
WRITE(OUT,*)
WRITE(OUT,1040)'- NUMBER OF HARVESTS =',HARV
WRITE(OUT,*)
WRITE(OUT,*)'CASH-FLOW
WRITE(OUT,*)'
ACCUMULATED'
WRITE(OUT,*)'YEAR
REVENUE
COSTS
CONTRIBUTION'
WRITE(OUT,*)
DO60I=l,ROTPER
!SUM
NETPROFIT=NETPROFIT+(MAT(I,2)-MAT(I,l))
INETPROFIT
WRITE(OUT,1000)I,MAT(I,2),MAT(I,1),NETPROFIT
CONTINUE
WRITE(OUT,*)('*',I=I,50)
WRITE(OUT,*)
FAKTOR=(I.0+INTER/100.0)
IDISCOUNT
DO65 I=4,ROTPER,3
PRESUM=PRESUM+FACTOR**(-I)
!SUM OF DISCOUNT
CONTINUE
DO70 I=I,ROTPER
IPRESENTVALUE

60

65
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70

PRVALBEN=PRVALBEN+MAT(I,2)*FACT0R**(-I)
PRVALC0ST=PRVALC0ST+MAT(I,1)*FACT0R**(-I)
CONTINUE

Q

C
Q

*************************************************************************

ANNUITY
*************************************************************************

ANNU=((INTER/I00.0)*FACTOR**(ROTPER))/(FAKTOR**(ROTPER)-1.0)
ANNPROF=(PRVALBEN-PRVALCOST)*ANNU
'.ANNUAL PROFIT
BREPRIC=PRVALCOST/(PROD*3.0*PRESUM) {BREAKEVEN
ANNTOT=PRVALBEN-PRVALCOST
.'TOTAL NETPROFIT
WRITE(OUTJ0I0)TRESENT VALUE =\PRVALBEN,PRVALCOST
WRITE(OUT,*)
WRITE(OUT,*)
WRITE(OUT,1020)'NET PRESENT VALUE
=\ANNTOT,
1'SEK PER HECTARE'
WRITE(OUT,1020)'ANNUITY OF NET PRESENT VALUE=\ANNPROF,
1'SEK PER YEAR AND HECTARE'
WRITE(OUT,I020)'BREAKEVEN PRICE
=\BREPRIC,
I 'SEK PER OVEN DRY TONNE'
WRITE(OUT,*)
WRITE(OUT,*)'RESULTS - OUTDAT.LIS'
WRlTE(OUT,*)
WRITE(OUT,*)'END'
WRITE(OUT,*)('*\I=l,50)
CLOSE(UNIT=OUT)
JCLOSEOUTPUT
Q

*************************************************************************

NETPROFIT=0
PRESUM=0
PRVALBEN=0
PRVALCOST=0
Q

80

!ZERO

*************************************************************************

WRITE(WR,*)'CHANGE
PARAMETERS,NEW
CELL'
WRITE(WR,*)
WRITE(WR,*)'YOUR CHOICE!!!!'
WRITE(WR,*)
WRITE(WR,*)'** CHANGE PRODUCTION = V
WRITE(WR,*)'** PRICE OF FUEL = 2'
WRITE(WR,*)'** INTERESTRATE = 3'
WRITE(WR,*)'** ROTATION PERIOD = 4'
WRITE(WR,*)'** NEW DATAFILE = 5'

FILE

OR

CAN1DISPLAY

WRITE(WR,*)'** END = 6'
READ(SC,*)ANS
IF(ANS XT. I.AND. ANS .GT. 6)THEN
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GOTO 80
ENDIF
GOTO(110,120,130,140,100,2000) ANS
GOTO 80
C
C
C

FORMAT

1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
2000
3000

FORMAL'\I3,TR7,F9.2,TR4,F9.2,TR4,F9.2)
FORMATf\A,TR3,F9.2,TR3,F9.2)
FORMATf\A,TR3,F9.2,TR3,A)
FORMATf\A,TR3,F8.2,TR3,A)
FORMATf\A,TR3,I8,TR3,A)
STOP
END

12.7
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13 Short-rotation forestry: an alternative energy resource?
Kurth Perttu

13.1 Introduction
Both biomass and fossil fuels originate from solar energy. The latter have
accumulated during millions of years, whereas biomass is the result of a few
seasons of stored energy. The energy density of fossil fuels is high compared
with biomass;oil,for instance,contains about 12MWh t _1 whereas wood only
contains 4.5 MWh t _1 at 50%dry matter content (Anonymous, 1984).On the
other hand, gases and particles that have been bound into fossil fuels during
millons of years are rapidly released during combustion. This places a very
serious strain on the environment by increasing the carbon dioxide (C0 2 )
content of the atmosphere, acidifiying lakes and soils, etc. The environment's
capacity to cope with pollution from the combustion of fossil fuels is limited;
this is obvious from all the reports on different types of damage. In many
countries the use of fossil fuels has already created very serious ecological
problems. Biomass is,therefore, an attractive alternative to such fuels, because
its harmful effects on the environment are considerably less than those from
fossil fuel. For example, the amount of C0 2 released at combustion during
winter time is bound into biomass during the growing season, with no net
increase as a result.
Theprerequisitesforenergyforestry inSwedenaregood.Theclimate permits
relatively highyieldstobeobtained incentral and southern parts and along the
eastern coast to the north of Stockholm (Perttu, 1980; Perttu & Lindroth,
1986).Within these areas the growing period normally lasts between 160- 230
days and the heat sums liebetween 1100- 1700day-degrees (Odin et al., 1983;
Perttu, 1983;Perttu, 1985a). During the growing season, an average incoming
solar radiation of 14 MJ m~2 day -1 is estimated for the area concerned. The
value is about the same both in the north and in the south of Sweden. About
1% of the incoming solar radiation is converted into wood biomass by net
photosynthesis.
In Sweden, energy forests are intensively cultivated short-rotation shrub or
tree-shaped stands, mostly of Salix and Alnus spp. (Siren et al., 1984). They
havebeenfound verysuitablefor energywood production becauseoftheirhigh
yield response to intensive management. Salix can be planted as cuttings and
Alnus asrooted plants,thelatterbeinginoculated tofacilitate nitrogen fixation.
Sometimes they can begrown together in acombined cultivation system, thus
using the nitrogen-fixing capacity of Alnus as a nutrient source for the whole
stand (Granhall, 1982,Granhall et al., 1983).
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13.2 Considerations
Wood quality is a major factor when producing biomass. There are large
differences in wood density between Salix clones, and also between shoots of
different ages from the same clone (Siren et al., 1987).This is,therefore, one
of the main criteria when testing different clones and also when finding the
optimal agefor harvesting interms of production and ofeconomics.The heat
valueandenergycontent ofwood from thebestclonesiscomparable withthat
of wood from coniferous trees (Anonymous, 1985).
Thewateruseefficiency ofSalixisratherunfavourable, becauseitisawaterdemanding species. In Chapter 10, Halldin showed that the above-ground
production is about 25 kg of oven-dry biomass per mm of water. In Chapter
6, Eckersten & Ericsson showed that the leaf biomass constitutes about 35%
of the above-ground biomass.The average amount of oven-dry stem biomass
in central and southern Sweden for a three-year cycle is about 11t ha -1 yr _l
(seeChapter5).Thesefiguresshowthatanannualproduction of 111stemwood
ha -1 requires 680mm of water.
The nitrogen content of Salix leaves istypically 3.5%on adry matter basis
(see Chapter 5). If the production is 11t oven-dry stem wood, then the leaf
biomass isabout 6t,containing about 200kgof nitrogen. When thestand has
«

reached a balance in the nutrient circulation, only the amount removed by
harvesting ofthe stem biomass needsto beapplied. For instance,the nitrogen
content inwillowwood isabout 0.7-1.0%,which indicates that inthiscase80110kgha"1yr_1 haveto beapplied. Itisveryimportant to applythe fertilizers
intime,sothatuptakeisnotdelayed,otherwisethegrowthdecreasesdrastically
(see Chapter 7).
13.3 Discussion and conclusions
InSweden,energyforestryisrelatedmoretoagriculturethantoconventional
forestry (Perttu, 1985b).The interval between two consecutive harvests is3-5
yearsandtherotation period(thetimebetweentwoplantingoccasions)isabout
25years.Intraditionalconiferous forestry theharvestingcycleandtherotation
period are the same, 70-120 years, depending on site and climate. Simulated
willow production has reached levels of 10-12 t oven-dry stem biomass ha -1
yr _l , about 6 t leaves and 5-6 t roots (cf. above). The variation is caused by
climate,soil,nutrients,etc.Annual production of 10-15thasbeen obtained in
full-scale plantations at several locations in Sweden (Ohlsson, 1986). Under
good conditions, very intensively managed Salix plantations have given even
higheryields(Sirenetal., 1984).Theexpectations are 15 tstemwood ha"1 yr _l
in commercial cultivations within the next ten years when farmers have acquired knowledge and experience about the cultivation techniques and when
the plant material has been developed further (Anonymous, 1985). Applying
averageclimatedata inthegrowth modeldeveloped byPerttu etal.(1984),the
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Figure 50. Average willow stem production (Q) at different latitudes and heights
above sea-level (H) in Sweden calculated by means of growth models and available
climaticdata.(After Perttu& Lindroth,1986).
potential stemwood production of willow at different latitudes and elevations
can be estimated as 10-20 t oven-dry stem wood ha"1 yr -1 in central and
southern Sweden (Figure 50).
In Chapter 12,the break-even level was found to be 10-12 oven-dry t stem
wood ha -1 yr -1 . Other economic calculations have shown that in the 1990s
energy from intensively cultivated short-rotation forests on agricultural land
will be more profitable than energy from oil, coal, electricity, peat, and waste
fromconventional forests(Table 17).Thecostsofextracting1 kWhintheform
of hot water from adistrict heating plant (> 1 MW), from a small industrial
plant(0.2-1 MW),andfrom ahousefurnace (< 200kW)areestimated asSEK
160, 190,and 260, respectively (Gunnarson, 1985).
Duringthewinterof 1984/85,the Swedish National Energy Administration
conducted anevaluation ofenergyforestryinSweden(Anonymous, 1985).The
results of this evaluation can besummarized as follows:
- practical experience has been obtained, especially on agricultural land
- no negative environmental consequences have been observed
- forcombustion purposes,energyforestwood andconventional forest wood
are of the same quality
- the best economic situation for energy forestry is with small-scale farmers
and good agricultural land
- thecostsofenergyforest wood are90- 110SEKperMWh(1987),delivered
to adistrict heating plant
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Table 17. Comparison ofenergycostsinSEKfromdifferent typesoffuel aftercombustion,estimated forthe 1990s.(After Gunnarson,1985).
Energy source

Power plant
(> 1MW)

Small industry
(0.2-1 MW)

House
(< 200kW)

Energy forest*
Oil, heavy (2-5)
Oil, light (I)
Coal
Electricity
Peat
Waste wood
Heat pump

160
240

190

260

-

-

-

320

350

180

-

-

-

-

280

150
150

-

-

180

-

-

270
250-320

* Estimated netproduction 13.5oven-drytstemwood ha"1yr_1.Thecostsincludesoil
preparation,planting,weedcontrol,fertilization,irrigation,harvesting,transport,chippingandcombustion.

- energyforest wood caneconomically compete withcoal, peat andconventional forest wood
- therewillprobablybeamarketforenergyforestfuelinthe1990,andaround
theyear2000;the annual contribution from such fuel isestimated to be78TWh, using an area of about 100000ha.
The different evaluations of Swedish energy forestry have shown that it
should beattempted on apractical scale. According tosimulations and experiments,theproduction ofwoodybiomasscanbeassumedtoreachlevelswhere
itiseconomicallyprofitable inplantationsonagriculturalland.The Federation
of Swedish Farmersdecided tostartenergy forest plantations on alargescale,
aiming at 200000 ha bytheyear2000.
The public sector also benefits from energy forestry. The most important
benefit is not only measurable in financial terms, but in other aspects, such as
less dependence on imported energy, and less strain on the environment. A
significant number of newjobs will becreated, inthe orderof two personsper
100-150 ha of energy forest. Additionaljobs will becreated inthe engineering
industry for producing machinery for planting, management, and harvesting
(Siren et al., 1984;Perttu, 1986).
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APPENDIX

14 Computer useinmodelling energy forestry inSweden
Sven Halldin

14.1 Introduction
The large-scale, interdisciplinary Swedish Energy Forestry (SEF) Project
(nowtheSection ofEnergy Forestry, Swedish University ofAgricultural Sciences) has continued and strengthened the tradition, started in the 1970s, of
relying on the digital computer as a vital research tool. With much of its
researchstaff trained intheSwedishConiferous Forest(SWECON) Project (see
Halldin, 1979and Persson, 1980),itwasnatural tocontinue theutilization and
development of the software from this project. This appendix presents the
software, sothat readers can understand thesimulation programs presented in
earlier chapters (cf. Chapter 2).The future implications of using this software
are also touched upon.
14.2 Computer environment
At Swedish Universities, notably at Uppsala, three trends have prevailed
when it comes to computer environment. The first relates to the dominant
position ofDigital Equipment Corporation (DEC)inuniversitycomputing.As
such,theSEF Project, and earliertheSWECON Project, haveused PDP/ RSX
and VAX/VMS computers. The second trend relates to rapid development in
networking. Besides the world-wide EARN and the nation-wide SUNET, the
university computer installations in Uppsala arelinked by UPNET, a terminal
network with limited capacity for file transfer but no electronic mail facilities.
Parallel to UPNET and SUNETthere isaDECNET,which allowsefficient file
transfer and haselectronicmailbut whichcanonlybeused byDECcomputers.
For these reasons an unfortunate bias towards DEC-based software is to be
found inthe SEF research,which commonly makesuseofidiosyncracies inthe
VMS FORTRAN dialect and is also structured along the lines of the VMS
operating system. Most ofthe programs are,therefore, not directly portable to
any other installation. This isthe more regrettable,sincethethird, very strong,
trend relates to the use of personal computers in applications where larger
machines used to dominate.
14.3 Supporting software
Two major needsfor supporting software wereexpressed at the beginningof
the SEF Project. The first concerned simplified development and use of simulation models and the second concerned a system for acquiring, retrieving,
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correcting and presenting data. In both cases the software, SIMP andECODATA (Engelbrecht et al., 1980), was inherited from the SWECON Project.
Becauseoftheageofthesepackages,developmentwasrequested forboth.At
thetimeofwriting,theECODATApackage(seealsoSvensson, 1979)hasbeen
replaced bytheconsiderably modernized PGRA system(Jansson& Christofferson, 1985). The SIMP simulation support package (see also Lohammar,
1979),ontheotherhand,hasnotyetbeenreplacedbythemoremodernsystem
developed bythepresentauthor.
143.1 Dataacquisition, retrieval correction andpresentation
Ingeneral terms,alargenumberofdifferent typesofdataarecollectedand
analysed intheSEFresearch.Those ofrelevance herearethetime-seriesdata
on biomass, hydrology and meteorology. The biomass and hydrological data
arenormallycollected andputintothePGRAdatabasesystemmanually.The
meteorological data are collected through micro-loggers (Campbell 21X and
CR10)andautomaticallyfedintothePGRAdatabasesystem,asconceivedby
Perttu (1985). The main reason for using the PGRA/ECODATA systeminstead of a more widely known database/graphical support package is the
special emphasis by PGRA on time-series data and on simplicity of learning
and using. These features are handled less well by the more general type of
systems. For'dataotherthantime-series data, SAS (SAS Institute Inc., 1985)
isfrequently used.
143.2 Simulation supportpackage
It is still common for researchers to put much effort into programming
problems such as input/output operations, numerical integration schemes,
multiplesimulation,fittingofparameters,changinginputdata,graphicalpresentation of results,etc. Inorderto use computer capacity efficiently itwould
bebetteriftheresearchercouldconcentrateonthesubjectareainwhichhe/she
isaspecialist.TheSIMP package(Lohammar, 1979)wasconceived torelieve
the user of all the technical problems mentioned above. Since several of the
modelspresented inthepreviouschapters ofthisvolume useSIMP,itsmajor
properties arepresented below.
WhenusingSIMP,afirst-orderdifferential equationtypeofmodeliscoded
in FORTRAN 77 as a subroutine to the governing program, named LOOP
(Figure 51). Only the model processes in astrict sense have to be coded and
certainconventionsmustbeobeyed. Fivetypesofentitiesareused:Xforstate
variables, T for transfer variables, Gfor auxiliary variables, D for external
variables,and Pforparameters(constants).
The model system is conceived in box-and-flow visualization and only the
flowequationsarecoded.WiththesimplemodelinFigure52,twoFORTRAN
statements areneeded:T0001 andTO100.Thecorresponding equation
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Figure 52. Box-and-flowvisualizationofa simplefirst orderdifferentialequation.
dAr01/dr= T0001 -T0100

Equation 75

issolved automaticallybySIMP,whichalsoaccountsfortheconservationlaws
of thesystem. SIMP uses onlyexplicit forward differencing integration(Euler
method) based on a user-defined default time step. The lack of more sophisticated integration routines can partly be compensated for by the ability to
changethetimestepasafunction ofmodelperformanceduringthesimulation.
Certainotherinformationisnecessarybeforeasimulationcanbecarriedout.
Names and values of parameters in the FORTRAN code must be specified.
Initialvaluesforthestatevariablesandtheflowstructureofthesystemarealso
needed.Thesedataarefed into aspecialfilethroughthepreparatory program
PRP (Figure 51). This can also account for anumber of other items of information that arenot strictly necessary to perform asimulation. Such examples
aretimeunit,integrationtimestep,andnumberofvariablestobestored inthe
resulting outputfile.
Once the FORTRAN source code and structural information have been
specified, SIMPautomaticallyeditsanewsourcecodewhichcontains asection
that assures communication between the executing program LOOP and the
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model.Thisnewsourcecodemustbecompiledandlinkedbytheuser,likeany
other FORTRAN program(Figure51).
Whentheexecutablemodelisready,thesimulationiscarriedoutbytheSIM
program.IfthedefaultvaluesinthePRPfilearesufficient, thesimulationcan
bestarteddirectly bySIM. If, ontheotherhand,theuserwantstochangethe
default values of, e.g., the simulation time span, the initial state variables,or
parameters,thiscanbedoneinteractively before commencingtherun.
SIMP is connected to the ECODATA database system in both directions.
Thisincreases theutilityof both programsconsiderably. Time-series datacan
bereadintothemodel byspecifying threesubroutine callsinthesourcecode:
- CALLECDCINinitializestheconnection betweenSIMPandECODATA
- CALLECDCDA transmitscontinuous time-seriesdata(e.g. temperature)
- CALLECDCDD transmitsdiscrete time-seriesdata(e.g. precipitation).
Inthisway, anytype ofdatastored inanECODATA orPGRA (thesetwo
programscanbeseenasequivalent inthiscontext)filecanbeused asdriving
datainamodel. All problemsconnected totimeunit,interpolation ofdatato
fit themodel,timestepetc. arehandled bySIMP.
Data resulting from simulations can also be directed to an ECODATA or
PGRAdatabaseforsubsequentprocessing.ThisisdonebythePLMprogrammodule which accounts for all output from SIMP. Three main options are
offered to the user.Thewhole oranyfraction of thesimulation result canbe
listed onaprinterorafile,displayed graphically byaself-sustained graphical
program,oritcanbedirectedtoatime-seriesdatabase.SIMPalwaysproduces
astandard resultsummaryoutput file.
Inaddition to these majorfacets of SIMP, the package also offers routines
forcomparing measured andsimulated dataandamultiplesimulation mode.
A sample SIMP program is given below to show how some of these options
arecarried out inamodelsourcecode.
14.4 Discussion
Development in the computer industry is extremely rapid and even basic
conceptsofsoft-, hard-orfirmware maychangeorlosetheirmeaningmoreor
lessovernight. This makesitdifficult tospeculate about thepossible utilityof
the SEF software inthe future. The only certainty is that the programspresented in this paper will be useless in the future unless they are continuously
upgraded andmaintained.
Whenitcomestothesoftware described inthispaper,ECODATA, PGRA,
andSIMP,anumberofproblemsmustbeaddressed.Alloftheseprogramsare,
tobeginwith,writteninthelocalVAX/VMSFORTRANdialectandmakeuse
ofitsnon-standardfeaturesaswellasofspecificfeaturesoftheVMSoperating
system.Thisproblemofnon-portabilityhasrecentlybeensolvedforthePGRA
system, which iscontinuously maintained and for whichaversion for the PC
markethasrecentlybecomeavailable(Chapter 11).Secondly,bothSIMPand
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ECODATAwereconceptualized beforethearrivalofFORTRAN77and suffer
from the 'spaghetti structure'commonly found in old FORTRAN programs.
Maintenance and development ofthe SIMP system hasnot been active,but
there isarenewed version of SIMP written bythe present author, with portabilityandimproveduserinterfaceasitsprimeobjectives.Thisversion,however,
willnot bereleased for publicuseuntilthetediouswork ofdocumentation and
production of a User's Manual has been finished. Another objective, whichis
not met by any current SIMP version, isthe distinction between the needsof
themodeluserandthemodelcreator.SIMPhasbeenbiasedtowardstheneeds
of the model creator and developer. In this case, the simplicity of the user
interface isnot themost important facet. For user-oriented simulation support
software, on the other hand, this interface must bethe prime objective.
The relation between the older ECODATA system and itssuccessor PGRA
isnotcleareither.AfewoptionsintheECODATAsystemarestillnotavailable
in PGRA, such as smooth correction of some time specification errors or the
ability to calculate newentities from old data usingcomplex analytical forms.
At present, no direct connection between PGRA and SIMP exists and it is
probable that this coupling will only be seen between a new 'SIMP' and a
further developed PGRA.
14.5 Sample source codefora SIMP model
This source code for the SAMPLE model i,c written in FORTRAN 77
(excepting the comments after exclamation marks and the INTEGER*2 declaration in the first, non-user written, section) and makes use of the SIMP
simulation modellingsupport programs.TheSAMPLEmodelisnot supposed
to beafunctioning model but only aframework for demonstrating of various
features of SIMP.
SUBROUTINE TRANS
COMM1 LAST PRP UPDATE 860915 12:03
1NTEGER*2 IGO,NCOMP
COMMON/UVAL/ TIME,TIMER,IGO
DIMENSION
P(2)
EQUIVALENCE (P,KAPPA)
COMMON/UVAL/ KAPPA ,VDVERS
COMMON/UVAL/ PDUMMY(168)
REAL
KAPPA
COMMON/UVAL/ NCOMP
DIMENSION
X( 1)
EQUIVALENCE (X(1),X01)
COMMON/UVAL/XOI
DIMENSION
T(2)
EQUIVALENCE (T/T0001)

PRIOR TO RUN No1
This section of theprogram,
limited byCOMM1 and CEND1,is
inserted bySIMP. It accounts
forthecommunication between
the model and SIMP. Certainarray
and variable names(TIME,TIMER,
IGO,P,PDUMMY,NCOM,P,X,T,GandD)
arereserved by SIMP and must not
beused with another meaningin
the model sourcecode. Default
INTEGER namesinthe parameter
list areautomatically declared
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COMMON/UVAL/ T0001.T0100
COMMON/UVAL/ G(243)
COMMON/UVAL/D(10)

!REAL bySIMP.

CEND1
C
Q

****************

Q*********************************

DATA INPUT *********************************

Q

****************

C

!Thefirst call accounts forcontiCALL ECDCDA(TIME,D)
!nuous input data, read intothe
CALL ECDCDD(TIME,TIMLEN,2,D(2))
!D-array atsimulationtimeTIME,
!from anECODATA file, whose
!version numbercanbespecified
!eitherbydefault orpriortoeach run.
!Thesecond call asksfordiscrete treatment ofthe
!second input variable read into D(2).Itsvalue will bezero
!unless thereisanon-zero value inthefile foratimein the
!interval TIMEtoTIME+TIMLEN.

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Q

***************************

Q****************************
Q

C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

***************************

!This isthemodel code proper. The
G(1)=FUNCT(D(1))*KAPPA
!first threelines show only an exT0001=D(2)
!ampleofhow onecould usethe reT0100=G(1)*SIN(X(I))
!served SIMP namestoexpress
CALL ECDCVD(1,T0100,IFIX(VDVERS))
!themodelequation.The call
RETURN
!to ECDCVD shows theability
!tocalculate, atsimulation
!timeTIME,adifference between simulated
!(hereonevariable, i.e.,TO100)andvalidation data,
!measured atanytime.Thecomparison dataarestored inan ECO!DATA file withtheversion number VDVERS. Subroutine ECDCVD cal!culatesthemeansquaredifference, ECDCVM theaverage and
!ECDCVA theabsolute value difference.

Q

****************************

Q***************************
Q

C

C
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ACTUAL MODEL CODE ****************************

INITIALCALCULATIONS ***************************
****************************

! TheINITILentry point allows
ENTRY INITIL
!calculations thatdonotrequire
CALL ECDCID(1,2)
!toberepeated duringthesimulationto
RETURN
!bemade. Inthiscase itwasnecessaryto ini!tiate theconnection between SIMP andECODATAby

C
C
C
C
C
C

! theECDCIDsubroutinecall.Thiscallannouncesthatone
! variable,thesecond,should betreated asdiscrete.Withno
! discreteinput data,onecould instead haveusedtheECDC1N
! subroutine,which,without argument,tellsSIMPthatthemodel
! usesaconnection between ECODATAandSIMP.

Q

***************************

£****************************P I N A L CALCULATIONS ****************************
Q

C

C
C
C
C
C

***************************

!TheTERMINentrypointenables
ENTRYTERMIN
! calculationstobemadeafter the
CALLECDCVT(1,ERROR)
! end ofthesimulation.Inthiscasethe
RETURN
!ECDCVTsubroutine wascalled tocalculate,
! for onesimulated variable,the root-mean-square
! error ERROR for thewholesimulation period,based onthe
! squared differences calculated previouslyforeachsimulation
! timestep.
END
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